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PREFACE
In 1966 L'Exil d ’Albour
i
,1 a new play by a Senegalese auth-
or, dramatized a well-known event in Jolof's oral tradition: the
emigration of Albuuri Njay, the country's last independent king,
to Segu in Mali, where he joined forces with Amadu Sheku to re-
sist French imperialism in West Africa.
Albuuri Njay's emigration was one response to a problem Jo-
lof and other Senegalese states faced by the late nineteenth cen-
tury: French imperialism. Earlier in the century Jolof had been
confronted with another threat to its sovereignty in militant Is-
lam, and earlier still civil strife had disrupted the political
system for over a decade. Yet Jolof strengthened its central
government and remained independent until 1890, by which time Is-
lam had become an integral part of the state. How and why Jolof
adapted to the changing situation in nineteenth-century Senegal
is the subject of this book.
I did research on this topic in Senegal and France in 1970-
1971 on a Fulbright-Hays fellowship and in 1975 with the aid of a
summer research grant from Southern Illinois University. I first
presented the material as a doctoral dissertation at Boston Uni-
versity.
I am grateful to my Senegalese friends and colleagues, in-
cluding all those in the Jolof area without whose help and coop-
eration this study would not have been possible. Malick Ndiaye,
a teacher in Dahra, was the interpreter and translator for most
of the oral materials collected. Alboury Bouna Ndiaye of Lin-
geer, Albuuri Njay's oldest living grandson, and Baba Lissa
Ndiaye, chief of Dahra, received me graciously in Jolof and fa-
cilitated my research there. Mansour Bouna Ndiaye of Dakar, an-
other grandson of Albuuri Njay, encouraged and supported my re-
search throughout my stay in Senegal, while Oumar Leyti Ndiaye of
Dakar and Dahra freely shared his extensive knowledge of Jolof's
history with me. The archivists and librarians whose resources I
used were all helpful; I would especially like to thank Monsieur
J.F. Maurel, director of the Senegalese National Archives, and
Dr. Amar Samb, director of the Institut Fondamental d'Afrique
Noire in Dakar. I owe a special debt to my mentors and colleagues
who read all or portions of this manuscript at various times, and
lcheik Ndao, L'Exil d'Albouri (Paris, 1967)
.
ill
I sincerely thank them: Norman Bennett and Louis Brenner at Bos-
ton University; Martin Klein at the University of Toronto; and
David Robinson at Yale University.
Eunice A. Charles
Carbondale, Illinois
December, 1976
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NOTE ON ORTHOGRAPHY
Senegalese (primarily Wolof) names and terms in this study
are written according to the phonetic system of orthography set
forth by the government of Senegal in 1971.1 This orthography,
which applies to the major Senegalese languages — Wolof, Sereer,
Pulaar, Joola, Malinke, and Soninke — is increasingly being
adopted and will eventually standardize their transcription. At
present, however, difficulties arise with place names whose
spelling has not been standardized and whose pronunciation may
vary, with words like marabout or griot whose use extends beyond
Senegal, and with the names of living persons. Attempting to be
consistent, I have transliterated place names and the names of
historical persons phonetically, I have left words like marabout
and griot in their accepted spellings, and I have written the
names of living persons as they do themselves.
Wolof grammar designates the plural of a noun by changing
its article and not the noun itself; I have added "s" to indi-
cate plurals.
lMDecret no. 71-566 du 21 mai 1971 relatif a la transcription des lan-
gues nationales," Journal officiel de la Republique du Senegal, 4171 (28 June
1971), 623-628.
ix
GLOSSARY
aardo Fuulbe chief (Pulaar)
Ajoor
almaami
inhabitant of Kajoor (Wolof)
head of an Islamic state (Wolof from Arabic)
bado to free commoner (Wolof)
bel'ep Jolof kangaam, commander of Pas Baxal province
(Wolof)
bergel Jolof kangaam, commander of Lamdu province (Wo-
lof)
brak ruler of Waalo (Wolof)
buumi high title in the royal lineage, Jolof (Wolof)
buur ruler of Siin or Saalum (Wolof)
buurba ruler of Jolof (Wolof)
oeddo warrior, often but not exclusively a slave (Wo-
lof)
dameel ruler of Kajoor (Wolof)
esoale trading site (French)
fara slave or caste title (Wolof)
farba jure
Futankoobe
highest slave title in Jolof (Wolof)
inhabitant of Fuuta Tooro (Pulaar)
gri-gris
griot
Islamic amulet (Francophone West African)
praisesinger
,
genealogist, musician (Francophone
West African)
habitant African or Afro-European inhabitant of Saint
Louis (French)
jaraaf jure
jihad
head of the electoral council in Jolof (Wolof)
literally "struggle" or "striving;" Islamic re-
ligious war (Arabic)
Jolof-Jolof inhabitant of Jolof (Wolof)
kangaam noble titleholder with a territorial command in
Jolof (Wolof)
tingeer
marabout
highest female title in Wolof states (Wolof)
Muslim cleric (Francophone West African)
x
shaikh literally "elder;" by extension
lamic leader" (Arabic)
"learned Is-
talibe literally "pupil;" by extension
shaikh or marabout " (Wolof from
" follower of a
Arabic)
tata fortress (Wolof)
tuube high title in the royal lineage,, Jolof (Wolof)
XI
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CHAPTER 1
THE LAND AND PEOPLE OF JOLOF
Historical and Geographical Background
In the nineteenth century, the kingdom of Jolof was one of
four Wolof states, but centuries earlier Jolof had united all the
Wolof as well as other Senegambian peoples in an empire which ex-
tended from the Senegal to the Gambia Rivers . The people of
Jolof traditionally begin their history with the founding of this
empire in the mid-fourteenth century, but the Wolof had emerged
as a distinct ethnic group prior to this time.
The Wolof were not the first inhabitants of the areas where
they now live; the Mande Soce and the Sereer had preceeded them
into northern Senegal. The Wolof themselves probably originated
in Mauritania and moved southward under pressure from descending
Berber groups. Arriving in Senegal, they began a dual process of
driving the Soce and Sereer farther south and incorporating and
Wolofizing them. By the thirteenth century distinct Wolof states
had appeared, but they with the rest of Senegambia were conquered
by the expanding Mali Empire. 1 Mali oral traditions recount that
Sundiata defeated a king of Jolof, 2 and for about a century the
Wolof were under Mali's rule. In the mid-fourteenth century,
however, the Wolof broke away from Mali to form the Jolof Empire.
The empire gave political, cultural, and linguistic unity to the
Wolof and enabled them to attain the predominant position they
have held in Senegal ever since. 3
The many oral traditions about the founding of the Jolof
Empire attest to its importance for the Wolof people. 4 The leg-
endary founder of the empire was Njajan Njay, according to some
accounts the son of a Muslim cleric. When his father died,
Njajan's mother was tricked into marrying a former slave, and
the young man threw himself into a river but survived. He later
emerged to settle a dispute between some fishermen who considered
him a water spirit. Although his humanity was soon proven, all
the Wolof and Sereer rulers recognized him as their suzerain, and
the empire was thus formed. Njajan was from Waalo, but he moved
lYves Person, "La Senegambie dans l'histoire," in Senegambia, ed. R.C.
Bridges (Aberdeen, 1974) , 12.
2Djibril Niane, Soundjata (Paris, 1960) , 153.
3Today the Wolof are 38% of Senegal's estimated 3.8 million population;
the remainder are Sereer (19%) , Tukolor (13%) , Fuulbe (8%) , and several smaller
ethnic groups: S. Diarra, "Les Populations du S^n^gal," BIFAN, B, XXXIII (1971),
644-646.
4A11 the people whom I interviewed knew about the founding of the empire
in more or less detail, and there have been several published accounts of it.
The most detailed is that of the Wolof historian Yoro Jaw, published by Henri
Gaden as "L^gendes et coutumes s^ndgalaises, cahiers de Yoro Dyao," Revue
d ' ethnographie et de sociologie, III (1912), 126-133.
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to Jolof to rule his new state.
The empire, which reached its height in the fifteenth cen-
tury with the annexation of the Mali-controlled states of the
northern bank of the Gambia River, included the Wolof states of
Kajoor, Bawol, and Waalo; the Sereer states of Siin and Saalum;
and western and central Fuuta Tooro, home of the Tukolor people. 5
Local rulers governed autonomously in the empire, but they paid
allegiance and tribute to the emperor or buurba Jolof. While
oral traditions insist that the Wolof and Sereer voluntarily re-
linquished their independence to create the empire, it was dis-
solved by force.
With its capital in the interior of Senegal, the empire
was poorly located to respond to the beginnings of European com-
merce with Senegambia in the late fifteenth century. The new
trade shifted the political as well as the economic orientations
of Senegambia toward the coast; at the same time the Denyanke
Fuulbe arriving from the east conquered Fuuta Tooro, ending
Jolof' s rule there. About 1520 the two Sereer states to the
south, Siin and Saalum, were able to throw off Jolof' s control,
and the mid-sixteenth-century revolt of Kajoor marked the end of
the empire. The battle of Danki, vividly remembered by griots
of both Jolof and Kajoor, completed the shift from political
unity to a Senegambian balance of power. Bawol and Waalo fol-
lowed Kajoor 's example, and, although Jolof tried several times
in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries to recon-
quer Kajoor, none of its attempts was successful. 6 The buurbas
Jolof found themselves reduced to governing a large but sparse-
ly-populated state whose former vassals were its increasingly
successful rivals for political and economic control in the
lower Senegambia region.
Nevertheless, according to nineteenth-century Senegalese
writers, Jolof 's buurbas were still treated with special consid-
eration by other Wolof rulers. The Abbe Boilat, an Afro-Euro-
pean priest, wrote, "To the present, the kings of Kajoor, Waalo,
Bawol, Siin and Saalum send a delegation annually to the buurba
Jolof to pay tribute and respectful homage to him as the great
patriarch of the Wolof race," 7 while Paul Holle, another m^tis,
noted that "the title of sovereign gives the buurba a moral su-
periority vis a vis his former vassals which still has a strong
influence. "8
$Ibid.
,
127; V. Fernandes, Description de la cote d'Afrique, ed. and
trans. by T. Monod, et al. (Bissau, 1951), 7; Person, "S^n^gambie , " 14.
60umar Leyti Ndiaye, "Le Djoloff et ses bourbas," BIFAN, B, XXVIII
(1966) , 972-973; Jean Boul&gue, "La S^n^gambie du milieu du XVe siecle au
ddbut du XVIie siecle" (unpublished doctorat du 3dme cycle dissertation.
University of Paris, 1968)
, 202ff
.
7Abbe P.H. Boilat, Esquisses senegalaises (Paris, 1853) , 281.
8f. Carr&re and Paul Holle, De la S4negambie frangaise (Paris,
1855) ,113.
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The geographical disadvantages of the kingdom of Jolof are
apparent to even the casual observer. Located in the interior
of the Republic of Senegal, its boundaries were approximately
those of the present ddpartement of Lingeer, an area of some
16,250 square kilometers in one of the driest parts of a nation
which itself has a low annual rainfall. The lack of rain and
resulting scarcity of water greatly affected the people of Jolof
during the 1968-1973 drought in the West African Sahel, striking
especially the pastoralists
,
who lost large numbers of live-
stock. Because of its aridity, most of the Jolof area is not
farmed; according to recent estimates, only two percent of the
land in the Lingeer ddpartement is under cultivation, despite
the existence of mechanically-dug, deep wells which make water
more plentiful today than in the past.
9
In the precolonial period visitors to Jolof noted the
scarcity of water; only in the few months of the rainy season
(July to September) was it relatively abundant. In 1839 a
French trade mission in Jolof found that many villages were
without wells; the inhabitants were forced to travel consider-
able distances to obtain water for themselves and their live-
stock. The visitors described water as a luxury which even the
king of Jolof stopped supplying them after a few days, obliging
them to obtain their own water from shallow pools near their
camp. 10 The existing wells were often inadequate, according to
a French officer:
The inhabitants dig wells only in the principal
villages, and one of these wells (they have an
average depth of twenty-five meters) often suf-
fices for two or three villages located in its
vicinity. The water which they obtain, slightly
brackish and dirt-colored, has an unclean odor
because of the numerous animal and vegetable
wastes which fall in through [the well's^ very
wide opening.il
The Jolof kingdom was inland and without direct access to
the Senegal River, the main channel of communication in the low-
er Senegal area. The country was bordered on the northwest and
west by the two Wolof kingdoms of Waalo and Kajoor; to the south
lay the Sereer state of Saalum and the Malinke state of Naani;
Fuuta Tooro was to the north. To the east and northeast, Jolof
became progressively drier, merging into the Ferlo, Senegal's
largest desert. The Ferlo was and still is sparsely inhabited
by nomads because there is so little water there.
^Republic of Senegal, Cartes pour servir k 1 ' amdnagement du terri-
toire (Dakar, 1966) , 21. For a discussion of water and wells in Senegal, see
G. Brasseur, Le Probl&me d'eau au Senegal (Saint Louis, 1962)
.
10"voyage d ' exploration au Lac Paniefoul et dans le Yoloff," March
1840, ANSOM, Senegal III, 5. Lac Paniefoul is now called Lac de Guiers.
llF. Azan, "Notice sur le Oualo," Revue maritime et coloniale , X
(1864) , 496.
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There were few wells in the Ferlo, and travel through this
desert was normally undertaken only in the rainy season, when
surface water was available. Another desert area, Bunuun, sep-
arated Jolof from its most direct link to the exterior through
Waalo. Although it was only thirty kilometers from the last
Jolof villages to the first Waalo villages, it was a day-long
trip in the nineteenth century, and Bunuun was infested with ban-
dits who robbed travelers; only large, armed caravans could cross
in safety. Jolof was thus hemmed in by the Ferlo desert on the
east and northeast, while the shortest route to the exterior was
insecure. As a result of this isolation, Jolof' s participation
in Senegambia's external trade with Europe was minimal, despite
the availability within its borders of gum arabic, a raw material
in great demand in Europe in the eighteenth and nineteenth centu-
ries .
Much of Jolof is covered with a light, savannah vegetation,
grasses and brush with some wooded areas. The dry, sandy soil of
the region is well-suited to the gum tree (Aoaoia Senegal) , which
flourishes in the north and northeast; gum is exported from Jolof
today. Most of Jolof' s population lived in the fertile valleys
of the west, in a triangle roughly bounded by the towns of Lin-
geer, Dahra, and Mboynan where the rainfall was most abundant.
Jolof 's inhospitable climate kept its population small,
some 30,000 by a 1903 census which found about 17,000 Wolof and
13.000 Fuulbe in the country. 12 The Fuulbe, who are scattered
across West Africa (and are also known as Peul, Fulani, and
Fula)
,
were generally pastoralists who paid taxes to the king of
Jolof for protection and for the right to graze their animals in
the drier parts of the country. 13 The Wolof were agricultural-
ists who lived in villages surrounded by their fields. Although
most of Jolof was better pastureland than farmland, the sedentary
peasants were self-sufficient in millet, the staple of a diet
supplemented with beans and other vegetables as well as poultry
and some meat. Today peanuts grow as a cash crop in Jolof, as
they do in much of Senegal, but they had no importance in Jolof 's
export economy in the precolonial period.
In the nineteenth century Jolof 's economic development was
limited by the country's small population, which in turn was lim-
ited by the scarcity of water. In the twentieth century Jolof 's
isolation has been reduced by a railroad, and the water supply
has been improved, but the population is still small — about
45.000 in 196014 — as people leave the region hoping for better
opportunities elsewhere in Senegal, especially in the capital,
Dakar.
12"Rgsidence de Yang-Yang, rapport commercial," 3 April 1903, ANS
,
2G3 :29.
l^For a comprehensive study of the Fuulbe, see Margarite Dupire, L' Orga-
nisation sociale des Peuls (Paris, 1970)
.
14vincent Monteil, "Le Dyolof et Al-Bouri Ndiaye," in Esquisses sdnd-
galaises (Dakar, 1966)
,
116.
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Social and Economic System
All four Wolof states had similar social and political sys-
tems. The social system was hierarchical, divided into three en-
dogamous classes: freeborn, castepersons
,
and slaves. 15
The highest class, freeborn, consisted of the nobility and
the free commoners (badolo)
,
who were mostly peasant cultivators.
The second class were those in occupational castes; artisans
such as smiths, leatherworkers and woodworkers, musicians, and
griots ( gewel in Wolof). Griots were praisesingers , genealogists,
storytellers, confidants, and entertainers who were for the most
part associated with particular noble families, serving and being
maintained by them. All castepersons were considered inferior to
free persons, and griots ranked lowest of the castepersons. In
the past they were not buried in the ground but were put in hollow
tree trunks because their bodies were supposed to contaminate the
soil. Even recently in some areas, griots have been buried in
separate cemeteries or separate parts of cemeteries . 16
As in many African societies, most persons who became slaves
were captured in war or raiding, and within the slave class there
was a distinction in status between the newly-enslaved and those
born into slavery; the latter could not be sold by their owners.
With the exception of one category of royal slaves, the elite
slave guard of warriors and state officials, most slaves farmed
for their masters, although some were domestic servants. Slaves
worked in their masters' fields five days a week in the agricul-
tural season and performed other tasks in the dry season. De-
scribing their position in a household, Yoro Jaw wrote, "Slaves
engaged in the service of their masters live in a manner corre-
sponding to that of the surga, sons, nephews, and other free (and
dependent] relatives of the master." 17
Although a slave's life was similar to that of the free com-
moner, there were some limits on his rights. Slaves could not
marry without a master's consent, but a master did pay the bride-
price if his male slave wanted to marry a woman belonging to an-
other person. In the nineteenth century this brideprice was six-
teen pieces of cloth, eleven of which went to the woman's master
and five to the woman herself. Slaves could own property, and,
while this property legally reverted to the master on a slave's
death, in practice the slave's family inherited it. 1 ^ Within the
slave class there was a hierarchy, for the royal slave guard
ranked above other slaves of royalty and nobility, who ranked
above slaves of commoners or castepersons.
15yoro Jaw made an extensive analysis of Wolof social structure; see
R. Rousseau, "Le Se'n^gal d' autrefois: e'tude sur le Oualo," BCEHSAOF
,
XII
(1929) , 156ff
.
160usmane Silla, "Persistance des castes dans la societe wolof contem-
poraine," BIFAN, B, XXVIII (1966), 746.
17Rousseau, "Oualo," 193.
18jjbid., 194-195; L. Descemet, "Responses sur l'esclavage au S^n^gal,"
19 October 1904, ANS, K 18.
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Authority, power, and wealth had no effect on class, for,
while the royal slave guard helped administer Jolof, and some
griots were well-rewarded for their services, the lowliest free
man still ranked higher than any slave or casteperson. High sta-
tus brought with it moral responsibility; members of the nobility
enjoyed the privileges of their rank, but they were expected to
demonstrate by their conduct that they deserved the position into
which they had been born. The true noble was an honorable man
( nit ku bax) whose behavior exemplified the highest values of
Wolof society: honesty, bravery, and generosity . 19
Endogamy and inherited status meant that upward social mo-
bility was virtually impossible among the Wolof. In the rare
intermarriages between castepersons and others, the children as-
sumed caste status, while children of a slave mother inherited her
status unless their father was the woman's owner, in which event
they were freeborn. 20 This immutability of status led one recent
author to estimate the slave population of the Wolof states at up
to fifty percent of the total population , 21 but he gives no data
to support this figure, which seems excessive. In 1818 the French
explorer Mollien remarked that slaves were "numerous" in Jolof, 22
while in 1904 fifteen percent of the population was slave, 2 3 a
representation likely for the nineteenth century as well.
Although class distinctions theoretically no longer exist in
Senegal, marriage between classes is still rare, despite the abo-
lition of slavery, teachings of Islam about the equality of all
human beings, and the fact that persons of caste and slave ances-
try occupy important positions in government and politics. 24
The Wolof had a double-descent system in which property was
transferred both patrilineally and matrilineally
,
some things
passing from father to son, others from brother to sister's son. 25
Both paternal and maternal descent were factors in determining a
person's eligibility for kingship, but in Jolof maternal factors
were less definite than in the other Wolof states. Although Wolof
always took their fathers' surnames (sant)
,
which women retained
after marriage, in the past men commonly used their mothers' first
names after their given names. For example, in the name Mbaba
Ngwii Njay, "Mbaba" is the given name, "Ngwii" the mother's name,
and "Njay" the sant.
The basic unit of Wolof economic organization in 'Jolof was
the household, a compound of several adobe or straw buildings
l^Boubakar Ly, "L'Honneur dans les soci^tes oulof et toucouleur du Sene-
gal," Presence africaine, 61 (1967), 44-45.
20Rousseau, "Oualo," 190.
2
^Majhemout Diop, Histoire des classes sociales dans 1'Afrique de l'ouest
2: le Senegal (Paris, 1972), 29.
22Gaspard Mollien, Travels to the Interior of Africa (London, 1820) , 58.
23 "Rapport sur l'esclavage: cercle de Louga," 25 January 1904, ANS , K 18.
2^Silla, "Persistance des castes," 731-770.
25Rousseau, "Oualo," 160; most slaves were inherited matrilineally. See
also Jack Goody, "The Classification of Double Descent Systems," in Compara-
tive Studies in Kinship (Stanford, 1969) , 91-119.
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headed by the master of the house and including his family, depen-
dents, and slaves. Several households formed villages, generally
of fewer than a hundred people. 26 Most villagers were farmers who
cultivated millet and other food crops at a subsistence level of
production. Land tenure in Jolof was similar to that elsewhere in
Senegambia; the village chief allocated land to each head of a
household, who then controlled its distribution. Land was not
scarce and had little economic value unless cultivated.
Although Jolof' s economy was more self-sustaining than mar-
ket-oriented, some internal and external trade existed. Wolof
peasants exchanged millet and other foodstuffs with Fuulbe herders
for milk and other dairy products, and both groups required the
services of various castepersons
,
such as blacksmiths or leather-
workers. Although taxes were paid in kind and barter was common,
cloth currency existed in Jolof as it did throughout Senegambia.
Peasants exchanged millet with weavers for strips of cotton cloth
which they then used as money; a smith, for example, would be paid
in cloth for making a hoe. 27
A small external trade in foodstuffs was also part of
Jolof ' s economy. The kingdom of Waalo began exporting dried fish
in the seventeenth century, and some was probably sent to Jolof, 2
8
while the Moors of Mauritania brought salt to the Wolof states in
exchange for millet — in 1839, for example, a Moorish salt cara-
van was reported on the Waalo-Jolof border. 29
Jolof' s nobility participated in a trade in luxury items,
especially horses. Horses were greatly valued in Senegambia; they
were all named, and their number and quality indicated the wealth
and prestige of a ruler. Jolof 's nobility bought horses from
Moorish traders who obtained them in North Africa, and they usual-
ly purchased these horses with slaves. 30 By the nineteenth cen-
tury European trade goods such as rifles, fine cloth, and liquor
were also luxury items.
Political Power in Jolof
Political power in Jolof was hierarchical and decentralized.
Four types of titleholders exercised political authority in dif-
ferent ways: members of the royal family, some of whom held ter-
ritorial commands; territorial chiefs who inherited their posi-
tions; representatives of castes or minorities; and direct agents
26r. Rousseau, "Le Village ouolof (Senegal) ," Annales de geographie
,
XLII (1933), 92.
27Mollien, Travels, 60; Philip Curtin, Economic Change in Precolonial
Africa: Senegambia in the Era of the Slave Trade (Madison, 1975)
,
237-238.
See also David W. Ames, "The Use of a Transitional Cloth Money Token among
the Wolof," American Anthropologist, LVII (1955), 1016-1024.
28Boubacar Barry, Le Rogaume de Waalo (Paris, 1972) , 83.
29"Voyage d' exploration. . .dans le Yoloff," March 1840, ANSOM, Senegal
III, 5.
30curtin, Precolonial Africa, 221-222, discusses
in Senegambia.
the trade in horses
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of the ruler. 31
The head of state was the king or buurba, who, as in the
days of the Jolof Empire, was a patrilineal descendant of Njajan
Njay. The buurba was the political and administrative leader of
Jolof; he determined domestic and foreign policy, led the country
in war, and judged important cases brought before him. Two other
important positions, those of tuube and buumi
,
were reserved for
princes of the Njay lineage. Each buurba appointed princes of
his own choice to these offices.
The tuube was the buurba’
s
assistant and served as regent
in the ruler's absence or indisposition. He resided with the
king in the capital, but received the revenues of a province and
tribute in cattle from some Jolof Fuulbe. The buumi administered
a province, Mwii, where he resided and whose revenues he enjoyed.
The prince given the title of buumi was assumed likely to become
buurba. Beyond these two titleholders
,
the buurba selected
twelve less-important provincial chiefs as well as a number of
courtiers from the royal lineage. 32
The most important woman in Jolof held the title of lin-
geer . Always of noble birth, she was often the king's mother,
but she could also be his sister or cousin. The lingeer super-
vised the royal household and was responsible for the education
of princesses and for court etiquette. She had a province as a
source of revenue. The ruler's first wife received a special
title and the privileges which accompanied it, but she was less
influential than the lingeer. 33
Jolof 's nobility also had a role in government, espe-
cially the kangaams
,
nobles with territorial commands. The two
most influential kangaams were the belep and the bergel
,
each of
whom governed a large province strategically located near Jolof 's
borders. The belep ruled his southwestern territory, Pas-Baxal,
from his capital at Pas, while the bergel resided in the town of
Mboynan and commanded Lamdu province in the northeast. These two
kangaams administered their respective territories autonomously,
appointing chiefs and collecting taxes. Each was assisted by
three minor kangaams from his own patrilineage . 34
According to oral traditions, these titles and their accom-
panying territorial rights had been given by Jolof 's rulers to
specific individuals for their service to the country. Like
other titles, they were hereditary, and passed to the descendants
of these individuals, the Ndaw patrilineage for belep and the Sfah
patrilineage for bergel. Although a buurba had the right to re-
move a belep or bergel from office, most preferred to maintain
good relations with these two powerful and wealthy titleholders;
rulers did this most often through marriage alliances with their
31pathe Diagne, Pouvoir politique traditionel en Afrique occidentals
(Paris, 1967), 106.
32Ndiaye, "Djoloff," 969, 976.
33Rousseau, "Oualo," 172.
34Ndiaye, "Djoloff," 1005-1006.
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families. As a result, many of Jolof's buurbas were related ma-
trilineally to either the Ndaw or the Nail family.
Like many other African rulers, Jolof's monarchs had a
council of nobles to advise them on matters of state. This coun-
cil was composed of eight kangaams called the jaraaf jambuurs .
Their chief, the jaraaf jure (great jaraaf) , was one of the most
influential titleholders
,
for he was the intermediary between the
buurba and all the kangaams. The jaraaf jambuurs chose Jolof's
kings and advised them on domestic and foreign policy. To prevent
conflicts of interest, they did not intermarry with the royal fam-
ily. As with other kangaam titles, their positions were heredi-
tary within their patrilineages . 35
Each caste in Jolof had a representative (fara
)
appointed by
the buurba who acted as an intermediary between the royal author-
ity and his group. For example, the fara teg was the spokesman
for the smiths, and he transmitted the buurba'
s
commands to them.
A similar relationship existed with the ethnic minorities resident
in Jolof; the Moors, one such group, were represented by their
leader, the berj nar .36
The Fuulbe in Jolof had a special position within the coun-
try's political system. Fuulbe social organization was similar to
that of the Wolof, and each major grouping of Fuulbe had its own
chief ( aardo
)
chosen by its noble families. He administered his
own subjects and collected from them the tax in cattle paid to the
buurba for the right to reside and graze animals in Jolof. The
buurba assigned a state official to supervise each aardo and his
Fuulbe. When a new buurba was chosen, each aardo sent him cattle,
and when a new aardo was installed he sent tribute in order to be
recognized by the Jolof king. Buurbas also demanded cattle from
their Fuulbe from time to time; when not excessive, these demands
were generally fulfilled. 37
The last category of titleholders were the buurba '
s
direct
agents, chosen from the royal slave guard. The highest slave
title was farba jure (great farba ) , whose position was analogous
to that of the jaraaf jure, for he was the intermediary between
the buurba and the caste and slave titleholders. The farba jure
resided in Waxox. Directly beneath him were the commanders of the
slave guard, the faras of Ceh and Waxox. These three officials
retained their positions for life, although the buurba could re-
place them if he wished, and when one of them died, the buurba
chose his successor. 38
35jiid., 1005-1007.
36Abdoulaye Bara Diop, "Le Djoloff" (unpublished manuscript in posses-
sion of the author, Dakar, n.d.), 3.
37interview with Biram Sane Faye, Dahra, 22 July 1971; Boucar Boydo Ka,
"Les Peuls du Djoloff" (unpublished manuscript in possession of the author,
Dakar, 1971), 1-5.
38Diop, "Djoloff," 7.
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The royal slave guard was the ruler's main check against
the power of his kangaams
.
It formed his standing army and pro-
vided officials to oversee his territories, collect taxes, and
police the kingdom. The royal slaves lived in two towns, Ceh, an
early capital of Jolof, and Waxox, the country's capital by the
nineteenth century. There are no estimates of the size of this
slave guard, but when P.L. Monteil visited Jolof in 1879, five
hundred warriors accompanied Buurba Albuuri Njay to receive him,
and they were most likely the guard. 39 The royal slaves were a
hereditary group which served only the buurba ; each new ruler in-
herited their services and loyalty from his predecessor . 40
The major kangaams also had their own warriors. Known as
eeddos , these warriors were mostly, but not exclusively, slaves.
Ceddos were not paid, but they received a portion of the booty
from war and peacetime policing, as well as their maintenance and
equipment when they were in battle. 41 By the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury they were generally armed with muskets and lances. 42 in ad-
dition, the buurba and his kangaams each had free clients; these
were junior members of noble families who had no chance for power
on their own, sons of a noble and a slave, or ambitious young no-
bles who were willing to subordinate themselves 'to more powerful
individuals to further their personal goals. 43 Thus, the major
titleholders reinforced their positions with noble clients, free
men, and slaves whom they supported in return for service and
loyalty.
Political power was viewed in Jolof and the other Wolof
kingdoms as both a responsibility and a privilege. Rulers had
two main functions ; to insure internal order and defend the coun-
try; and to administer justice. In return special rights and im-
portant economic advantages in the form of taxes and tribute were
theirs. The head of each lineage or caste administered justice
on the local level, but the right of appeal extended ultimately
as high as the buurba, who received petitions through his jaraaf
jure during his daily audiences.
Each kangaam maintained order in his territory, and the
royal slave guard policed the whole kingdom. When the country
was threatened with outside aggression or waged an offensive war,
the kangaams came with their oeddos to join the buurba. Although
badolos sometimes marched with the army as footsoldiers
,
they
were neither encouraged nor expected to participate in battle,
for war was a governmental responsibility . 44
Warfare was a major occupation of the nobility, and it pro-
39P.L. Monteil, "Journal de route," 30 November 1879, ANS , 1G 47.
40Rousseau, "Oualo," 191.
41carrere and Holle, Seneganibie
, 63, 69.
42Boilat, Esquisses senegalaises
,
308. According to one Wolof author,
the most precise definition of ceddo is "one holding political power," and its
opposite is badolo, "one with no political power," but this study will limit
ceddo to its most widely-used definition, a warrior, often, but not exclusive-
ly, a slave. See Amadou Bamba Diop, "Lat Dior et le probleme musulman,"
BIFAN, B, XXVIII (1966), 497.
43Rousseau, "Oualo," 194n.
44carrere and Holle, Senegambie, 69.
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vided an occasion to demonstrate bravery and skill, values in the
nobleman's code. In Jolof, as elsewhere in Senegambia, in battle
opposing armies met and fought, each trying to rout the other,
whose retreat signified defeat. There was relatively little loss
of life. As the enemy fled, the victorious oeddos obtained what
booty they could, taking livestock and people. Nobles who were
captured could be ransomed; other prisoners of war were enslaved
along with any civilians unfortunate enough to be taken. Some-
times a ruler was forced to flee his territory; he then sought
sanctuary elsewhere and awaited an occasion to return. 45 Thus in
1865 the Muslim leader Ma Ba entered Jolof and defeated the buurba
,
who escaped into a neighboring state; but a few months later Ma Ba
had to leave Jolof, and the buurba returned home. 4
6
Closely connected with the nobility's military function was
the concept of honor which they shared. The true noble was honor-
able in his actions and words as well as generous and brave. This
meant that as a warrior he preferred death on the battlefield or
suicide to dishonor through flight or capture. This ethos extend-
ed to the oeddos, whose bravery was legendary. A well-known story
from Kajoor relates that before one battle these warriors filled
their pantaloons with sand, making flight impossible, so deter-
mined were they to fight and die with honor if routed. 47
In Jolof taxes passed upward from peasants to kangaams and
the buurba. The basic tax was the assaka, one tenth of the ba-
dolo's harvest paid in kind; castemen paid in the goods they made.
Each village chief collected the assaka, retained his share of it,
and sent on the remainder to the representative of the buurba or
kangaam. The kangaams gave a portion of their revenues to the
buurba, who reciprocated by giving them gifts.
In addition to taxes .and tribute, the buurba received booty
taken in war and raids, gifts from traders and other visitors to
Jolof, and gifts from individuals seeking his favor, such as can-
didates for various offices. Much of his income was redistrib-
uted, because he had many dependents, clients, warriors, slaves,
and castepersons
,
especially griots
,
whom he supported. 48
The badolos did not participate in this system of govern-
ment, but they accepted their status as subjects in return for in-
ternal security, military protection, and justice. When these
were lacking, they showed their discontent by emigrating to neigh-
boring states. In the 1850s, when raiding was common in Jolof,
entire villages moved to Waalo. Furthermore, the people of Jolof
respected their buurba as head of state. 49 The rituals of king-
45jMd., 69-72.
46chapter IV of this study discusses Ma Ba in Jolof.
47Mollien, Travels, 54, relates this incident.
48oavid P. Gamble, The Wolof of Senegambia (London, 1957) , 58.
49This sentiment exists today among people who remember the last buurba
,
Buuna Njay (d. 1954), and who refer to him fondly as simply "buurba Jolof."
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ship reinforced this loyalty and patriotism; each morning the
royal griots chanted the fere, a special song which praised the
buurba as the symbol of Jolof. 50
The buurba’
s
responsibilities to all his subjects were em-
phasized during his installation ceremonies, for the jaraaf jure
administered to him an oath by which he bound himself to govern
the country justly. Representing the kangaams
,
the jaraaf jure
stated that as long as the monarch adhered to this oath, he would
have the support of his nobles and badolos. If he did not admin-
ister Jolof wisely, the buurba could be deposed by the council
which had chosen him. 51
In this political system, the king could not rule absolute-
ly. He needed the support of kangaams who were autonomous within
their own territories. Since the nobility saw itself as provid-
ing a necessary check on absolutism, a potential conflict of in-
terests existed between the kangaams and the buurba over the di-
vision of political power. In Kajoor this conflict was resolved
in favor of the kings, who broke the power of their kangaams by
increasing their slave forces. 52 a similar process occurred in
Jolof during the late-nineteenth-century reign of Albuuri Njay.
In 1818 Mollien gave his view of the distribution of political
power
;
The government of the Bourba Jolof f, like that
of all the neighbouring kingdoms, is feudal.
The monarch nevertheless possesses despotic
authority, which he owes,' like all other African
sovereigns, to the great number of his slaves. ^3
Royal Succession
A council of eight electors, the jaraaf jambuurs , chose the
buurba. On the death of a ruler, the jaraaf jure convened this
council in the village of Ndo j , where the royal installation
would occur. The royal princes also came to Ndoj with their fol-
lowers to await the outcome. Ideally, the jambuurs considered
candidates "on their character, generosity, courage in combat,
and especially their influence indicated by a large number of
partisans , "54 although in fact the latter qualification, often
weighed most heavily.
50a. Chataigner, "Le Tata d'Al-Bouri N'Diaye a Yang Yang," Senegal, 51
(April 1945), 155.
51fiuuna Njay, "Etude sur l'origine, la formation, et le fonctionnement
de l'ancien grand conseil des notables dans le Djoloff," (unpublished manu-
script in Fonds Gaden, IFAN, 1921) , 4-5; Diagne, Pouvoir politique , 124.
52oiagne, Pouvoir politique, 143-144. For the role of the Atlantic
slave trade in this process, see below, pp. 27-28.
53Mollien, Travels, 86.
54tjjay, "L'ancien grand conseil," 2.
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Once the new ruler had been selected, the installation
ceremonies began. Griots beating small drums praised the new
buurba's bravery and nobility. The evening of his election, he
took the ritual bath, symbolic of his descent from Njajan Njay,
who had emerged from a river to become the first king of Jolof.
Yoro Jaw described this ritual:
In the days of the Jolof Empire, buurbas took
their baths in the Njasseu stream [in WaaloJ
at the spot where Njajan Njay, the first em-
peror and founder of the dynasty, had been
captured. With the dislocation of the empire,
the baths were taken at Ceri, Jolof' s first
capital, or at Waxox, the second capital.
The new buurba was dressed in white, this
being, moreover, the usual dress of the royal
princes of Jolof. The prince was placed in a
rectangular ditch about a meter wide, a meter
deep, and three or four meters long...
Usually a bit of water from the Njasseu stream
was obtained, but only by stealth and by running
a real danger, for according to a superstitious
belief, the people were convinced that super-
natural forces would reconstitute the Jolof
Empire under the buurba who could bathe in the
waters of the Njasseu stream where Njajan Njay
had been captured. The brak [ruler of Waalq]
and the dameel [ruler of KajoorJ thus strongly
opposed any attempts on the part of a buurba to
do this, and it was dangerous even to take a
little of this water for the new buurba's bath.
The people of Jolof called the ditch used for
this bath "Njasseu" after Njajan' s stream. After-
ward seeds and various agricultural products
which had been placed in the buurba ’ s hands the
day of his installation were sown [in the ditch].
...If the plants grew and developed normally, a
happy reign was predicted. 55
After his installation, the buurba rewarded the jaraaf
jambuurs with gifts of slaves or horses. The royal slave guard
led by the faras of Ceri and Waxox officially transferred its loy-
alty to the new monarch. Days of celebration followed with con-
tests of prowess, dancing, and drumming; the buurba demonstrated
his generosity with gifts to the nobility, his officials, and his
griots. These festivities ended with the jaraaf jure's formal
presentation of the buurba to his subjects, represented by the
kangaams
,
local chiefs, and faras 6
55Gaden, "Cahiers de Yoro Dyao," 199.
56ujay, "L'ancien grand conseil," 3-4.
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When the jambuurs met to choose a buurba, they were bound by
only one absolute rule: that their choice be an agnatic descendant
of Njajan Njay. In fact, all the buurbas of the kingdom of Jolof
were descendants of two of the sons of a sixteenth-century ruler.
Biram Njeme Kumba Njay. He and his first wife, Buuri Jelen Ndaw,
had three sons, Lat Samba, Tasy, and Giraan. None of Tasy's sons
ruled in Jolof, nor did Biram Njeme' s children by his other two
wives; these Njays held other offices or moved away. 5 ? Giraan'
s
agnatic descendants formed a family within the royal patrilineage
known as Ker (house of) Giraan, while those of Lat Samba formed
Ker Lat Samba. Buuri Jelen was a daughter of the belep , and her
sons had the support of this powerful noble family, undoubtedly
strengthening their position. Even the sons of Biram Njeme 's sec-
ond wife, a princess from Saalum, were unable to win the highest
political office from their half-brothers.
With the death of the tenth buurba, Mba Kompas, Ker Giraan
ceased to provide rulers, but a split in Ker Lat Samba insured
continued lineage competition for royal power. The seventh
buurba, Birayamb Majigen of^Ker Lat Samba, had three sons and a
daughter by his wife Buuri Nebu, a woman from an important matri-
lineage in Jolof. Two of the sons, Bakantam and Mba Buuri, ruled,
and along with their descendants, they became the family Neg (hut
of) Buuri Nebu. Although named after a woman, the family was a
patrilineal descent group, for only Buuri Nebu ' s male descendants
were members of it. When Neg Buuri Nebu became a distinct entity
within Ker Lat Samba, the other branch of this family became known
as Ker Biram Penda, after Biram Penda Farimata, a son of Albuuri
Jaxer, the sixth buurba .58 None of jny informants knew any reason
for the establishment of Neg Buuri Nebu as a separate descent
group and the resulting split in Ker Lat Samba.
Within the group of royal princes who were descendants of
Giraan or Lat Samba and hence eligible to be buurba, there were
preferred rules of succession, the most important of which was
that a candidate's mother be of noble birth. 59 in the other Wolof
states, a prince had to belong to the royal patrilineage as well
as to one of several noble matrilineages . 60 While there were no
recognized noble matrilineages in Jolof, a prince's maternal fami-
ly was significant in his selection, for he could depend on both
moral and material support from it.
An older prince was preferred to a younger one, other things
being equal, 61 and the title generally passed to princes of the
same generation before it passed to their sons. Ideally the old-
est eligible candidate would become buurba, but this rule was of-
ten violated in actual practice. Nevertheless, a young buurba
57Biram Njeme 's descendants by his second wife provided many buumis in
Jolof as well as titleholders in other states, while those of his third wife
became provincial chiefs in Jolof: Ndiaye, "Djoloff," 1000.
58Jbid., 981-982.
59Ibid., 985.
SORousseau, "Oualo," 162.
SlNjay, "L'ancien grand conseil," 2.
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faced the problem of older rivals who challenged his right to
rule; one buurba, Albuuri Njay, formally gave his title to one of
his uncles in part to counter the claims of an older prince.
All the buurbas except one, Albuuri Njay, had a father or
grandfather who had ruled. Although no sources mention this fac-
tor as one determining eligibility, it might explain why no de-
scendant of Biram Njeme Rumba' s third son, Tasy, ever became king.
When neither he nor his sons ruled, the branch was eliminated.
Similarly, Ker Giraan could have died out when none of Mba Kom-
pas ' s sons or grandsons ruled. 62
As units, the branches of the royal lineage, kers and negs ,
had little importance in succession. Princes within these groups
were more often rivals than allies, and there was no rule that
the title should alternate between the families. The family Neg
Buuri Nebu provided many more buurbas than the family Ker Biram
Penda; its success was due in part to its close alliance with the
Nan ( bergel
)
family.
With these considerations, the ideal candidate for buurba
would be an older prince from either Ker Biram Penda or Neg Buuri
Nebu with a noble matrilineage and a father or grandfather who had
ruled. Because of his rank and age, he would probably hold an im-
portant title, perhaps tuube or buumi . Using these standards,
there were only a few preferred candidates at any given time, not
the ever-increasing group of royal princes the general rule of
succession would suggest.
An examination of the annotated king list published by Oumar
Ndiaye indicates that there was frequently keen rivalry between
Njay princes and that acquiescence to an older half-brother or
cousin was not accepted by ambitious princes. A number of rulers
found themselves challenged by other princes; some defeated their
rivals, others were killed or driven into exile by their challeng-
ers. 6 3 in such cases the electoral council could do no more than
ratify a de facto situation. A prince's network of family, cli-
ents, and warriors was thus a major factor in his success in at-
taining high office.
Islam and Jolof
The Islamic presence in Jolof, as well as in the other Wolof
states, has been a long and continuous one, with influence from
neighboring Muslim areas, especially Fuuta Tooro and southern Mau-
ritania, dating from the eleventh century. Influence from the
Muslim kingdom of Takrur in Fuuta was significant not only for Jo-
lof, but for all of Senegambia
.
64 Oral traditions of the Jolof
6 2In his introduction to Succession to High Office (Cambridge, 1966)
,
37 , Jack Goody observes that some societies which prefer fraternal succession
eliminate descendants of persons who did not rule to reduce the number of po-
tential candidates for high office, and this could well have been true in Jolof.
63Ndiaye, "Djoloff," passim.
64N. Levtzion, Ancient Ghana and Mali (London, 1973), 183-185.
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Empire stress the Islamic element in its early history, 65 and,
when Europeans first reached the coast of Senegal in the mid-
fifteenth century, they found Islam among the Wolof people.
Little is known of pre-Islamic Wolof religion, for by the
nineteenth century only vestiges of it remained. Most observers
mentioned no religion but Islam, agreeing that, "the Muslim reli-
gion, whose precepts are very badly observed ... reigns exclusive-
ly. "66 Yoro Jaw wrote that the Wolof religion was based on wor-
ship of family gods, but that Islamic practices and ideas had
been added; he called it, "a sect of fetishism. . .with some bor-
rowings from Islam. "67 a more recent Senegalese sociologist de-
scribed it as an animist religion, traces of which remain in the
popular belief in spirits and sorcery, 68 while Gaspard Mollien de-
scribed its outward manifestations:
The religion of the Pagan Joloffs is pure fetich-
ism; a tree, a serpent, a ram's horn, a stone,
scraps of paper covered with Arabic characters
...are deities with them. 69
Jolof's installation ceremonies climaxed with the planting of
seeds whose success in germinating indicated the new ruler's fu-
ture success; this suggests that the Wolof religion may have been
based on an earth or fertility god, a common belief in agricultur-
al societies.
Accounts from the late-f ifteenth to early-nineteenth cen-
turies generally agree that the strictest practitioners of Islam
among the Wolof were the clergy or marabouts ( serin in Wolof)
,
and
that most of the nobility and commoners were lax in, if not indif-
ferent to, Islamic practices. Marabouts taught the precepts of
Islam and the Arabic language; the level of their teaching ranged
from that of simple village clergy to scholars who attracted pu-
pils from the whole Senegambian area. They were, however, best
known to the general population for the Islamic amulets or gri -
gris they made and which both rulers and commoners sought, to
bring good fortune and ward off evil. 71 This situation, which was
similar to pre-jihad conditions in other parts of West Africa,
continued for several centuries, with Islamic influence slowly
permeating Wolof society.
In these circumstances, it is preferable to speak of clerics
65Gaden, "Cahiers de Yoro Dyao," 126-133? Diop, "Lat Dior," 495.
66carrere and Holle, Senegambie
,
59.
67Rousseau, "Oualo," 144n.
68abdoulaye Bara Diop, "La Culture wolofe: traditions et changements ,
"
Notes africaines
, 121 (January 1969) , 5.
69Mollien, Travels, 86.
70mcy Behrman, "The Islamization of the Wolof by the End of the Nine-
teenth Century," in Western African History, ed. Daniel McCall, Norman Bennett,
Jeffrey Butler (New York, 1969), 106.
7lFor example, Fernandes, C<5te d'Afrique, 7-9; J.B. Gaby, Relation de la
Nigritie (Paris, 1689), reprinted in John D. Hargreaves, ed., France and West
Africa (London, 1969), 32; J.B.L. Durand, Voyage au Senegal (Paris, 1802), 55.
Europeans in Senegal generally remained close to the coast, but their observa-
tions appear to be valid for Jolof as well as other Wolof states.
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and secular rulers rather than Muslims and non-Muslims, for Wolof
rulers occupied themselves with governing and left religious
practices to their marabouts until the second half of the nine-
teenth century, when the relationship between clerics and rulers
changed. 72 No early accounts of Jolof relate that its buurbas
prayed or observed other Islamic practices, and oral traditions
do not remember them as having done so. Some buurbas had their
court marabouts pray and fast in their stead, indicating that
they did not view these practices as their direct concern, yet
considered their observation by someone a desirable action. 7
3
The distinction between marabouts and secular rulers went
beyond Islamic observations and was reflected in a difference in
lifestyles. The nobility and their warriors drank alcohol, a
status symbol because it was an expensive trade item in Jolof;
they grew their hair long; and they wore bracelets. Marabouts
condemned drinking and wearing bracelets, and they shaved their
heads, an outward sign of being Muslim. 74 As their antithetical
behavior indicates, Jolof' s kings were, in the eyes of the coun-
try's marabouts
,
no better than "pagans"; although the buurbas
viewed themselves in a more positive light.
Despite this dichotomy, clerics and rulers were in general
mutually tolerant; marabouts accomodated themselves to religious
laxity and in return were protected as good subjects by the ru-
lers: "The country of the Bourb-Jolof f s contains more Pagans than
Mahometans. The latter are held there in high consideration in
consequence of the mildness and toleration which they affect. "75
Most marabouts lived in their own villages with their followers.
The marabout was the village chief, and his descendants inherited
the position. Mollien, travelling with a marabout
,
stayed in
their villages and was well-received . 75
In addition to village marabouts
,
Jolof had clerics asso-
ciated with the ruling class, for the buurba and his kangaams had
their court marabouts who served them in various ways. All cor-
respondence in Senegambia was in Arabic, and literate marabouts
were the official secretaries. They also prepared gri-gris for
their rulers, prayed in their behalf, and advised them. 7 7 They
were respected, rewarded, and sometimes feared for their role; in
one instance Albuuri Njay presented his court marabout with ten
slaves for advising him on a marriage alliance he was consider-
ing. 78 Although the nobility was the political elite, the impor-
72Lucie G. Colvin, "Islam and the State of Kajoor: a Case of Successful
Resistance to Jihad ," Journal of African History, XV (1974) . especially 589-
593 73interview with Youssouf Ndiaye, Waxox, 26 July 1971.
74interview with Baba Lissa Ndiaye, Dahra, 22 July 1970.
75Mollien, Travels, 86.
76jbid.
77carrere and Holle, Senegambie
,
60.
78interview with Daouda Guissd, Dahra, 28 April 1970.
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tant marabouts formed "a hereditary counter-elite" reinforced
through marriage alliances and the pupil-teacher relationship
which paralleled the nobility's alliance-and-clientage system. 7 9
The nobility even married into some of the leading marabout
families
.
Mutual tolerance and harmony did not always reign between
rulers and clerics, for there were periodic jihads (Islamic re-
ligious wars) in Senegambia from at least the seventeenth century,
and some of these affected Jolof. By the middle of the nineteenth
century, the dichotomy between the two groups had increased to
such a point that the term "oeddo" became synonymous with "pagan."
Abb^ Boilat wrote, "The word ceddo is the opposite of marabout ; it
signifies an unbeliever, an impious man, someone without faith or
probity. "80
During this period tensions grew in all the Wolof states as
marabouts became increasingly dissatisfied with their traditional
positions in society. These tensions were greatest in Kajoor,
where one region, Njambur, was marabout-controlled
,
and twice in
the nineteenth century these marabouts rebelled against their da-
meel in unsuccessful attempts to create an Islamic state. 81 Real
religious change in Jolof did not begin until Ma Ba led his suc-
cessful jihad in Rip and Saalum in the 1860s. Although there is
nothing to indicate that Jolof clerics had ever tried to take con-
trol in their homeland, when Ma Ba arrived in Jolof they responded
to his appeal.
Marabouts in Jolof and elsewhere argued more and more fre-
quently that their rulers were pagan as long as they refused to
pray and continued to drink. The rulers, however, saw Islam as a
political threat which could remove them from power. Once the
jihads began, this division was accentuated, and it did not end in
Jolof until the reign of Albuuri Njay, who showed that a tradi-
tional ruler could be a practicing Muslim. By the end of his
reign, Islam was no longer a religion practiced by a minority of
the population, but one in which the majority participated.
79Martin A. Klein, "Social and Economic Factors in the Muslim Revolution
in Senegal," Journal of African History, XIII (1972), 428.
SOBoilat, Esquisses senegalaises
,
308.
SiColvin, "State of Kajoor," passim, discusses these attempts.
CHAPTER 2
JOLOF IN SENEGAMBIA
,
1800-1850
The Senegambian World of the Early Nineteenth Century
Senegambia had developed a well-defined pattern of inter-
state relations by the beginning of the nineteenth century. The
Senegambian world consisted of the four Wolof states, Jolof, Ka-
joor, Bawol, and Waalo, which predominated culturally and numeri-
cally; Fuuta Tooro; the Sereer kingdoms; the Trarza Moors; and
the French at Saint Louis.
Kajoor was the most important Wolof kingdom by 1800. It
had the largest population, an estimated 100,000,1 because of its
size and location on the coast, where there was more rainfall
than in the dry interior. Kajoor' s location was also advanta-
geous to trade with Europeans on the coast. Bawol, Kajoor 's
neighbor to the southeast, was a smaller and weaker state gener-
ally dominated by the dameels of Kajoor. Although Bawol was nev-
er formally annexed to Kajoor, some dameels made themselves kings
of both countries, while others saw that Bawol' s rulers were
their relatives and allies. 2
The kingdom of Waalo, on the Senegal River and the Atlantic
Ocean, had a strategic trade location from which it had profited
in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, but by the nine-
teenth the state was weakened by internal rivalries and the ex-
pansionist policies of the Trarza Moors to the north. In the
first half of the nineteenth century, when these Moors attempted
to control Waalo internally, the French perceived a threat to
their interests, and Waalo became the battleground of Franco-
Trarza rivalry in the lower Senegal River area. As a result, the
kingdom was conquered and annexed by the French in 1855, some
forty years before the rest of Senegal.
3
South of the Wolof were two Sereer states, Siin and Saalum.
The Sereer people are linguistically distinct from the Wolof, but
because of their inclusion in the Jolof Empire, their political
and social institutions strongly resemble those of the Wolof.
4
Ivincent Monteil, "Lat Dior, Darnel du Kayor (1842-1886) et l'islamisa-
tion des Wolofs," in Esquisses senegalaises (Dakar, 1966) 72.
Zlbid., 78-88, provides background on Kajoor; see also the study by
Lucie A. Colvin, "Kajor and Its Relations with Saint-Louis du Senegal, 1763-
1861" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Columbia University, 1972)
,
espe-
cially chapter 1.
3Boubacar Barry, Le Royaume de Waalo (Paris, 1972), 235ff, analyzes
this process in detail.
4See Martin A. Klein, Islam and Imperialism in Senegal (Stanford, 1968)
,
1-22, for Sereer social and political institutions.
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Islam had by 1800, however, had less impact on the Sereer than on
the Wolof. Ma Ba's jihad jolted Sereer political and religious
stability in the 1860s, but even thereafter many continued to ad-
here to their traditional religion.
Today other Senegalese often view the Sereer as rather lax
Muslims, while the Tukolor of Fuuta Tooro are described as being
extremely devout believers. 5 in fact, the Tukolor have had a very
long association with Islam; their name itself derives from the
tenth-century Muslim state of Takrur, located in Fuuta Tooro. The
Tukolor are essentially sedentary Fuulbe, but they have always
considered themselves distinct from the nomadic Fuulbe who live in
Fuuta Tooro because of their different attitude toward Islam and
their different lifestyle. 6
By the late-seventeenth century a class of learned Muslims,
the torodbe, had emerged in Fuuta Tooro, and in the 1770s these
scholars succeeded in taking power. They established a theocracy
under an elected religious leader or almaami (from the Arabic al-
imam) to govern the country. 7 By the nineteenth century, however,
the almaami had become a figurehead, his electors in the various
provinces of the Fuuta confederation retaining real power. The
most important of the provinces were Tooro, Law, and Bossea, whose
rulers were virtually autonomous, determining their own domestic
and foreign affairs and sometimes even warring with one another.
The Trarza Moors were the strongest group in the lower Sene-
gal River area by the beginning of the nineteenth century. From
their homeland in southern Mauritania they dominated the Wolof
states, from which they collected an annual tribute. The Moors,
mostly nomadic Arabic-speakers
,
are the result of mixing and in-
teraction between Arabs and Berbers. The Trarza trace this pro-
cess to the fourteenth century, when their eponym Terruz and his
family arrived in southern Mauritania from Morocco. By the seven-
teenth century, Terruz ' s descendants, or has sans
,
had consolidated
their hold on the Berbers of this region. Thereafter the has sans
formed the governing and warrior class, and from one of their
clans was chosen the Trarza leader {amir) . The Berbers who had
submitted to them formed the marabout or zawiya class, renouncing
warfare for religion and trade. 6 A similar process occurred with
the Brakna, Moors living to the east of the Trarza. Warriors and
marabouts accepted each other as equals, and each controlled other
groups of social inferiors: zenaga (tribute-paying Moorish clans).
^UNESCO, Two Studies on Ethnic Group Relations in Africa: Senegal, the
United Republic of Tanzania (Paris, 1974) , 19-20.
^David Robinson, Chiefs and Clerics, Abdul Bokar Kan and Futa Toro 1853
to 1891 (Oxford, 1975), 5-27, discusses Tukolor origins and institutions.
7David Robinson, "The Islamic Revolution of Futa Toro," International
Journal of African Historical Studies, VIII (1975) , 185-221, analyzes this
movement
.
6C.C. Stewart, Islam and Social Order in Mauritania (Oxford, 1973) , 13-
15 .
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haratin (free black tributaries), and slaves. These subgroups
together composed the Trarza, who numbered some 55,000 in the
mid-nineteenth century. 9
The final component of the Senegambian world was the French
on their island base of Saint Louis at the mouth of the Senegal
River. Although the Portuguese were, in the fifteenth century,
the first Europeans on the Senegambian coast, by the seventeenth
century France and Britain were dominant, with British interests
in the Gambia River area and French around the Senegal River.
The French came to Senegal to trade, not to conquer terri-
tory; their control from the mid-seventeenth to the mid-nine-
teenth centuries was limited, therefore, to Saint Louis, to the
island of Goree off Cape Verde, and to a few minor forts and
posts. This small domain was supervised by an official, gener-
ally a naval officer, called the governor, and until the mid-
nineteenth century, these governors tried to maintain good rela-
tions with their neighbors by remaining neutral in local con-
flicts and by paying tribute to the rulers with whom they traded.
Saint Louis, which became the starting point for French imperi-
alism in Senegal and the Western Sudan, was before 1850 only one
member of the Senegambian system. 10 Saint Louis had, however,
the resources of the metropole behind it, and therefore an advan-
tage over the African powers in Senegal.
Saint Louis was also part of the European political system,
and as such it was twice occupied by the British in the eigh-
teenth century.il In 1817, when the French regained control, its
population totaled 10,305, of whom two hundred and twenty were
Europeans, six hundred and forty-two Afro-Europeans
,
1,475 free
Africans, and 7,968 slaves. ^ The whites were soldiers, civil
servants, or traders, mostly reoresentatives of the chartered
companies which existed until 1848.
9Ibid.
,
15-16; Louis Faidherbe, "Notice sur la colonie du Senegal et
sur les pays qui sont en relation avec elle," Annuaire du Senegal et depen-
dences (Saint Louis, 1858) , 129. For a study of Trarza society and history,
see Paul Marty's L'Emirat des Trarzas (Paris, 1919).
lOMost of the older French sources on "Senegal" concern themselves al-
most exclusively with the French at Saint Louis; one of the better ones is
P. Cultru's Histoire du Senegal du XVe siecle a 1870 (Paris, 1910) . For
Saint Louis' position in the Senegambian system, see Colvin, "Kajor," chap-
ter 2.
llThe British occupied Saint Louis from 1758 to 1779 and again from
1809 to 1817; they held Gore'e from 1758 to 1763 and 1800 to 1817. Eigh-
teenth century Franco-British rivalry in Senegambia is considered in detail
by Cultru, Histoire du Senegal, and J.M. Gray, A History of the Gambia (Cam-
bridge, 1940) .
12
"Resume' sur l'^tat actuel des possessions frangaises sur les cotes
occidentales d'Afrique," in C.A. Walckenaer, ed., Histoire gdndrale des
voyages, XII (Paris, 1826) , 336-337.
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The most influential people in Saint Louis were the Afro-
Europeans and free Africans. These were the habitants , literally
"inhabitants" of the island, whereon they had recognized political
rights by the middle of the eighteenth century. 13 Some were
Christian, some Muslim, and "all... are traders," in the words of a
contemporary . 14 Most could speak some French, and some had been
educated in France. Habitants were the link between French and
Africans, not only biologically (as in the case of mulattoes)
,
but
because they had economic and family connections in the Wolof
states (most were Wolof) as well as in Saint Louis.
Habitants did most of the actual trading at Saint Louis, and
they were also informal diplomats for the French governor. As the
French expanded their political frontiers in Senegal in the second
half of the nineteenth century, they found it difficult to break
the habitant influence on surrounding peoples; as late as 1885 an
habitant trader was accused of intervening to support the king of
Jolof in treaty negotiations with the French. 15
Interstate relations in Senegambia were determined by the
relative strength of the countries involved. Diplomacy generally
maintained peaceful relations, but war occurred if other means of
resolving conflicts failed. Diplomacy was based on a common sys-
tem of values and a common protocol which Jolof as a member state
accepted . 16
Alliances cemented by marriages between ruling families were
an important part of this diplomacy. In this respect, Buurba Al-
buuri Njay was not atypical: his mother was from Kajoor; and he
married princesses from Bawol, Kajoor, and Fuuta Tooro, as well as
women from important families in Jolof. Rulers also established
and maintained friendly relations through the exchange of gifts,
usually when representatives of one ruler visited another. The
governors of Saint Louis also participated in such exchanges —
when the king of Jolof sent men to Saint Louis, they took cattle
to the governor, and he sent them back with rifles, cloth, and
other gifts.
The Senegambian balance of power was visible in another form
of state relations, tribute payment. By the end of the eighteenth
century, Jolof as well as Waalo and Kajoor paid annual tribute to
13in 1758, when the British captured Saint Louis, they recognized the
leader of the habitant community as mayor of the island; when the French re-
gained control in 1779, they began paying the mayors a salary; after 1789
mayors were elected. G. Wesley Johnson, The Emergence of Black Politics in
Senegal (Stanford, 1971), 38-47, discusses the mayors in Saint Louis.
14M)be P.H. Boilat, Esquisses s4ndgalaises (Paris, 1853)
,
209.
15"Note confidentielle . . . sur le Djoloff," 12 July 1885, ANSOM, Senegal
IV, 101.
16colvin, "Kajor," 104-120, discusses this diplomacy and protocol.
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the Trarza Moors to avoid punitive raids. Saint Louis paid trib-
ute to all its neighbors for the right to trade with them. The
French euphemistically referred to this tribute as a customary
gift, coutumes
,
but it was an obligatory payment rendered until
the 1850s. The largest coutumes were paid to the Trarza and
Fuuta Tooro. Jolof received no coutumes and was involved only in
reciprocal gift-giving because there was so little trade between
it and Saint Louis. Neither the Wolof tribute to the Trarza nor
the French tribute implied a loss of sovereignty; it recognized
the military and economic dominance of the collecting powers.
Although there were wars in Senegambia, there were few
changes on the Senegambian political map after the dissolution of
the Jolof Empire. Even when a victor was able to incorporate a
defeated state into his realm, he sooner or later was forced to
abandon his conquest. Thus in the eighteenth century a Jolof
king drove out Kajoor's ruler and proclaimed himself dameel as
well as buurba, but the defeated dameel returned with reinforce-
ments and regained control in Kajoor. 17
Jihads, whose leaders were dedicated to the institution of
an Islamic state, did seek to reorganize the political system.
The periodic jihads which occurred from the seventeenth to the
mid-nineteenth centuries were not, however, successful in cre-
ating any lasting new entities. The only jihad of this period to
seriously affect Jolof was led by a Berber from Mauritania, Nasr
al-Din, who temporarily in the 1670s drove all the Wolof rulers
from their states. 18 in the jihad which followed the establish-
ment of the almaamate in Fuuta Tooro, Jolof' s ruler allied him-
self either voluntarily or through coercion with the almaami in
his attack on Kajoor. 19 In the second half of the nineteenth
century, the Senegambian interstate system was to change drasti-
cally in a series of successful jihads and an expanded French
presence in the area. Jolof was then affected by both, but it
had until then coexisted for several centuries with each.
Senegambia 's External Trade
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Senegambia'
s
external trade involved several products, of which slaves and gum
17oumar Leyti Ndiaye, "Le Djoloff et ses Bourbas," BIFAN, B, XXVIII
(1966)
,
980. According to him, this buurba, Majigen Ndaw Njay, controlled
Kajoor for two years.
18philip D. Curtin, "Jihad in West Africa: early phases and interrela-
tionships in Mauritania and Senegal," Journal of African History, XII (1971),
especially 11-18, discusses this jihad. For its effect on Waalo and the
French reaction to it, see Barry, Waalo, 135-159.
l^sire Abbas Soh, Chroniques du Fouta sdndgalais
,
translated by M.
Delafosse (Paris, 1913)
, 49, says only that the buurba accompanied the al-
maami, but Robinson, "Islamic Revolution," 206n, cites a manuscript from
Fuuta which claims that the buurba was forced to participate in the Kajoor
expedition.
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were the most important. As was noted earlier, a slave trade ex-
isted between the Wolof states and the Trarza Moors; slaves were
exchanged for horses. When the French began trading in Senegam-
bia, they sought slaves for their West Indian sugar islands, but
they found few available in Senegambia itself. In general Afri-
can rulers sold only war captives or undesirable members of their
own societies, such as criminals or sorcerers. Wolof, Sereer,
and Tukolor rulers were no exception, particularly because cus-
tomary law forbade the sale of persons born into slavery.
The French found that they could obtain slaves from Malinke
traders on the Senegal River, and, although this source supple-
mented the numbers available on the coast, Senegambia was not a
major exporter of human beings. Philip Curtin describes the Sene-
gambian pattern as, "a small, steady, and inelastic supply of
slaves from the coast, alongside a much larger, sporadic supply
of slaves from the interior...", estimating the annual total at
between two hundred and fifty and one thousand for the sixteenth
through the eighteenth centuries. 20
Senegambian rulers did not generally enslave their own sub-
jects, but they did sell prisoners captured in war. While occa-
sional major campaigns might put a few hundred more slaves on the
market in any given year, wars were not fought simply to obtain
slaves, nor were all prisoners sold. The Islamic prohibition
against enslaving Muslims, among other reasons, led the almaami
of Fuuta Tooro to include a provision against selling inhabitants
of Fuuta in a treaty he made with the French, but even earlier,
in the 1720s, less than sixty slaves a year were purchased from
Fuuta Tooro and Jolof combined. 21 The first European to visit
Jolof was told by the buurba in 1786 that because he would sell
only criminals and sorcerers, there were very few slaves avail-
able for sale. 22
Although the volume of the slave trade from the Senegambian
states was not large, and although slaves were not the region's
only export, the trade did affect participating states. It
strengthened the rulers of these states in relation to their no-
bility. The ooutumes paid by the French, as well as the goods
paid for slaves, enabled the central authorities to support and
equip larger numbers of oeddos
,
giving them a new military ' advan-
tage. 23 The kings of Waalo, in direct contact with Saint Louis,
both profited and suffered from this situation: although French
20philip D. Curtin, Economic Change in Precolonial Africa, Senegambia
in the Era of the Slave Trade (Madison, 1975)
, 177; see also Curtin's The
Atlantic Slave Trade, a Census (Madison, 1969) , 95-115.
21Curtin, Precolonial Africa, 183.
22J.B.L. Durand, Voyage au Senegal (Paris, 1802) , 287.
23Martin A. Klein, "Social and Economic Factors in the Muslim Revolu-
tion in Senegambia," Journal of African History, XIII (1972), 422-423.
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gifts strengthened their position, they became so dependent on
the coutumes to support their ceddos that some enslaved their own
subjects when they needed trade goods. 24 As a result tensions
increased between rulers and ruled, and by the end of the eigh-
teenth century the Atlantic slave trade had so weakened Waalo
that it was unable to offer strong resistance when the French and
the Trarza fought over it in the nineteenth century.
Jolof, in contrast, exported very few slaves and received
few trade goods from the French; royal authority did not increase
there in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. There was ap-
parently a high degree of domestic tranquility until a succession
crisis led to civil war in the mid-nineteenth century. While
stability in the traditional balance of power kept Jolof society
peaceful, the small number of ceddos and their poor equipment
made Jolof one of the weaker states in the area, subject to fre-
quent Moorish and Fuulbe raids by the end of the eighteenth cen-
tury .
Although they were never able to export great numbers of
human beings from Saint Louis, the French found that the Senegal-
Mauritania area had another resource which they valued greatly,
gum arabic. This gum was used in Europe to fix dyes in textile
manufacture and as an ingredient in various pharmaceutical and
confectionary products, its main use today. 25 By the eighteenth
century, the Senegal-Mauritania area was producing nearly all of
Europe's gum supply, and this remained so until the beginning of
the twentieth century, when other suppliers, such as the Sudan,
gained a portion of the market.
The 1830s and 1840s, the peak years of the gum trade, saw
an average of two thousand metric tons a year exported from Saint
Louis; gum was thus a more valuable export from the area than
slaves ever were. 26 After the 1840s the value of gum dropped as
synthetic substitutes were developed by the European textile in-
dustry.
Gum is obtained from a small, thorny tree (Acacia senega l)
which grows wild in the dry, sandy soil of southern Mauritania
and the Ferlo region of Senegal. The tree absorbs moisture dur-
ing the rainy season, and later, when the hot, dry harmattan wind
blows from the desert, the trunk and branches of the tree crack.
Gum oozes out, forming balls which become hard, dry, and crystal-
24earry, Waalo, 128-130. He notes that the kings of Waalo received
more in coutumes than the value of their trade, for all the river trade
passed through Waalo before reaching Saint Louis.
25one French company, Valdafrique, has a factory in Rufisque, Sene-
gal where it manufactures sweet throat lozenges with a gum base.
26curtin, Precolonial Africa, 217. He observes that with gum averag-
ing "£70 a ton in this period, even an annual one thousand tons would exceed
the profits of the slave trade.
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ine in appearance. These balls are scraped off the trees with
forked sticks. 27
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the Trarza and
Brakna Moors monopolized the gum trade; their territories con-
tained forests of gum trees, and they were close enough to the
Senegal River to bring the gum to the trading posts ( esoales
)
which the French had set up. The Trarza had an additional advan-
tage: they could bring gum to the Mauritanian coast and there
trade with the British and the Dutch, a practice which the French
reduced but did not end completely until the nineteenth cen-
tury. 28 More gum was usually traded on the river than on the
coast, but the Trarza had quickly learned the benefits of compe-
tition to high gum prices and high ooutumes
.
Generally, Moorish
marabouts sent their slaves to collect gum and then brought it
for sale to the esoales
,
while the warriors protected the mara-
bouts and received ooutumes from the French for allowing the
trade
.
During the Napoleonic wars the French lost Saint Louis to
the British; renewed French occupation of the island in 1817 co-
incided with a boom in gum. With prices averaging fifteen times
those of a century earlier, the quantity of gum exported quickly
doubled, then quadrupled a decade later. The high prices held
steady. 29 a gum fever swept Saint Louis as every trader on the
island became involved. The French were at the same time trying
to develop tropical agriculture in adjacent areas of Waalo, but
with gum prices high, only a few French officials were seriously
interested in investment in any other business. 30
Although the British and the Dutch had been excluded from
the gum trade through European diplomacy, the French were still
interested in new sources of gum, so they turned to Jolof, known
to have abundant gum forests. The Trarza, however, wanted to
protect their monopoly, and they prevented Jolof' s participation
in the trade. Although the French defeated the Trarza in the
1850s, the European demand for gum declined, and Jolof 's distance
from Saint Louis kept the country's gum exports low until the
early twentieth century. Today the gum trees of Jolof do produce
gum for the international market, but in the nineteenth century
the country's only valuable export could not be marketed.
27g. Desire-Vuillemin, Essai sur le gommier et le commerce de la gomme
dans les escales du Senegal (Dakar, n.d.), 1-3.
28Andre Delcourt, La France et les dtablissements franqais au Sdndgal
entre 1713 et 1763 (Paris, 1952), 177ff. discusses the European "gum wars."
29curtin, Precolonial Africa, 217.
SOGeorges Hardy, La Mise en valeur du Sdndgal (Paris, 1921)
,
discusses
this colonization attempt, as does Barry, Waalo, 235-274.
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Trarza Ascendancy in Jolof
Trarza dominance in Jolof was a consequence of general
Trarza ascendancy in Senegambia, an ascendancy brought by their
monopoly in the gum trade, with its rapidly rising prices in the
early nineteenth century and the increased French coutumes
.
By
the 1840s the Trarza amir even collected the coutumes permitting
French trade in Waalo, an indication of his increased influence
in the area. 31 Trarza power meant that Jolof not only paid trib-
ute to the Moors, but that attempts to open up a Franco-Jolof gum
trade would be blocked by the Trarza to prevent competition from
their vassals.
With their new wealth from the gum trade, the Trarza war-
riors were armed with better equipment than the Wolof, and this
helped them to establish their dominance. Wolof ceddos generally
had single-barreled rifles, while the Trarza had the newer
double-barrels and used a better-quality shot. 32 Furthermore,
the Trarza had a reputation as great warriors, and Wolof forces
sometimes fled rather than resist them. Under the capable lead-
ership of Muhammad al-Habib, who was amir from 1827 to 1860, the
Trarza were at the height of their power until they came into
conflict with the French in the 1850s.
Throughout the eighteenth century the Trarza had moved
closer to the Senegal River in response to the gum trade and to
obtain more slaves to pick gum, and their raiding into the Wolof
states had increased. Waalo, which straddled the river, felt
Trarza pressure first, and by the beginning of the nineteenth
century its rulers were paying tribute to the amir to protect
their land. In 1821 the French formally recognized Trarza suze-
reinty over Waalo; in their weaker position they had no choice. 33
Jolof also felt the pressure of Trarza raids in the early
nineteenth century. When the French explorer Mollien visited
Jolof in 1818, he found the country's scattered villages espe-
cially vulnerable to bands of Moors, who carried off their inhab-
itants as slaves and took their livestock. He was even advised
not to ride too quickly past border villages lest he be mistaken
for a Moor and shot. 34 to end these raids Buurba Mba Buuri began
paying tribute of a hundred head of cattle a year to the Trarza
amir . 35 in return the amir agreed to keep his warriors out of
3lThere is a copy of the Franco-Trarza treaty of 15 October 1842 guar-
anteeing annual coutumes if the Moors respect French trading posts in Waalo in
ANS, 13G 86.
32Louis Faidherbe, Le Senegal (Paris, 1889) , 225.
33Governor to Minister, 15 July 1821, ANSOM, Senegal 1,7.
34g. Mollien, Travels to the Interior of Africa (London, 1820)
,
73.
35Governor to Buurba, 2 September 1840, ANS, 3B 63; Commander of Dagana
to Governor, 27 January 1871, ANS, 13G 106.
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Jolof, and the arrangement worked satisfactorily for the remain-
der of Mba Buuri's reign. The two Europeans who visited Jolof in
the 1820s remarked that the border regions were not very safe,
but they did not describe the raids inside Jolof that Mollien had
seen, indicating that tribute payment had probably begun after
his trip. 36
When Albuuri Tam came to power in 1833, the situation was
deteriorating, for the buurba paid tribute but received no pro-
tection from raids in return. In 1838 Jolof refused to make pay-
ment until Trarza raiding in the country ceased. Muhammad al-
Habib retaliated in the following year, sending his warriors into
Jolof on a punitive expedition which captured three hundred to
four hundred inhabitants . 37 Following this attack, there was a
continual dispute between the Moors and Jolof over tribute, and
the raiding was worse than ever in the early 1840s.
The conflict over tribute is probably connected with an
event remembered in Jolof' s oral traditions. Biram Njeme Jey, a
young prince, gathered a band of men, all sons of important
titleholders
,
and drove off the Trarza envoys when they came to
collect tribute. The amir sent his army to Jolof, but Biram
Njeme defeated the Trarza, forcing them to retreat. 38 According
to the French trader Monserat, the amir sent part of his army as
a decoy while the main group of raiders surprised the country, 39
and the defiance and defeat of the smaller Trarza force may have
been remembered rather than the damage suffered from the main
Trarza army. Later in 1839 a French governor transmitted a re-
quest from the buurba that he be allowed to ransom prisoners tak-
en by the Trarza. 40
In 1840 the governor of Saint Louis wrote to Albuuri Tam on
several occasions suggesting that he pay the tribute owed, for
the Trarza would not stop raiding until this was done. 4 ^ The
French had a direct interest in settling the dispute: they were
trying to develop trade with Jolof and could not do so while the
route from Jolof to Waalo was insecure.
Although the buurba asked various governors of Saint Louis
to mediate with Muhammad al-Habib, attempts made in 1841 failed,
and early in 1842 Jolof was described as "weak, miserable, and
continually exposed to the pillaging of... the Trarza Moors." 42
But later in that year an accord was reached. Jolof agreed to
36Lt. Beaufort to Governor, 8 April 1824, ANSOM, Senegal III, 3; Bou-
bacar Barry, "Memoire ine'dit de Monserat sur l'histoire du Nord du Senegal de
1819 a 1839," BIFAN
,
B, XXXII (1970), 38.
37Barry, "Monserat," 37.
38Interview with Alboury Thiobane, Dahra, 27 July 1970.
38Barry, "Monserat," 37.
40Governor to Trarza Amir, 16 June 1839, ANS, 3B 63.
41see especially Governor to Buurba, 9 June 1840, ANS, 3B 63.
42Governor to Minister, 20 January 1842, ANS, 2B 19.
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resume tribute payments and the Trarza agreed to stay out of the
kingdom. The French were involved in the mediation of this set-
tlement, for Saint Louis recognized Trarza suzerainty in Jolof,
and the tribute (fixed at one hundred pieces of guinee cloth) was
paid to the amir by the governor, who received its equivalent,
fifty head of cattle, from the buurba .^
3
In the first half of the nineteenth century Moorish raiding
was a serious problem in Jolof, making travel to and from the
kingdom hazardous and posing a special threat to the inhabitants
of small, isolated villages. The other Wolof states were in a
similar position. Waalo and Kajoor also paid tribute to the
Trarza and complained that the amir would not or could not pre-
vent his warriors from raiding in the less-secure regions of
their countries. Until the French decided to increase their
strength in Senegal and fight the Moors, they could do little
more than urge Wolof rulers to comply with Trarza demands and try
to keep trade routes open. Jolof continued to pay tribute until
1855, when the French conquered Waalo and drove the Moors north
of the Senegal River, but conflicts over trade continued to arise
with the Trarza.
Early Franco-Jolof Trading Contacts
Franco-Jolof trade was limited by distance and by the hos-
tility of Jolof' s neighbors, especially the Trarza Moors, to any
Jolof competition in the trade with Saint Louis. In the 1840s
the French tried to develop better commercial relations with Jo-
lof, but they were unsuccessful. There were few contacts between
Saint Louis and Jolof, although occasional friendly letters were
exchanged between buurbas and governors.
Through most of the nineteenth century the trade which ex-
isted between Saint Louis and Jolof was limited and involved only
the nobility, who purchased expensive European goods (especially
firearms, liquor, and fine cloth) in exchange for slaves and more
often cattle, for beef was always in demand in Saint Louis. Habi-
tant traders came to Jolof with their goods and the buurba sent
envoys to Saint Louis to sell cattle.
The little about this trade that was recorded concerns habi-
tant complaints over debts owed by Jolof nobles. In 1847, for
example, Bakar Kodu Bige informed the governor that he was not
responsible for the debts of his predecessor, Buurba Albuuri Tam,
nor was he liable if one of his subjects failed to pay a trader. 44
43ibid., 23 October 1842, ANS, 2B 20. Guinees were pieces of blue
cloth, usually made in India and highly prized by the Moors.
44fiuurba to Governor, received 28 May 1847, ANS, 13G 253.
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Traders continued, however, to extend credit and to complain if
not paid. Bakar Kodu himself left debts; one habitant sold him
twenty-three rifles in exchange for fourteen cattle, but he had
received only five cattle when the buurba died. 45 The volume of
this trade was small because only the buurba and a few kangaams
could afford to participate in it. As late as the 1860s few habi-
tants bothered to undertake the long and arduous journey to Jolof
for commercial purposes. 46
Trade was not the only means by which European goods came to
Jolof, for buurbas and governors exchanged gifts whenever envoys
went to Saint Louis. Illustrating this exchange, when Bakar Kodu
Bige sent twelve cattle to the governor, the governor sent back to
Jolof gifts including a cask of brandy, two double-barreled rifles,
six barrels of powder, two drums, and four ells of scarlet cloth.
With the twelve cattle sent as gifts, the buurba'
s
envoys brought
six other cattle which they sold for ten single-barreled rifles. 47
Reciprocal exchange and trade thus co-existed.
In the 1820s trade in cattle on a regular basis was at-
tempted between Saint Louis and Jolof. Governor J.F. Roger autho-
rized the trader Monserat to travel to Jolof to negotiate with the
buurba, Mba Buuri. Although Mba Buuri favored the plan, Mon-
serat ' s two cattle-buying trips brought little profit, for some of
the cattle were lost or stolen while he returned to Saint Louis.
He abandoned the project, which no one else continued. Governor
Roger also asked Monserat to investigate the possibility of re-
cruiting laborers from Jolof to work on the French plantations in
Waalo, but nothing came of this request. 48 since the people of
Waalo would not work on the plantations, it was not likely that
anyone from Jolof would voluntarily migrate to do so.
Gum among the products of Jolof most attracted European
attention in the nineteenth century. Governor J.B.L. Durand had
as early as 1786 sent a man to Jolof to examine gum quality there,
and he found forests of the preferred type of gum tree in the
country. 49 when Monserat visited Jolof, he also discussed the gum
trade, but was told by Mba Buuri that his subjects found the route
across the Bunuun desert separating Jolof from Waalo too dangerous
to travel because of robbers. He suggested that the French set up
a trading post in Jolof to buy the country's gum. 50
45ji»id. t received 21 May 1849, ANS, 13G 253.
46f. Azan, "Notice sur le Oualo," Revue maritime et coloniale
, x (1864),
497.
47euurba to Governor, received 9 February 1847, and Governor to Buurba,
n.d. [ca. February, 1847], ANS, 13G 253.
48covernor Roger, "Memoire," 18 May 1827, ANSOM, Senegal I, 12; Gov-
ernor Gerbidon, "Memoire," 10 January 1828, ANSOM, Senegal I, 13; Barry,
"Monserat," 38.
49ourand, Voyage, 272.
50Barry, "Monserat," 38.
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The French did not want to create a post in distant Jolof,
but considered establishing one at Merinaghen, a village in that
part of Waalo nearest to Jolof. They reasoned that this post
would be more accessible to Jolof' s inhabitants than was Saint
Louis or Richard Toll, on the Senegal River; and, because Saint
Louis traders could travel from Richard Toll via Lake Pani^foul
(now Lac de Guiers)
,
it would be a profitable location for them,
as well as for the people of Waalo. In 1839 a mission travelled
to Jolof to establish commercial relations with the king and to
examine prospects for trade in the Merinaghen area.
The 1839 trade mission consisted of two Frenchmen, its
leader Captain Caille and the naval pharmacist Huard-Bessinere
,
and two habitant traders, Pottin-Patterson and Paul Holle — with
servants, grooms, and a few soldiers, thirty-one persons in
all. 51 Leaving Saint Louis in October, Caille and his men ex-
plored the Lake Pani^foul region and visited Merinaghen, then en-
tered Jolof, where Buurba Albuuri Tam received them hospitably.
In his discussions with Caille about trade, Albuuri Tam ex-
pressed his desire for better commercial relations with Saint
Louis. His kingdom, he explained, had an abundance of gum trees
and many cattle, but his subjects had no European goods. Jolof'
s
distance from Saint Louis and the insecurity of the roads pre-
vented them from trading. When Caille told the buurba that
Merinaghen was being considered as the site of a trading post,
Albuuri observed that Merinaghen, otherwise a good location, was
separated from his country by the bandit-infested Bunuun desert.
He added that if Jolof were given or could buy more rifles, he
might protect the route. After visiting the bergel and a Fuulbe
chief from whom they purchased cattle, the mission returned to
Saint Louis.
In his report, Caille was optimistic about trade possibil-
ities in Jolof. He stressed the country's wealth in gum and the
eagerness of its people for trade, while he minimized dangers on
the routes from Jolof to Waalo. 52 The trading post was built at
Merinaghen, but the lack of security in the area prevented its
development into a successful trading site. Crossing Bunuun was
a day-long journey, and the villages along the route had been
abandoned under constant attack by the Moors and Fuulbe and Wolof
bandits. Bunuun was a no-man ' s-land policed by none of the king-
51Caille and Huard were interested in trade and went on other missions.
Pottin-Patterson was a highly-respected trader, and Paul Holle later achieved
fame as the defender of the French post at Medine against al-Hajj Umar in
1857; he was also the co-author, with F. Carrere, of one of the first descrip-
tions of the peoples of Senegal, De la Sdndganibie frangaise (Paris, 1855) .
52
"voyage d ' exploration au Lac Panidfoul et dans le Yoloff," March
1840, ANSOM, Senegal III, 5.
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doms surrounding it. 53 Caille was aware of Bunuun's dangers, but
he hoped vainly that the buurba and a small, armed force at the
Merinaghen post could protect trade.
As the French were preparing to build the Merinaghen post,
the Jolof-Trarza tribute dispute continued. The French therefore
attempted negotiation to end the Trarza raiding. This failed, but
the French decided to go ahead nonetheless, and in June 1842 the
Saint Louis government voted funds to help and oblige a chartered
company, the Compagnie de Galam, to establish a post at Merina-
ghen. This company, in existence between 1824 and 1848, was al-
lowed exclusive trading rights on the upper Senegal, but had to
compete in a free-trade situation on the lower river. In return
for its commercial privileges, it agreed to open and supply
trading posts when required by the government. Merinaghen was one
such post which would probably not have been built on the com-
pany's own initiative . 54
The Saint Louis government attempted to inaugurate the
trading post under the best possible conditions by securing the
good will of the Trarza and Waalo. In July the brak of Waalo
signed a treaty in which he agreed to the creation of the post and
promised to protect trade. In October the French made a treaty
with Muhammad al-Habib in which the Trarza amir agreed to respect
the French establishment at Merinaghen, not raiding or attacking
traders. The governor agreed to pay ooutumes to the amir for the
new trading post and to recognize his suzerainty over Waalo and
Jolof.55 The same treaty also settled the Jolof-Trarza tribute
dispute.
Huard-Bessinere raised the French flag and formally opened
the Merinaghen trading post on 28 October 1842. The governor had
decided to fortify the post and supply it with twenty-five African
soldiers and a European commander. 56
The post did an insignificant business in its first season,
purchasing only seven hundred and fifty kilograms of gum and a few
hides. 57 in June 1843 Governor Edouard Bouet visited Jolof in an
effort to boost trade. He complained of "apathy" in Jolof and
concluded that the buurba must be encouraged to send trade to
Merinaghen if it were to succeed. 58
The main obstacle to trade at Merinaghen, however, was con-
tinued insecurity and not apathy. There were bandits in Bunuun,
53Governor to Minister, 2 July 1851, ANS, 2B 30.
54Eugene Saulnier, La Compagnie de Galam au Senegal (Paris, 1921)
,
54-
69.
55The treaty with Waalo is in ANSOM, Senegal IV, 18, and that with the
Trarza is in ANS, 13G 86.
56Huard to Governor, 28 October 1842, ANSOM, Senegal IV, 18.
57saulnier, Galam, 102.
^Governor to Minister, 2 June 1843, ANSOM, Senegal III, 5.
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and Jolof-Jolof (people from Jolof) trying to reach Merinaghen
also faced active Trarza harassment. If the French had thought
the 1842 treaty sufficient protection for Jolof' s traders, they
were mistaken. The Trarza amir had no intention of permitting the
break-up of his monopoly on the gum trade; he installed a camp of
warriors in Bunuun to attack any traders passing through the des-
ert, and the few from Jolof who had attempted to trade soon aban-
doned their plans. Muhammad al-Habib enforced his decisions; in
1846 a gum caravan was attacked and two men were captured, and in
the same year the amir levied a tax on any Trarza bringing gum to
the post, thus preventing his marabouts from buying gum in Jolof
for sale in Merinaghen . 59
Due to the amir's policies, the Compagnie de Galam from 1842
to 1848 (when it ceased to exist) lost money on Merinaghen in
every year but one. The volume of trade was always small. 60 Ac-
cording to one of the company's critics, Merinaghen did not suc-
ceed because the company considered it a burden and tried to limit
its losses rather than develop the post. 61
Although there was a small garrison at Merinaghen, it could
only protect the village and the trading post. It could not pa-
trol the trade routes. In 1850 the French considered but did not
adopt the possibility of escorting caravans across Bunuun. French
authorities questioned the worth of the trading post and fort at
Merinaghen, for with the abolition of chartered companies the ex-
pense fell completely on the government, but despite the paucity
of trade the post continued to exist. 62 in 1855, after the annex-
ation of Waalo, Merinaghen became the capital of one of the five
cantons into which the French divided the country.
59carrere and Holle, Senegambie
, 119; Commander of Merinaghen to Gov-
ernor, 8 January 1847, ANS, 13G 87; "Rapport sur les operations de la com-
pagnie de Galam," 29 September 1846, ANSOM, Senegal XIII, 9.
60saulnier, Galam, 148.
6lHerice, "Memoire presente a Monsieur le Ministre de la Marine et des
Colonies," October, 1846, ANSOM, Senegal III, 3.
62covernor to Minister, 2 July 1851, ANS, 2B 30.
CHAPTER 3
SUCCESSION WARS AND POLITICAL STRIFE IN JOLOF , 1848-1864
Kangaam Ascendancy in Jolof
In the first half of the nineteenth century, the kangaams
(noble titleholders) in Jolof strengthened their position in re-
lation to the buurbas . In fact, the two personalities who stand
out most prominently in the first six decades of the century were
both kangaams
,
a bergel who influenced the selection of malleable
buurbas and a prince from Kajoor who actually usurped power al-
though he had no legitimate claim to it. While other Senegambian
rulers, such as those in Kajoor and Saalum, were tightening royal
control over the nobility with the new income the slave trade
brought them, Jolof' s rulers had almost no trade revenue and could
not do the same. In this kingdom the kangaams not only prevented
erosion of their power, they actually increased it.
Material on internal developments in Jolof in this period is
limited, but available evidence makes clear that the kangaams suc-
ceeded in dominating the country, choosing weak, even infirm
buurbas whom they could control. In the 1800-1848 period, two
buurbas were deposed, a buurba so ill that he died shortly after
taking office was selected, and the kingdom was dominated during
the reigns of four kings by a powerful bergel, Makura Nari. Al-
though the kangaams held Jolof' s internal politics stable for a
time, the peace they had created was shattered in 1848 when a suc-
cession crisis caused the deaths of several buurbas and pitted the
royal slave guard against the nobility. These events brought
great insecurity to the country and confirmed its position as one
of the weakest states in Senegambia.
Mba Buuri Nebu Njay was buurba for much of the early nine-
teenth century. Coming to power about 1800 and "honored by his
people and respected by all his neighbors, he had a peaceful and
long reign of thirty-three years. "1 JThe manner in which this
prince from the important Neg Buuri Nebu family became buurba il-
lustrates kangaam power in Jolof. His predecessor, Mba Kompas,
also had a long reign, but near the end of it he lost the confi-
dence of his nobility, being suspected of complicity in the mur-
der of his bergel. At the time, Mba Buuri was living in exile in
Saalum, where, if the general pattern of succession is an indica-
lOumar Leyti Ndiaye, "Le Djoloff et ses Bourbas," BIFAN, B, XXVIII
( 1966 ) , 983 .
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tion, he was probably preparing an attempt to take power in Jolof
on the incumbent's death if not before. He had married a princess
from Saalum and had support from the royal family there.
The members of the electoral council who had selected Mba
Kompas had also the right to depose him, but they did so indi-
rectly. They sent for Mba Buuri and constructed a fort for him in
Jolof. When he arrived to occupy it, the jambuurs informed Mba
Kompas, who saw that his support had dissipated and abdicated in-
stead of fighting to retain his title. Mba Buuri was chosen
buurba. After his installation, he demonstrated the magnanimity
so prized by the Wolof nobility in declaring that there would be
no reprisals against his predecessor's family or supporters; he
thus began his reign with the reconciliation which characterized
it. 2 His long reign helped establish the prominence of his family,
Neg Buuri Nebu, in Jolof, for he gave important positions to his
kinsmen while he was in power. Four of his sons eventually ruled
in Jolof.
In 1826 a French report suggested that there would be a suc-
cession problem on Mba Buuri ' s death because rival claimants had
already gone into exile to prepare their fight for power, 3 but the
title passed without conflict to the three rulers who followed Mba
Buuri, an unusual event in a country where there were frequent
succession disputes. None of these rulers, Birayamb Kumba Gey,
Albuuri Tam, or Bakar Kodu Bige, was an outstanding buurba. Bira-
yamb Kumba Gey died a month after his installation. Albuuri Tam
was in poor health for most of his reign, and eventually went
blind and was deposed. Little is remembered about Bakar Kodu
Bige. These three were only able^to assume and hold power because
of one individual, Bergel Makura Nan.
Makura became bergel during the reign of his uncle, Mba
Buuri, but he was most important in Jolof after that buurba'
s
death, when he used his influence to prevent succession disputes.
According to oral traditions, Makura announced that he would sup-
port any candidate the electoral council chose with his military
strength, and added that if a buurba did not rule justly, he would
personally depose him. 4 Makura was so strong that no prince tried
to take power from Albuuri Tam or Bakar Kodu. After the bergel's
death, however, Jolof 's violent succession crisis began.
2Ibid., 982-983; Buuna Njay, "Petite histoire sur la province du
Djoloff" (unpublished manuscript in the possession of the author's son, 1904),
6 .
3 "Notice historique sur la Se'negambie, " February, 1826, ANSOM, Senegal
II, 2.
4Njay, "Petite histoire," 6; interviews with Daouda Guissd, Dahra,
26 August 1970, and Arsin Leane, Dahra, 23 August 1970.
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In 1839 a trade mission from Saint Louis visited Jolof and
described the bergel as "certainly one of the richest chiefs in the
country," with whom its members were more impressed than with
Buurba Albuuri Tam. Although they did not name him, this bergel
was undoubtedly Makura. He was wealthy and powerful and commanded
a small army of oeddos led by his sons which kept Moorish and
Fuulbe raiders from his territory and protected Jolof 's northeast
border.
5
Bergel Makura used his authority as a deterrent; he did not
interfere with the buurbas he supervised. He remained in his pro-
vince, Lamdu, unless called by the buurba to the capital. Accord-
ing to griots in Jolof, he could have made himself buurba against
the rules of succession if he had wished, for he was the most pow-
erful man in the kingdom. These griots still praise Makura ' s re-
straint, comparing him with a sixteenth-century belep who turned
his regency into an actual reign and with Tanor Faatim Jen, who in
the 1860s took the title illegitimately.
Although Makura is the best-known kangaam of this period, the
belep and another titleholder were also influential . 6 The 1839
Jolof mission commented on the authority of the "farba Waxox,"
probably the farba dure, highest of the royal slave officers,
noting that he had been farba under Mba Buuri also, and that some
in Jolof claimed that he ran the buurba as well as the buurba '
s
business. 7 This farba perhaps owed his power to Bergel Makura and
other kangaams who wanted a capable individual ineligible for the
succession to supervise the buurba while they resided in their own
territories
.
A half-century without succession disputes, a half-century of
old and weak buurbas attests to the power of the nobility over the
royalty in Jolof. Freedom from civil strife brought prosperity and
security to the country. The 1839 trade mission presented an idyl-
lic picture of Jolof for propaganda purposes, 8 but its members were
nonetheless impressed with the well-tended fields of millet, and
they bought cattle from Jolof' s Fuulbe. The succession wars and
Tanor Faatim Jen's intervention in Jolof changed this situation
drastically for several years.
5"Voyage d' exploration au Lac Panie'foul et dans le Yoloff," March, 1840,
ANSOM, Senegal III, 5.
6R. Rousseau, "Le Senegal d' autrefois: e'tude sur le Oualo," BCEHSAOF
,
XII (1929) , 171-172.
7
"Voyage d ' exploration. . .dans le Yoloff," March, 1840, ANSOM, Senegal
III, 5.
^The aims and results of this mission were discussed above, pp. 34-35.
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Civil Strife and Tanor Faatim Jen's Intervention
The period from 1848 to 1864 was one of internal disorder in
Jolof . A series of succession disputes resulted in the violent
deaths of six kings in a five-year period. Then a kangaam from
Kajoor, Tanor Faatim Jen, usurped the throne, the only non-Njay
ever to be buurba. After ruling for two years, Tanor formally ab-
dicated, but he controlled Jolof until his death in 1864 by selec-
ting puppet rulers whom he could dominate. The many buurbas who
ruled in the 1848-1864 period are shown in the following table:
9
Ruler Length of Rule Approximate Dates
Birayamb Aram Xureja 2 years 1848-1850
Biram Penda Kumba Ngwii 1 month 1850
Mban Pate Kumba Nqwii 15 days 1850
Lat Kodu Majigen 7 months 1850-1851
Albuuri Peya Biram 7 months 1851
Bakantam Yago 2 years 1851-1853
Tanor Faatim Jen 2 years 1853-1855
Birayamb Majigen 5 years 1855-1859
Bakantam Xadi 13 years |s£e] 1859-1871
The succession problem began in 1848 when Birayamb Aram
Xureja was elected buurba in preference to his half-brother, Lat
Kodu Majigen. Both princes were sons of Buurba Mba Buuri, but
Birayamb' s mother was a princess from Saalum, while Lat Kodu's was
a royal slave. Lat Kodu complained unsuccessfully to Bergel Ma-
kura. Then Lingeer Jegen insulted Lat Kodu, telling him that he
would never rule because of his mother's origins. Makura's death
sometime after this ended his king-making and peace-keeping role.
Dissatisfied, Lat Kodu went to his relatives in the royal
slave guard for assistance. Although pledged to support the in-
cumbent buurba, the slave guard helped Lat Kodu, and in 1850 he
attacked and killed Birayamb Aram. Lat Kodu was not elected to
succeed Birayamb Aram, but he killed the next two rulers within a
month of their elections. Finally the council chose him as
buurba. Although Lat Kodu was eligible to rule in Jolof, being a
patrilineal descendant of the first buurba, Njajan Njay, his ma-
ternal family had made him an undesirable candidate. 10 in the
other Wolof states the son of a noble and a slave had the right to
no more than certain minor offices, and rulers had to belong to
^The order of kings and their lengths of rule are taken from Ndiaye,
"Djoloff," 1001. I have determined the approximate dates of rule.
lOjJbid., 985-987; interview with Alboury Thiobane, Dahra, 22 July 1970.
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noble matrilineages as well as to the royal patrilineage
,
but this
was not true in Jolof. No one denied that Lat Kodu could be
buurba
,
and his brother, Birayamb Majigen, who had the same slave
mother, became king four years later without any opposition.
Within a few months of Lat Kodu's installation, Tanor Faatim
Jeri intervened for the first time in Jolof. Tanor, an important
titleholder in Kajoor, was related to the Neg Buuri Nebu branch of
the royal family in Jolof through his mother, a daughter of Buurba
Bakantam Buuri Nebu. The two buurbas whom Lat Kodu killed after
the death of Birayamb Aram were sons of Bakantam Buuri, hence
Tanor' s uncles. Lat Kodu had also killed the lingeer who had in-
sulted him, and she was Tanor' s mother's sister. Tanor therefore
came to Jolof to avenge the deaths of his relatives. As one of
the major kangaams in Kajoor, Tanor had his own aeddos
,
but when
he came to Jolof, he went to the princes of the Neg Buuri Nebu
family and asked them to join him against Lat Kodu. Although Lat
Kodu was also a member of the Neg Buuri Nebu family, he was dis-
liked by the nobility because of his slave mother. Tanor and his
allies attacked and killed Lat Kodu, and Tanor returned to
Kajoor
.
11
The Jolof electors chose as buurba Albuuri Peya Biram from
the Ker Biram Penda family, but Tanor was not satisfied with this
choice. A few months after Albuuri Peya's installation, Tanor re-
turned to Jolof and once again united his aeddos with the forces
of the Neg Buuri Nebu family. He challenged the buurba, who
called on his own family for support. The two sides met in a
bloody battle in which nearly all the princes of Ker Biram Penda
were killed, among them the buurba. 12
Although rivalry between Neg Buuri Nebu and Ker Biram Penda
had not before been a factor in the succession disputes, Tanor
made it an issue. Without specific information, his motives in
returning to Jolof to oust Albuuri Peya canjonly be assumed. He
may have thought that one of the Neg Buuri Nebu princes would be
selected, since this family had been responsible for Lat Kodu's
death. He could also have expected to reward the nobles of that
family for their support with the benefits they would receive with
one of their princes in power. Again, he may already have begun
plans to advance his own interests in Jolof, in which case he
would have wanted a buurba from his own family over whom -he could
have some influence.
After Albuuri Peya's death, the electoral council chose
Hcommander of Merinaghen to Governor, 21 May 1851, ANS, 13G 87; inter-
views with Alboury Thiobane, Dahra, 22 July 1970 and with Sala Dieng, a grand-
son of Tanor 's brother, Buulel, 29 July 1970.
12Ndiaye, "Djoloff," 989-990.
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Tanor's candidate, Bakantam Yago, and Tanor returned to Kajoor.
Bakantam, however, had to face the remaining princes of the Ker
Biram Penda family who were in exile under the leadership of a
prince named Lat Kodu Njeme. In the second year of Bakantam 's
reign, Lat Kodu Njeme entered Jolof and killed him. Lat Kodu
Njeme intended to take power, but word that Tanor was arriving
from Kajoor sent him back into exile. When Tanor came, he did not
support another of his maternal relatives as buurba, but took the
title himself, although as a matrilineal and not a patrilineal
descendant of Njajan Njay, founder of the kingdom, he was ineli-
gible .13
Tanor Jen was buurba for two years, about 1853 to 1855.
Little is known of his reign. He was several times challenged un-
successfully by Lat Kodu Njeme, and when the Jolof nobility began
to oppose his usurpation of the title he abdicated and returned to
Kajoor. A few years later he was back in Jolof, where he became
the de facto ruler during the reigns of two buurbas .
I
4
The circumstances surrounding Tanor's assumption of power
are not clear. Oral traditions are contradictory: some say that
Tanor took the title, while others claim that the Jolof nobility
asked him to become buurba ; at least initially, his supporters ap-
parently acquiesced in his illegal action. 13 it is unlikely that
anyone could have prevented Tanor from taking power at the time,
and there were no doubt kangaams in Jolof who preferred a strong
ruler who could end the battles which had killed so many princes.
Tanor Jen was unlike other Jolof buurbas in two respects.
He did not take the ritual bath, a necessary part of a buurba 's
installation; this according to one of his descendants was because
he had accepted the title with reluctance, but according to others
he was not permitted to do so. 16 Second, he did not reside in the
capital, Waxox, but lived instead at Sagata, a village some thirty
kilometers from it. Residence in Waxox might have been dangerous
for Tanor, especially as the royal slave guard probably opposed
him for having killed their buurba, Lat Kodu Majigen. Sagata was
an advantageous residence for Tanor and his warriors, for it was
in an area where his maternal family was strong. 17 When he re-
turned to Jolof after his abdication, he returned to Sagata.
13j2>id.
,
990-991.
i4There are few archival references to Tanor or Jolof in the 1851-1857
period, and oral traditions are likewise sparse.
15Baba Lissa Ndiaye, interviewed in Dahra on 30 April 1970, said that
Tanor took the title because he enjoyed having power, while Sala Dieng, inter-
viewed in Buulel on 29 July 1970, claimed that "Jolof" had invited him to be
buurba
.
^Interviews with Sala Dieng, Buulel, 29 July 1970, and Kimingtang
Ndiaye, Lingeer, 25 August 1970.
^Interview with Alboury Thiobane, Dahra, 22 July 1970.
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After Tanor had reigned for two years
,
his usurpation began
to arouse criticism among the nobility in Jolof. Although they
did not actively oppose him, they indicated to him that he had
lost their support when they allowed his enemy, Lat Kodu Njeme, to
come as far as Sagata one night without warning him. Lat Kodu
Njeme retreated without attacking, but when Tanor realized what
had happened, he decided to relinquish the title and exercise his
power informally in Jolof.
Unpopularity in Jolof was not Tanor' s only reason for abdi-
cation. In the years after his resignation, he was more inter-
ested in events in Kajoor, where he still held a prominent
"
posi-
tion, than in Jolof; and returning to his homeland he consolidated
his strength there. When he abdicated, Tanor became a practicing
Muslim and signified this change by taking a new name, "Silmaxa,"
one noble converts sometimes adopted. 18
Tanor' s conversion does not seem to have affected his ac-
tions in any way. He remained involved in political and military
affairs, and contemporary and oral sources give no indication that
he observed Islamic practices or insisted that his followers do
so, as did two other noble converts, Lat Joor of Kajoor and Al-
buuri Njay of Jolof. 19 Louis Faidherbe, governor of Saint Louis,
offered a conjecture about Tanor 's conversion: he linked it to a
campaign al-Hajj Umar, the Tukolor jihad leader, was making in the
Wolof states. Faidherbe claimed that Tanor was dissatisfied with
ruling the weak, poor kingdom of Jolof and that he "coveted" Ka-
joor. He converted, hoping to ally himself with Umar and to gov-
ern Kajoor if the jihad were successful there. 20 Although Umar
obtained a following among some marabouts and wrote to various
Wolof rulers asking that they convert, Faidherbe 's claim cannot be
verified, for Umar took no further action. After 1858 he turned
all his attention eastward, conquering and consolidating his jihad
state in what is now Mali. The French reaction to his proselytism
in the lower Senegambia region was certainly a factor in Umar's
actions; Faidherbe set up observation camps in Waalo and Kajoor
and sent soldiers to ride through Jolof and Kajoor to indicate his
concern with events in these two kingdoms. 21
Tanor never gave any overt support to Umar, although a
French report claimed that he showed some sympathy to an Umarian
envoy to Jolof whom the buurba had driven out. 22 Several, years
18interview with Sidi Mbaye Ndiaye, Lingeer, 23 July 1970. For the
significance of the name "Silmaxa," see A.B. Diop, "Lat Dior et le probleme
musulman," BIFAN, B, XXVIII (1966), 506.
l^Lat Joor and Albuuri Njay became practicing Muslims when they joined
the jihad leader Ma Ba. For Albuuri' s Islamizing efforts in Jolof, see below,
pp. 95-97.
20Louis Faidherbe, "Notice sur la colonie du Senegal et sur les pays
qui sont en relation avec elle," Annuaire du Sdndgal (1858), 99-100.
2l0n Umar and the French, see Louis Faidherbe, Le Se'ndgal (Paris, 1889) ,
219-220, and Jamil M. Abun-Nasr, The Tijaniyya (London, 1965) , 113-121.
22Commander of Merinaghen to Governor, 29 September 1858, ANS, 13G 88.
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later, when another religious leader, Ma Ba, tried to recruit fol-
lowers in Jolof, Tanor opposed him and prevented his subjects from
joining him; political considerations may therefore have been in-
volved in Tanor' s public espousal of Islam. A final possibility
remains: that Tanor converted to provide a reason for relin-
quishing the title in Jolof. He may have claimed that he had be-
come buurba only to end the civil strife in Jolof and now was "re-
tiring" for personal reasons. Whatever his reasons for conversion,
Tanor did thereafter become more involved than he had recently
been in events in Kajoor.
Tanor 's Post-regnum Role in Jolof
Although Tanor returned to Kajoor, his influence did not end
in Jolof. During the reign of his successor, he maintained fol-
lowers in Jolof and was described in 1857 as having that country
"completely at his disposal," probably meaning that he could enter
it at will with his ceddos
,
which he frequently did. 23
Kajoor at the time was under a weak and ill dameel
,
Bira-
hima, who could not govern effectively. There were attempts to
overthrow this ruler in 1856 and 1859 in which Tanor may have been
involved, although he is not mentioned in connection with either. 24
Governor Faidherbe claimed that Tanor was trying to play the same
role in Kajoor that he had played in Jolof, but he gave no details
on this role. Whatever Tanor' s intentions, they were thwarted,
for early in 1859 the French learned that the dameel had forced
him to leave Kajoor stripped of his title. 25 Tanor went to Jolof,
using the country as a refuge and as a base for his attempts from
1860 to his death to regain his position in Kajoor.
The buurba and his kangaams accepted Tanor ' s return, al-
though they had made an abortive attempt in 1858 to prevent it.
According to Bergel Semu Nan, who wrote a year after the attempt,
"All the people of Jolof said that Silmaxa Jen, his subjects and
his slaves were destroying Jolof, and they agreed to abandon him,
but later they went back on their word. "26
Part of the Jolof plan was to obtain French assistance, and
in May 1858 the buumi asked the commander of Merinaghen for aid,
23 "Nouvelles du fleuve," MSD, 57 (28 April 1857), 10.
24yoro Jaw, "Histoire des Darnels du Cayor," MSD (1864), reprinted in
A. Sabatie', Le Senegal (Saint Louis, n.d.), 377-398; Lucie Colvin, "Kajor and
its Relations with Saint-Louis du Senegal, 1763-1861" (unpublished doctoral
dissertation, Columbia University, 1972), 304-306, 337-341.
25commander of Merinaghen to Governor, 31 January 1859, ANS, ID 13.
26Bergel Semu Nan to Governor, received 3 June 1859, ANS, 13G 253.
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claiming
,
Tanor has said that he is the king of Jolof,
but this is not the case, for a king inhabits
his country and takes an interest in it. How-
ever, he and his slaves devastate Jolof. 27
At the same time the buurba wrote to Governor Faidherbe declaring
that he would restore order in Jolof with French help, but Faid-
herbe was not interested in becoming involved in Jolof 's internal
affairs. He sent some soldiers from Waalo to assist the buumi in
a campaign against the Trarza Moors, but he made it clear that the
troops were not to be used against Tanor. 28 And no action could
be taken against Tanor without outside aid.
Although Tanor ' s influence in Jolof had continued after his
abdication in 1855, his definite settlement there in 1859 made him
the effective ruler. Birayamb Majigen retained the title of
buurba as a mere figurehead. Captain Azan visited Jolof in 1859,
a few months before Birayamb' s death. The buurba was weak and
ill, and Azan conducted all his business with Tanor at Sagata. He
then asked permission to visit Birayamb at Waxox and reported,
The nullity of this phantom chief, a passive
instrument of the despotism of Tanor Faatim
(Silmaxa Jen) cannot be better rendered than
by reporting the sad words which he spoke to
me with a plaintive and resigned accent pecu-
liar to fatalists, "I am here like the meat on
couscous; they do with me what they want. "29
Tanor continued to control Jolof in the reign of Birayamb'
s
successor, Bakantam Xadi. Azan summed up Tanor 's role under this
buurba :
This country is governed by a very remarkable
man named Tanor Faatim. After having been
king, he voluntarily abdicated and became a
marabout under the humble name of Silmaxa Jen,
but he chose his successor, or rather his suc-
cessors, for if he no longer governs in name,
he wants to govern in fact. 30
There were rapid changes in Kajoor in the early 18606, due
principally to the French desire to dominate the country, and
Tanor was involved in them. When Dameel Birahima died at the end
of 1859, Tanor gave military support to Lat Joor, one of the
27Buumi to Commander of Merinaghen, received 15 May 1858, ANS, 13G 253.
28Buurba to Governor, received 26 May 1858, ANS, 13G 253; Commander of
Merinaghen to Director of Indigenous Affairs, 11 May 1858, ANS, 13G 88.
29f. Azan, "Extrait du rapport ... sur un voyage fait dans le Ndiambour
et le Djoloff," MSD, 168 (14 June 1859), 103.
30F. Azan, "Notice sur le Oualo," Revue maritime et coloniale
,
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rivals for succession, probably expecting to regain his title if
Lat Joor were elected. The electors, however, chose another can-
didate, Makodu, in part in objection to Tanor's intervention . 31
In 1860 Governor Faidherbe decided that Makodu was not a
ruler favorable to French interests, and he planned to depose him,
claiming that the dameel had refused to honor an agreement al-
lowing caravan and telegraph posts to be constructed in Kajoor.
In January 1861 Faidherbe sent a military expedition into Kajoor.
Tanor Jen, still attempting to regain his title, entered Kajoor
from Jolof in support of Lat Joor. Faidherbe did not want civil
war between Makodu and Lat Joor; he temporarily withdrew from Ka-
joor, forcing Tanor to return to Jolof. 32
Nonetheless the governor was determined to eliminate Makodu,
and a few months later a second French expedition deposed him.
Again Tanor and Lat Joor tried to take power, but Faidherbe pre-
ferred a docile puppet to Lat Joor, and he arranged the election
of the weaker Majojo. Lat Joor, supported by the Kajoor nobility,
campaigned to take power, and in the summer of 1862 he was chosen
dameel. By the end of 1863 Faidherbe was waging war against Lat
Joor. He sought Tanor's aid in returning Majojo to power, telling
him that Majojo had given him back his title. Tanor entered Ka-
joor with his army. Lat Joor was forced into exile, and Majojo
was reinstalled. 33 Tanor died shortly after these events.
In the years after 1859 the internal situation in Jolof was
not peaceful. When Captain Azan visited the country, he commented
that many villages had been abandoned in the state of insecurity
which prevailed and added.
The jaraaf ' s ceddos raid those of the farba,
while those of the buumi pillage those of the
jaraaf, and Silmaxa Jen ' s men raid all three
of them. 34
The kangaams could protect themselves for they had their
ceddos, but the badolos had no defense against these lawless con-
ditions. Some left for Waalo, which had been conquered by the
French and was more secure than Jolof. Emigration rose after 1858
when the French war against the Trarza ended. The marabout chief
of Mbayen, the Jolof village closest to Waalo, requested French
permission to move his whole village into Waalo. In May 1859 he
and four other marabouts emigrated with about three hundred people
to the Merinaghen canton. Many Jolof Fuulbe also moved into Waalo
3lGovernor to Minister, 14 March 1860, ANSOM, Senegal I, 46.
32Jhid.
,
5 February 1861, ANSOM, Senegal I, 46. Lat Joor, dameel of
Kajoor from 1862 to 1863 and 1870 to 1882, was that kingdom's greatest nine-
teenth-century leader.
33Faidherbe, Senegal, 267-270. For an interpretation of these events
in Kajoor from an Ajoor as well as a French viewpoint, see Colvin, "Kajor,"
345-385.
34Azan, "Extrait du rapport..., 104 .
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where they were safer from raids. 35
Tanor's interest was in Kajoor, and he did nothing to re-
duce insecurity in Jolof. He allowed his small army of aeddos
to live off the land in Jolof when they were not on campaigns,
and raiding thus increased. In addition to such pillaging, Tanor
may have organized raids to obtain cattle and slaves to sell for
the firearms and powder he needed for his military activities.
Governor Faidherbe described Jolof' s disorder: "...roads cut off,
caravans pillaged, villages and populations captured to be
sold. "36
The era of Tanor Faatim Jen in Jolof ended unexpectedly.
In November 1863 Tanor was with his army in Kajoor, and on 27
February 1864 Faidherbe learned of his death. 3 ' He had appar-
ently died at Sagata, and even his sons in Kajoor did not learn
of the event until later. With Tanor dead, the heretofore pas-
sive Buurba Bakantam Xadi took firm action. He rallied the Jolof
nobility around him and went to Sagata, where he informed Tanor's
men that they would have to accept his authority if they wished
to remain in Jolof. There was some fighting, and most of Tanor's
men returned to Kajoor. 33
How was Tanor Jen able to play his unique role in Jolof 's
history? His personality and military skills were important, as
was the situation in which he found Jolof. There is no doubt
that Tanor was an ambitious, capable individual. Faidherbe de-
scribed him as "a powerful, mischievous man," while Azan com-
mented after meeting him, "Endowed with an indominable energy,
he dominates Jolof by the terror of his name." 39
When Tanor first intervened in Jolof, he was already a ma-
ture man with a reputation as a great military leader. Further-
more, he had a personal military force in his own warriors and
those of his maternal family in Jolof. He was in a position,
therefore, to profit from the succession disputes and civil
strife he found in Jolof. Tanor was a strong leader, but he was
also of noble birth, and this gave him support among the Jolof
kangaams who respected his family. Oral traditions stress first
that Tanor was a member of the Neg Buuri Nebu family and a high
titleholder in Kajoor; these factors are more important th$n
35commander of Merinaghen to Director of Indigenous Affairs, 7 May
1859 and 31 January 1863, ANS, 13G 88.
36Faidherbe to Silmaxa Jen, 1 April 1859, ANS, 3B 92.
37Faidherbe to Yuga Fali Jett, 27 February 1864, ANS, 3B 92.
38commander of Merinaghen to Governor, 18 and 23 March 1864, ANS,
13G 88; Recnauer, "Rapport sur le Djoloff," 3 June 1864, ANS, 13G 253. Rec-
nauer noted that Bakantam Xadi would have had more difficulty taking control
in Jolof if Tanor's sons had been there.
39"Nouvelles du fleuve," MSD
,
57 (28 April 1857), 1; Azan, "Extrait du
rapport...," 103.
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criticism of his illegal takeover of power.
Despite his abuse of power in Jolof, Tanor Faatim Jen is
remembered, ironically, as a great warrior and a man who helped
his family when it was in need. His control of Jolof after his
abdication and the insecurity which Jolof suffered under his dom-
ination have been forgotten. One griot summarized the current
attitude toward this powerful noble: "Tanor was a personality of
great energy, very intelligent, and someone who played a very im-
portant role in the country's history. "40
Jolof, the Trarza, and the French
The late 1850s saw great changes in the balance of power in
Senegal as the French presence expanded under Governor Louis
Faidherbe (1854-1861, 1863-1865) . By the middle of the nine-
teenth century, the limited French presence in Saint Louis
brought constant complaints from French and habitant traders who
felt their commerce could increase only with French expansion. 41
When Faidherbe became governor, he was ordered to extend French
control along the Senegal River, and this brought him into direct
conflict with the Trarza Moors, who wanted to keep the Europeans
confined to their Saint Louis base.
The French first expanded into Waalo. In early 1855 Faid-
herbe entered the country with his army and defeated its ruler;
by March he was in control of Waalo, whose chiefs and oeddos
either submitted or went into exile. Waalo became a French pro-
tectorate for a few months, and in December 1855 it was joined to
the colony of Senegal. 42 Having conquered Waalo, Faidherbe began
a war with the Trarza, and after three years of intermittent
fighting the Moors finally agreed to peace on French terms in
March 1858. 42 France had replaced the Trarza Moors as the domin-
ant power in the lower Senegal area.
Although Jolof was not directly involved in the Franco-
Trarza conflict, it benefited from the French offensive. When
Faidherbe entered Waalo in 1855, the Trarza moved north of the
Senegal River, and the governor occupied them in battle there
during the next three years. The Moorish raids which had become
40Interview with Sakoki Guisse, Lingeer, 24 April 1970.
41f. Carrere, a prominent French trader in Saint Louis, summed up
local complaints about the French position in Senegal in a report, "Note sur
le SeWgal," 9 January 1854, ANSOM, Senegal II, 4.
42For the campaigns in Waalo, see Faidherbe, Senegal, 126-136. For an
analysis of the French conquest in terms of the political, social, and eco-
nomic situation which developed in Waalo by 1855, see Boubacar Barry, Le Roy-
aume de Waalo (Paris, 1972) , 289-306.
43Faidherbe, Se'ne'gal
,
136-156.
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so common in Jolof thus ended. In 1855 Buurba Birayamb offered
to pay the French the tribute he had been giving to the Trarza,
and Faidherbe accepted this arrangement
.
44 Later the buurba de-
scribed Jolof' s new security:
For the past three years the Moors have not
taken our women, our children, nor our cattle,
and they no longer come to fire upon us. Our
fathers never saw this. 4 5
Faidherbe solicited the buurba '
s
aid during the Franco-
Trarza war, asking him to attack any Moors in Jolof and sending
him rifles and powder. 46 The only known instance of Jolof par-
ticipation in the war occurred in its last month. The buumi
,
in
cooperation with a group of Fuulbe from Kajoor, attacked three
Trarza camps in Jolof, capturing eighteen prisoners, four camels,
and twelve oxen. Waalo auxiliary forces entered Jolof to help
the buumi
,
but when they arrived the Moors had already been driv-
en out. 47
Jolof also benefited from the peace treaty signed by the
Trarza and the French in 1858. Its second article stipulated
that no armed Moor was to enter Dimar, Jolof, or Kajoor without
the governor's permission, but that the kingdoms which had for-
merly paid tribute to the Trarza must continue to do so. 48 The
French could enforce this article only in Waalo, which they con-
trolled, but their defeat of the Trarza ended the large-scale
raiding which had plagued Jolof.
Although Jolof was obligated by the Franco-Trarza treaty to
resume tribute payments to the Moors, it never did so. In 1859
and 1862 the Trarza amir requested permission from the French to
collect tribute from Jolof, but nothing was paid. In April 1863
Tanor Jen wrote to the governor saying that none of the former
Trarza vassals paid tribute, nor would Jolof unless the French
ordered it; he was told to use his judgment on the matter.
Since the Trarza could no longer enforce their demands, it is not
surprising that Jolof stopped paying them. After 1858 the Trarza
ceased to have any significant influence in Jolof.
44Governor to Buurba, 23 October 1855, ANS, 3B 92.
45Buurba and Buumi to Governor, received 8 January 1858, ANS, l'3G 253.
46Governor to Buurba, 23 October 1855, ANS, 3B 92.
47Commander of Merinaghen to Governor, 13 May 1858, and to Director of
Indigenous Affairs, 17 May 1858, ANS 13G 88; "Nouvelles du fleuve," MSD
,
112
(18 May 1858) , 1.
48There is a copy of the French text of the treaty in J. Madival, Le
S£n4gal
,
son dtat present et son avenir (Paris, 1863), 52-56.
49Amir Sidi to Governor, 15 November 1862, Archives de la Marine
(Paris), Papiers Jaureguiberry
,
"Correspondance avec les chefs indigenes;"
Governor to Silmaxa Jen, July, 1859 and 14 April 1863; Silmaxa Jeri to Gov-
ernor, 9 April 1863, ANS, 3B 92.
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Trade Attempts with French Waalo
When the French annexed Waalo to their Senegal possessions
in 1855, they divided it into a small area of direct administra-
tion and five cantons, each headed by an indigenous chief under
the general supervision of a French officer, the Commander of
Waalo. The village of Merinaghen with its fortified trading post
became the capital of one of the cantons.
The Merinaghen canton had an inauspicious beginning, for
nearly all its population fled in 1855, and many who had taken
refuge in Kajoor did not return until 1859. All of Waalo suf-
fered during the Franco-Trarza war, and as late as 1863 a French
governor reported that there was little commercial activity any-
where in the country. Since the Merinaghen trading post had
never been very successful, its trade dropped to almost nothing
and resumed only slowly even after people returned to the can-
ton. 50 Consequently there was little trade from Jolof to or
through Waalo in the 1850s and early 1860s.
An obstacle to trade between Jolof and Waalo had long been
the Bunuun desert. Routes to and from the four countries which
bordered on Bunuun crossed at an oasis known as the "Bunuun Tama-
rind," but travelers who stopped there for water or rest risked
attack from the bandits who infested the area. During their war
against the Trarza, the French decided to make Bunuun more secure
to prevent the Moors from using it as a refuge and to encourage
trade
.
There had once been several villages in Bunuun, but they
had been abandoned because of Moorish and Fuulbe raiders. In
1857 Governor Faidherbe revived the plan of an earlier governor
to build a blockhouse at the oasis to encourage resettlement. He
wrote to Buurba Birayamb Majigen asking him to contribute three
hundred cattle to pay the construction costs, arguing that the
fort would make both Bunuun and Jolof safer. The buurba agreed
to supply the cattle but delayed, claiming that Jolof was dis-
turbed internally, which it was, and that he was having diffi-
culty in obtaining the cattle from his Fuulbe subjects. 51
Peace in Waalo gave impetus to the Bunuun project. Al-
though the blockhouse had not been completed in 1860, the French
began repopulation of the oasis area. A Saint Louis habitant
,
Mercure Maram Nari, was authorized to found a village, Njay Ndar,
50commander of Merinaghen to Governor, 5 January 1859, ANS, 13G 88;
Governor to Minister, 18 June 1863, ANS, 13G 23.
SlFaidherbe to Buurba, n.d. 0-85?] , ANS, 3B 92; Buurba to Governor,
received 5 August 1857, ANS, 13G 253.
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which would be independent of the Merinaghen canton. In the early
1860s the blockhouse was finished, and Njay Ndar became the larg-
est of several villages built around it. Although Bunuun was not
a part of French Waalo, the villagers were French subjects like
those of Waalo. 52
The Bunuun oasis was a natural spot for trade because all
desert travelers stopped at its wells. When the Franco-Trarza war
ended, traders who had been located in Merinaghen began moving to
Bunuun because there was more business there. With the blockhouse
and new villages, Bunuun' s trade probably increased, although
there are no figures to prove this contention. Merinaghen re-
mained a good-sized village of about three hundred inhabitants,
but it was never a trading center. 53
Increased security in Bunuun did not result in increased
trade from Jolof. In 1861 and 1862 there was a long dispute be-
tween Tanor Jen in Jolof and Mercure Nan, the chief of Njay Ndar,
which reduced what little trade did exist in the area. The dis-
pute concerned some Jolof Fuulbe who went into Bunuun where, en-
couraged by Mercure, they refused to pay taxes to Tanor, who
claimed jurisdiction over them. Tanor retaliated by raiding into
Bunuun and taking Mercure ' s cattle. In June 1862 Mercure began
stopping all Jolof-Jolof who passed by the blockhouse and seizing
their goods. In November Tanor complained to the French, who de-
cided Mercure was at fault and removed him. The new village
chief, however, was unpopular, and it was not until 1863 that a
chief was found who could attract more settlers to Bunuun. 54
The efforts of various governors in Saint Louis to develop
trade with Jolof were no more successful in the 1850s and 1860s
than they had been in the 1840s. Captain Azan remarked in 1863,
"Commercial relations between Saint Louis and this country [jolof]
are almost nil."55 Several factors were involved. Jolof' s dis-
tance from Saint Louis was still a problem, for few traders wanted
to make the long, difficult overland trip to the country. The in-
security in Waalo during the Franco-Trarza war prevented traders
from traveling there, while in the late 1850s and early 1860s the
constant raiding and pillaging in Jolof did not encourage trade.
Although Tanor had promised Azan in 1859 that he would protect
52Director of Indigenous Affairs to Commander of Merinaghen, 25 April
1860, ANS, 3B 79; "Rapport sur la determination d'une frontiere entre le Cayor
et le canton de Bounoun," n.d.
,
Archives Nationales de la France, Papier
s
Ballot, 185 mi 2, K, 38.
53Azan, "Oualo," 627.
54commander of Merinaghen to Governor, 18 November and 25 December
1862, ANS, 13G 88; Governor to Silmaxa Jen, 1862 and 17 September 1863, ANS
3B 92.
55Azan, "Oualo," 497.
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traders, few bothered to go to Jolof. 56
The trade which existed between Saint Louis and Jolof re-
mained an elite trade with limited potential for development. The
Jolof ruling class wanted firearms and powder, and they had slaves
and cattle to exchange for them. The French continued to encour-
age the gum trade, but gum was a bulky item with a low selling
price, hardly worth transporting overland from Jolof to Saint
Louis. Jolof* s farmers or herders might have been willing to col-
lect gum to sell, but they had neither the means nor the time to
take it as far as Waalo. It was not until the reign of Albuuri
Njay (1875-1890) that the gum trade gained any significance; the
Moors then bought gum in Jolof for sale in Waalo. Even at this
time Jolof had less trade with the French than did Kajoor, Siin,
or Saalum — areas which were profiting from the boom in peanuts,
which had replaced gum as Senegal's main export.
S^Azan, "Extrait du rapport ," 103.
CHAPTER 4
MA BA AND JIHAD IN JOLOF
Ma Ba and Jihad in Senegambia
Ma Ba is a major figure in the history of nineteenth-cen-
tury Senegambia, where he is best known for the successful jihad
he led in Rip and Saalum.l He also brought militant Islam to
Jolof, for in June 1865 he conquered the country, driving the
buurba into exile. Although Ma Ba did not remain long enough in
Jolof to have a real effect on the state of Islam there, he did
change the conception Jolof Muslims had of themselves and of
their relation to their rulers. Ma Ba's jihad prepared the
ground for the Islamization undertaken by Shaikh Amadu Ba, an-
other Muslim cleric, and by Buurba Albuuri Njay, who became a
devout Muslim under the influence of Ma Ba.
Ma Ba 2 was born about 1809 in Rip (called Badibu by the Ma-
linke)
,
a Malinke state with a large Wolof minority. His grand-
father had emigrated from Fuuta Tooro to Rip, where he, and then
Ma Ba's father, taught the Quran. Ma Ba also prepared for this
vocation, studying in Kajoor and teaching in Jolof, where he mar-
ried a woman of the royal family. When he was about forty years
old, he returned to Rip to teach, and he lived there quietly for
several years. 3
The relationship between practicing Muslims^ and the rest
of Rip society resembled that found elsewhere in Senegambia —
the Muslims were a minority who lived in villages under marabout
Iseveral authors have written on Ma Ba. Ousmane Ba, a grandson of Ma
Ba's brother, wrote an article based mostly on oral traditions, "Essai histor-
ique sur le Rip (Senegal)," BIFAN, B, XIX (1957), 564-591; Martin A. Klein de-
voted a chapter to Ma Ba in his study of Siin and Saalum, Islam and Imperi-
alism in Senegal (Stanford, 1968), 63-93, as did Charlotte A. Quinn in, her
study, Mandingo Kingdoms of the Senegambia (Evanston, 1972) , 107-131. Keleti-
gui S. Keita wrote a thesis on Ma Ba, "Maba Diakhou Ba dans le Rip et le Saloum,
1861-67" (memoire de maitrise, Universite' de Dakar, 1970) .
2"Ma" is a shortened form of Mamadu, itself a variant of Muhammad, and
Ba is the patrilineal surname.
^Ba, "Rip," 570-571; Quinn, Mandingo Kingdoms, 111-113.
4As was discussed in Chapter 1 above, it is preferable to speak of
marabouts and secular rulers rather than Muslims and non-Muslims when de-
scribing the pre-jihad state of Islam in Senegambia. For convenience, this
study will use the terms "practicing Muslims" or simply "Muslims" to refer to
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chiefs and kept themselves separate from those they perceived as
"pagans." Although they were generally tolerated by their rul-
ers, conflicts did arise. In the 1850s the ruler of Rip was weak
and could not prevent his warriors from raiding marabout vil-
lages. The marabouts grew increasingly discontented and retalia-
ted. The king sent a force to crush them, but Ma Ba and his ta-
libes 5 defeated it, beginning the jihad. In a series of vic-
tories in 1861 they gained control of Rip.
6
Ma Ba's success inspired marabouts in neighboring states
who asked him for help. His talibes and local Muslims elsewhere
fought against traditional rulers, and by 1863 he controlled
most of Saalum and part of Nomi as well as Rip. The people in
these areas were forced to convert to Islam and to submit to Ma
Ba.7 He recognized major marabouts as the provincial rulers of
this incipient state, whose capital, Noro, he named after that of
al-Hajj Umar.
8
In the spring of 1864, Lat Joor, who had been forced out of
Kajoor by the French, came to Rip, converted to Islam, and sub-
mitted to Ma Ba. Although Lat Joor came from a nominally Muslim
family, Ma Ba asked for a stronger commitment, active work to ad-
vance Islam. His conversion is remembered as more pragmatic than
sincere at first, but Lat Joor did become a devout Muslim as a
result of his 1864 experience, and, when he later regained power
in Kajoor, he ruled as a Muslim.
9
Lat Joor's arrival in Rip had an important influence on Ma
Ba's jihad; the ex-dameel was a skillful warrior, and he brought
many Ajoor (inhabitants of Kajoor) and kangaams with him. He was
most interested in the Wolof areas to the north, for he wanted to
regain control in Kajoor. Ma Ba never stated that he would help
persons, marabouts and their followers, who observed the Islamic religion, in
contrast to all others who, although they might respect or fear marabouts and
seek their services, did not practice Islam.
$Talibe, from the Arabic talib (student)
,
refers to a follower or pupil
of a shaikh or marabout; in the nineteenth century it was also used to desig-
nate a supporter or soldier of a religious leader as opposed to ceddo, a sec-
ular warrior.
8Ba, "Rip," 573-575; Klein, Islam, 71-73; Quinn, Mandingo Kingdoms,
114-116.
7Klein, Islam, 74-79.
8Ma Ba supposedly met al-Hajj Umar when the Tukolor jihad leader passed
through Rip, and Umar predicted that they would both lead wars against the un-
believers; Ba, "Rip," 572. Because Ma Ba left no writings, it is difficult to
say what factors influenced him, but he was aware of Umar's successes, and
they probably affected his decision to wage jihad.
^Amadou Bamba Diop, "Lat Dior et le probleme musulman," BIFAN, B,
XXVIII (1966) , 513, 517. The author is a grandson of Lat Joor.
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Lat Joor in Kajoor, but the Ajoor factor did give his jihad a
wider scope. No longer a civil war in Saalum and Rip, it became
a serious threat to all of the Senegambian states, and especially
to Kajoor, Jolof, Bawol, and Siin.
Within a few months of Lat Joor ' s arrival in Rip, he was
raiding in Bawol, and rumors reached the French that Ma Ba would
attack Kajoor. 1° Although the French had favored his jihad, they
began to reconsider. Governor Faidherbe preferred Ma Ba to the
traditional rulers in Saalum, for he had ended oeddo raiding and
brought security, thereby encouraging peanut-growing and trade,
but Faidherbe could not allow Ma Ba to expand his jihad into
areas where France had a direct interest. To Ma Ba he wrote that
he would consider an attack on Kajoor or Bawol an attack on Saint
Louis itself.
H
Ma Ba, for his part, was willing to maintain friendly re-
lations with the Europeans, but only if they remained in their
traditional role as traders; he wrote to Faidherbe, "Commerce
should be the only thing existing between me and the whites."
In reply to the governor ' s demand that he stay out of the Wolof
states, he asked, "I, Ma Ba, do not understand what concerns you
in the affairs of Jolof, Kajoor, Bawol, and Siin.... Do you love
Infidels and hate Believers? "12
Although Faidherbe considered an expedition against Ma Ba,
both parties preferred negotiation, and in October 1864 they
signed a treaty. The French recognized Ma Ba as the theocratic
ruler ( almaami
)
of Rip and Saalum, and he agreed to respect the
borders of Siin, Kajoor, Bawol, and Jolof, while the rulers of
these states pledged to treat their Muslim subjects justly. 13
The treaty was a temporary measure; neither side would ac-
cept it as anything more. French expansion in Senegal continued
with the annexation of Kajoor to Saint Louis in 1865. Although
this annexation was unworkable and was abandoned four years
later, it did increase French interest in events in Kajoor and
neighboring states. The alliance of Lat Joor, the popular dameel
ousted by the French, with Ma Ba caused the governors of Saint
10MSD, 442 (20 September 1864) , 451.
llGovernor to Minister, 27 May 1864, ANSOM, Senegal I, 50; Faidherbe to
Ma Ba, 25 May 1864, ANS, 3B 95. Klein, Islam, 79-81, discusses the changing
French attitude.
12Ma Ba to Governor, received 10 June 1864 and received 1864, ANS, 13G
318.
13There is a copy of this treaty in the minutes of the Conseil d' Ad-
ministration meeting of 13 October 1865, ANSOM, Senegal IV, 48.
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Louis to see the almaami as a threat to their interests in Sene-
gal. 14 Ma Ba, for his part, was inspired by his concept of jihad
and would not limit it as long as there were rulers who refused
to submit to God. He wrote to the French, "God has said in the
Quran, 'Declare war against the infidels who are near you.'" 15
One of the states ruled by "infidels" was Jolof, and it was to
Jolof that the almaami turned his attention in 1865.
Jolof and Ma Ba Prior to the Conquest
By 1864 Ma Ba had developed many ties with Jolof. His
mother was from Jolof, and his wife Mati was from the ruling Njay
family. He had lived and taught in Jolof for many years, and his
learning was highly esteemed there. 16 when he left Jolof, it is
likely that he brought some Muslims to study with him in Rip, and
he certainly must have maintained contact with his fellow mara-
bouts in Jolof. Although Lat Joor's interest in the Wolof states
was a factor in Ma Ba's 1865 conquest of Jolof, the almaami ' s
concern with Muslims there was older than his alliance with the
former dameel.
The relationship between marabouts and their rulers in Jo-
lof varied with the internal political situation. While Tanor
Faatim Jeri dominated Jolof, the frequent oeddo raiding was often
directed against Muslims, who were nearly all defenseless culti-
vators. Their oppression increased at the very time that Ma Ba
was leading his jihad in Rip. Once the jihad had begun, some Jo-
lof marabouts wanted to emigrate to Rip, to live in the land of
Islam, and to escape the unhappy situation in their homeland.
Tanor, however, refused to let them depart; those who left saw
their property seized and their homes burned as an example to
others. 17 Ma Ba sent bands of talibes into Jolof on two occa-
sions when Tanor was still alive, but they were repulsed. 18
With Tanor' s death the situation in Jolof changed. Al-
though Bakantam Xadi, who had become buurba in his own right,
tried to stop oeddo excesses and restore order in Jolof, he was
not successful. He did, however, allow emigration to Rip.l 9 Ma
Ba demanded more from the buurba. He wrote asking for his sub-
14commander of Goree to Governor, 29 July 1864, ANS, 13G 304.
15Ma Ba to Governor, 1864, ANS, 13G 318.
16Ba, "Rip," 571.
17Recnauer, "Rapport sur le Djoloff," 3 June 1864, ANS, 13G 253.
18l. Flize, Director of Political Affairs, "Note sur Maba," MSD
,
432
(5 July 1864), 77.
l^Oumar Ndiaye, "Le Djoloff et ses Bourbas," BIFAN, B, XXVIII (1966),
992; Recnauer, "Rapport ," ANS, 13G 253.
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mission
:
It is not ambition which causes me to write
you this letter, but rather service to God
and his Prophet, for I am not a great man...
but an unfortunate sinner. King of Jolof...
come simply to me as a Muslim and God will
be a witness between you and me. You have
the choice — to be Muslim or Infidel — so
become Muslim, you and your subjects. 20
Bakantam Xadi refused to submit, and he began to punish Jo-
lof marabouts for the bands of raiders Ma Ba was sending into Jo-
lof. Ma Ba wrote to the buurba warning him to stop harming Mus-
lims and to restore the property he had taken from them. 21 in
1364 Ma Ba had told the governor that the ruler of Jolof "would
always do wrong to Muslims," and, despite the treaty, this con-
tinued to be true. 22
According to one marabout
,
Ma Ba brought j ihad to Jolof "so
that everyone would follow the recommendations of God. "23 Even
if the marabouts in Jolof had not been oppressed, Ma Ba would
probably have taken his jihad there because the buurba had re-
fused to convert. But such oppression did exist, and the almaami
was aware of it; this was undoubtedly important in his decision
to attack Jolof.
Ma Ba's Victory in Jolof and Its Political Results
In the spring of 1865, Ma Ba sent Lat Joor and two other
important Ajoor chiefs, Yuga Fali Jen, a son of Tanor, and Balia
Soxna, a marabout ruler of Kokki (the leading town in the Njambur
province of Kajoor)
,
to raid into Jolof and Bawol.24 jn May they
established a camp in Mbake, an eastern province of Bawol, and
prepared to invade Jolof. 25 They began their campaign late in
20Ma Ba to Buurba, 1864, ANS, 13G 318. By Islamic law, pagans must be
offered the opportunity to convert peacefully before jihad is declared.
2lMa Ba to Buurba, 1864, ANS, 13G 318.
22Ma Ba to Governor, 1864, ANS, 13G 318.
23Interview with Youssouf Ndiaye, Waxox, 26 July 1971.
24Both these chiefs displeased their French overlords in Kajoor, and by
May, 1865 they had joined Lat Joor in Rip. Commander of Betit to Governor,
25 May 1865, ANS, ID 27; "Nouvelles du fleuve," MSD
,
487 (25 July 1865), 142.
25commander of Gor4e to Governor, 10 May 1865, ANS, 4B 20.
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June, advancing to the town of Xatali, which they entered and
fortified. 26 There were many marabout villages in the vicinity
of Xatali, the most important being Siin and Hafe, and the ta-
libes made contact there with the marabouts they knew would sup-
port them. Xatali was also near Sagata, where there may have
been some support for Yuga Fali as Tanor 1 s son.
Lat Joor tried to advance further into Jolof, but was met
by Bakantam Xadi and his army, who forced him to retreat to Xa-
tali. The buurba then besieged the town, but his oeddos were
disorganized, and he was obliged to withdraw. Lat Joor informed
Ma Ba of his difficulties, and the almaami himself arrived with
reinforcements. At the same time Ma Ba made a final appeal to
the buurba to submit peacefully, symbolically sending a kettle
for his ablutions, a goatskin to pray upon, and a knife to shave
his head. His plea was ignored. 2 /
The talibes then penetrated to the center of Jolof, where
the buurba'
s
forces met them at Ngwii Ted. In an arduous, day-
long battle, the Jolof army was completely routed, and men fled
in all directions. Bakantam Xadi and some of his followers took
refuge in Bambuhu (Bambouk)
,
a Malinke kingdom in eastern Sene-
gal, and Ma Ba entered Waxox. In a campaign of fewer than ten
days he had become master of Jolof.
There were several reasons for Ma Ba's success in Jolof.
His talibes were inspired not only by their belief in the right-
eousness of their cause, but also by the knowledge that, if
killed in the jihad, they would go to paradise. Ma Ba prayed
with a group of marabouts during his battles and reinforced his
talibes' zeal. 28 Beyond their religious convictions, the jihad
forces had Lat Joor, a skilled military leader, and his Ajoor
followers, trained warriors. In contrast, Bakantam Xadi was an
ineffective ruler with a disorganized army, defending a country
which had been in turmoil for several years, and he was fighting
not only Ma Ba's talibes, but a "fifth column" of Jolof Muslims
as well. 29 The almaami was a formidable opponent who had already
won many victories, and Bakantam Xadi was afraid of him. He had
preferred submission to Ma Ba, but his kangaams insisted on re-
26Except where otherwise indicated, this account of the conquest is
from "Nouvelles du fleuve," MSD, 487 (25 July 1865), 142.
27interview with Youssouf Ndiaye, Waxox, 26 July 1971.
28Governor of Gambia to Secretary of State for Colonies, 8 August 1862,
cited in Klein, Islam, 74.
29According to Alboury Thiobane, interviewed in Dahra on 27 July 1970,
some Jolof marabouts had been in contact with Ma Ba and had even stored pow-
der to aid him when he arrived in Jolof. In an interview in Dakar on 13 May
1970, Oumar Ndiaye denied that Jolof Muslims had invited Ma Ba to attack their
country, but he acknowledged that some of them preferred Ma Ba's rule to that
of the buurba.
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sistance . 30
Ma Ba's conquest of Jolof greatly enlarged the scope of his
jihad, bringing it north into the Wolof area and putting him in
direct contact with Muslim Fuuta Tooro. From their Senegal colo-
ny, the French viewed Ma Ba's victory with misgivings, for the
governor was afraid that the almaami would ally with Fuuta and
the Trarza Moors against Saint Louis. 31 when he arrived in Jo-
lof, Ma Ba made contact with Fuuta and sent talibes there to re-
cruit men for the jihad , 32 but there is no indication that he was
interested in attacking the French. There were rumors that the
Trarza amir would send cavalry to Ma Ba, but they proved ground-
less . 33
The French suspected a Rip-Fuuta alliance against them, and
they were convinced that Ma Ba had attacked Jolof at the urging
of Lat Joor and that he would help the former dameel regain Ka-
joor. Ma Ba denied this in a letter to Governor J.M.E. Pinet-
Laprade written shortly after his conquest of Jolof. He reitera-
ted his desire for peaceful coexistence with the Europeans if
they would confine their activities to the areas under their con-
trol. He could not, however, accept their claims to Bawol, Siin,
and Jolof, and he closed the letter saying, "If your armies are
strong, those of God are even stronger," a warning not to inter-
fere with his jihad . 34
In July 1865, Lat Joor and Balia Soxna began raids into
Njambur, a province long hostile to the French where Balia had
support. Pinet-Laprade feared that Ma Ba's entire army would en-
ter Kajoor, and he sent reinforcements to Njambur. He was mis-
taken; only isolated raids continued. 35 Ma Ba may have had long-
range plans for Kajoor which he did not have time to implement,
but when in Jolof he was concerned with events there and not in
Kajoor.
As an ally of the buurba, the governor was bound by the
1864 treaty to help drive Ma Ba from Jolof, but the French were
more concerned with Kajoor. Ma Ba did not invade Kajoor, and
Pinet-Laprade delayed taking action against him. Ma Ba had con-
30Recnauer, "Rapport...," 3 June 1864, ANS
,
13G 253; interview with
Youssouf Ndiaye, Waxox, 26 July 1971.
31Conseil d' Administration, session of 13 October 1865, ANS, 13G
300bis.
32Ma Ba to Inhabitants of Fuuta, received in Saint Louis 11 August
1865, ANS, 13G 318.
33covernor to Commander of Merinaghen, 22 August 1865, and to Comman-
der of Gore'e, 28 August 1865, ANS, 3B 89.
34jia Ba to Governor, received 29 August 1865, ANS, 13G 318.
35Accountant to Colonel d'Arbaud, 26 July 1865, and Commander of Ngigi
to Governor, 20 August 1865, ANS, ID 27.
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quered Jolof at the beginning of the rainy season, when French
strength was considerably reduced because of disease and when the
French found it difficult to move their artillery and other
equipment through the muddy routes
,
but the governor made plans
to attack Rip in November. 3
6
Before this expedition had formed, Ma Ba left Jolof to deal
with a rebellion in Rip. He ended this revolt, but then faced
the French invasion, which attacked him in Rip. 37 Although the
French burned over thirty villages, including Noro, they were
checked in one battle by talibes under Lat Joor.38 Ma Ba did not
lose any territory to the French attack, but he could not there-
after return to Jolof and extend his jihad to the north. Al-
though he continued to send talibes into Jolof and to urge the
buurba to convert, he was never able to reconquer the country.
The Jolof Exiles
When Ma Ba left Jolof, he destroyed many villages and took
their inhabitants to Rip as slaves. Although Pinet-Laprade cer-
tainly exaggerated when he wrote that Ma Ba had almost completely
destroyed Jolof, those villages most closely associated with the
traditional leadership and those which had resisted the almaami
were undoubtedly burned. 39
There is indirect evidence that Waxox was destroyed. When
Bakantam Xadi returned to Jolof, he moved the capital to Yari-Yari,
a previously insignificant village. This was said to be because
Yari-Yari, then called Betgi, had a good water supply and was clos-
er to Dagana, from which the buurba had to import millet because
the harvest had been ruined. 40 Waxox had good wells, and the
rulers of Jolof had not in the immediate past found it necessary
to change the capital for better access to trade. It may be in-
stead that the destruction of Waxox prompted the move.
When Ma Ba entered Jolof, some of the traditional leader-
ship left the country rather than submit to him. Bakantam Xadi,
36conseil d' Administration, session of 13 October 1865, ANS, 13G
300bis.
37The rebellion was led by a marabout who felt that the jihad should
have been confined to Rip, but tensions between Malinke and Wolof were also
involved: Ba, "Rip," 586; Klein, Islam, 85, 85n.
38Klein, Islam, 85-86. He discusses the historical controversy about
this battle at Pate Bajan.
39Governor to Minister, 16 October 1865, ANS, 13G 300bis; interview
with Alboury Thiobane, Dahra, 22 July 1970.
40captain Vallier, "Explorations dans le Ferlo, 1904-1905," Bulletin du
comite d'Afrique franqaise, renseignements coloniaux
, 9 (September, 1906),
280.
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some of his titleholders
,
and many of the royal slaves took re-
fuge in Bambuhu. From there the buurba sent a representative to
Saint Louis to inform the governor that he and his men would par-
ticipate in the projected expedition against Ma Ba. Early in
September, Bakantam requested transportation to French territory,
and he was brought to Kajoor, where he remained until the Novem-
ber campaign. When it ended in December, he returned to Jolof. 41
Other defeated Jolof warriors took refuge in Waalo. Pro-
minent among them was the buumi , who organized the exiles for
raids against Ma Ba in Jolof. 42 The French decided to resettle
these exiles in Njambur, perhaps to help protect the province a-
gainst Lat Joor's raids. They arrived in the village of Nomre in
two groups totalling eighty-eight persons, four of whom were de-
scribed as "chiefs," probably titleholders. Although there was
friction with the inhabitants of Nomre over short food supplies,
they remained in Njambur until they joined the Rip expedition. 43
It is difficult to estimate how many of the Jolof nobility
and their oeddos went into exile, but it does not appear that the
number was very large. If fewer than a hundred were resettled in
Njambur, perhaps only that number took refuge in Waalo. The
buurba may have had a few hundred more in Bambuhu. Other Jolof-
Jolof probably took refuge in Kajoor or Waalo in fear of Ma Ba
and his talibes . This did happen a year later, in 1866, when a
rumor that the almaami was marching on Jolof sent some six hun-
dred people into Njambur. 44
Some Jolof-Jolof also took refuge in Fuuta Tooro, especial-
ly in Tooro province, which was by 1865 a French protectorate . 45
The commander of the French fort at Podor reported that Jolof re-
fugees arrived in Tooro a few days after Ma Ba's victory, and he
told its chief to welcome them. Ma Ba, however, sent some caval-
ry in pursuit of the refugees, and he wrote to the Tooro chief
that if he sheltered them, he would be attacked. 46
4lAfSD, 508 (19 December 1865)
, 226; Commander of Dagana to Governor, 23
August 1865, ANS, 13G 102; Buurba to Governor, received 2 September 1865, ANS
,
13G 253; Governor to Colonel d'Arbaud, 12 September 1865, ANS, ID 27.
42Commander of Merinaghen to Director of Political Affairs, 8 August
1865, ANS, ID 27.
43Commander of Nomre to Governor, 5 and 6 September 1865, ANS,' ID 28.
44commander of Njan to Governor, 12 August 1866, ANS, ID 30.
45in 1859 Tooro signed a treaty with the French separating it from the
rest of Fuuta Tooro and acknowledging a French protectorate over it, although
it was to be administered by its own laws. See David Robinson, Chiefs and
Clerics, Abdul Bokar Kan and Futa Toro 1853-1891 (Oxford, 1975), 51-53.
46commander of Podor to Governor, 18 July 1865, ANS, 13G 123.
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The refugees arriving in central Fuuta found little sym-
pathy for their plight, for nearly all the chiefs there favored
Ma Ba. They received the exiles only because they feared French
reprisals if they treated them as open enemies. 47 it is surpris-
ing that refugees from a jihad would seek asylum in an Islamic
state, but traditionally those who fled an invasion of their
country were given refuge in any neighboring state regardless of
political considerations . 48 Fuuta Tooro, however, was not now
neutral
.
About a hundred and twenty of Ma Ba's talibes came there,
robbing people from Jolof and forcing them to convert to Islam.
As a result of this harassment, some exiles returned to Jolof and
submitted to Ma Ba.49 in September the Fuuta leaders met and de-
cided that they could no longer shelter Ma Ba's enemies. The ta-
libes were free to capture the refugees, and they did, often
selling them as slaves rather than bringing them back to Jolof.
There were so many captives at one point that an interpreter from
Saint Louis was offered one in exchange for a boubou (a loose-
fitting robe). 50 Some Futankoobe (inhabitants of Fuuta Tooro)
also went to Jolof with millet to purchase slaves captured by Ma
Ba in his campaign. 51
Some of these newly-enslaved Jolof-Jolof escaped from their
Fuuta masters and sought asylum with the French commanders
,
who
generally allowed them to remain at French posts or sent them to
Saint Louis. As more Jolof-Jolof, not all of them recent refu-
gees, arrived at the posts in the course of 1866, the Fuuta
chiefs grew discontented, for they considered them simply runaway
slaves. 52 Finally in February 1867 Governor Pinet-Laprade issued
an order that any slave who sought refuge after 1 December 1866
would be expelled from French territory if his master claimed him
and that all Jolof-Jolof leave the posts, to return to Jolof or
to go to Njambur, where they would be given land to cultivate. 53
47commander of Salde to Governor, 2 August 1865, ANS , 13G 148.
48Lucie A. Colvin, "Kajor and its Relations with Saint-Louis du Sene-
gal, 1763-1861" (unpublished doctoral dissertation, Columbia University,
1972), 97.
49commander of Podor to Governor, 23 September 1865, ANS, 13G 123.
50commander of Salde to Governor, 7 September 1865, ANS, 13G 148.
SlThis was noted in a later report by the commander of Podor, 9 Sep-
tember 1867, ANS, 13G 124.
52commander of Salde to Governor, 28 June 1866 and 31 January 1867,
ANS, 13G 148; Commander of Bakel to Governor, 8 November 1865.
53Governor to Commander of Bakel, 21 February 1867, ANS, 3B 89.
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The information available on the Jolof refugees in Fuuta
Tooro indicates that they were at most a few hundred. The com-
mander of Salde had received some thirty-four escaped slaves by
mid-1866.54 Ma Ba sent about a hundred talibes to capture these
refugees, and in 1871, when Shaikh Amadu Ba went to Jolof, he
brought with him about a hundred Jolof-Jolof who had been in
Fuuta Tooro since 1865.
Ma Ba and Jolof Muslims
There is little information on what Ma Ba did in the less
than four months he spent in Jolof. He did order the population
to convert. Those chiefs who did not go into exile accepted Is-
lam and submitted to him, for he threatened to put to death
chiefs and oeddos who refused to shave their heads, an outward
sign of conversion, and who drank alcohol. 55 a former talibe who
had been in Jolof reported that Ma Ba reorganized the country,
but he gave no details of what this might have involved. 56
Ma Ba's time in Jolof was brief, and he was able to do lit-
tle more than contact the marabouts and make some superficial
conversions. In addition, other problems concerned him. Jolof
was disorganized as a result of the conquest and the flight of
much of the traditional leadership and some of the population,
and there was a famine. 57 Lat Joor and his warriors, dependent
upon booty to maintain themselves, seized people to sell in Fuuta
Tooro and reportedly captured some Muslims, arousing the ire of
the Jolof marabouts . 58 Ma Ba had to supervise his ally. Fur-
thermore, in August and after he was preoccupied with the begin-
nings of rebellion in Rip and could not devote his full attention
to Jolof.
Ma Ba left Jolof in October 1865 aware that his task of Is-
lamizing the country had hardly begun and that the buurba and his
oeddos would return. He therefore urged Jolof Muslims to emi-
grate to Rip and Muslim rule. He explained that he had driven
out the oeddos
,
but that they would return to take revenge on the
Muslims. 59 According to Ousmane Ba, he exhorted the Jolof mara-
54commander of Salde to Governor, 28 June 1866, ANS, 13G 148. '
^interview with El Hadj Cheikh Niang, Nget, 24 July 1971.
56Commander of Ngigi to Governor, 13 August 1865, ANS, ID 27.
57Ibid.
58commander of Merinaghen to Governor, 22 August 1865, ANS, ID 27.
59lnterview with Youssouf Ndiaye, Waxox, 26 July 1971.
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bouts in these terms:
Our country is not simply our native land,
but it is the land of happiness. Let us
cross Senegal, we will find the spot with
indispensible security for our well-being
....I am asking you, not without empha-
sizing that my presence will protect you,
to come to Rip with me. 60
Many marabouts and their followers answered this appeal and
went voluntarily to Rip. Ma Ba also took some prisoners to Rip as
slaves. Some had been slaves in Jolof prior to Ma Ba's arrival,
while others were of noble birth, among them two women of the
royal lineage. In one instance, a man from Jolof claimed that in
1866 his brother had been taken to Rip and had escaped, only to
be captured by an Ajoor chief who refused to release him. 61
Most of the Muslims who left Jolof came from the area
around the marabout villages of Siin and Hafe, so they were known
in Rip as "Siin-Siin." Most of them settled in villages near
Noro, where some of their descendants still live. 62
Some Jolof-Jolof stayed in Rip, but most eventually re-
turned home. Some returned after Ma Ba's death in 1867; others
accompanied Lat Joor to Kajoor in 1869.63 one Jolof cleric said
that his grandfather organized all the people in Hafe who wanted
to go to Rip. As they prepared to depart, a Fuulbe chief gave
them a hundred donkeys for transportation, an indication of their
number. This group went to Saalum, where they built the village
of Tund Hafe. Although some of this group died in exile, most
later returned to Jolof. Many came after Shaikh Amadu Ba's con-
quest of Jolof; others did not return until the reign of Albuuri
Njay . 64
As with the political refugees who left Jolof, the number
of Muslims who emigrated is difficult to estimate. Not all mara-
bouts went; one who remained wrote to the governor that he and
several others were alone in not leaving, but he gave no indica-
tion of how many people did go to Rip. He requested permission
for himself and the other marabouts to settle in Bunuun, for, al-
though they did not want to join Ma Ba, neither did they wish to
60Ba, "Rip," 581.
61interviews with Baba Lissa Ndiaye, Dahra, 30 April 1970, and with
Alboury Thiobane, Dahra, 22 July 1970; MSD, 576 (9 April 1867) , 501; Notes on
"Affaires politiques," 20 January 1866, ANS, 13G 35.
62interview with Abdou Boury Ba, Tuubakuuta, 2 July 1970.
63Louis Faidherbe, Le Senegal (Paris, 1889) , 288.
64interview with El Hadj Cheikh Niang, Nget, 24 July 1971; Yoro Jaw,
"Rapport. . .d'un voyage au Djoloff," n.d. [ca. June, 18851
,
ANS, ID 44.
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remain in Jolof when Bakantam Xadi returned . 65
Jolof After Ma Ba
When Bakantam Xadi returned to Jolof in December 1865, the
country was disorganized, and many Jolof-Jolof were in exile.
Bakantam was no more effective a ruler than he had earlier been,
and raiders from Fuuta Tooro and Kajoor profited by the weak
government in Jolof to raid there. 66
With the onset of the rainy season in June 1866, Ma Ba sent
talibes into Kajoor, Bawol, Siin, and Jolof as he had in the pre-
vious year. In July he sent the buurba a letter demanding he
submit or be attacked, and by early August there were rumors that
he was bringing his entire army to Kajoor and Jolof. The rumors
were false, and only a band of some seventy cavalry entered Jo-
lof. Bakantam Xadi, fearing that a larger force was behind them,
fled into Waalo without resistance. Other Jolof subjects took
refuge in Njambur. 67
Governor Pinet-Laprade
,
who had warned the buurba to forti-
fy his border villages when Lat Joor first entered Kajoor, was
not pleased with his ally's flight. He wrote to Bakantam that if
a band of raiders could cause him to abandon Jolof, he was not
capable of governing it. Angered by this, Bakantam left Waalo
for Jolof, threatening to convert and join Ma Ba. Two weeks after
his return, however, he again feared an attack from Rip and fled
into Bambuhu. 6 8
The length of the buurba’
s
absence from Jolof is not known,
but there are indications that it was several months. In Novem-
ber a messenger sent by the French to complain of Fuulbe raids
into Kajoor did not find the buurba in Jolof. He may have been
temporarily away, or he may not have returned from Bambuhu. In
February 1867, the governor wrote that Bakantam was in Njambur,
but he did not say how long he had been there. 69 While the
65Marabout Gunia to Governor, November, 1865, and Abdulaye Silla,
chief of Bunuun, to Governor, 27 November 1865, ANS, 13G 253.
66fiuurba to Governor, received 6 April 1866, ANS, 13G 253.
67commander of Njan to Governor, 12 August 1866, ANS, ID 30; (jommander
of Dagana to Governor, 14 August 1866, ANS, 13G 103.
68covernor to Buurba, 6 June 1866, ANS, 3B 95; Governor to Commander
of Merinaghen, 16 August 1866, ANS, 3B 89; Commander of Dagana to Governor,
3 and 16 September 1866, ANS, 13G 103.
69commander of Njan to Governor, 6 November 1866, ANS, ID 30; Gov-
ernor to Commander of Bakel, 21 February 1867, ANS, 3B 89.
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buurba was absent from Jolof, another royal prince tried to take
power there, but Bakantam sent him a message saying that he was
still the ruler. 70 However long he remained outside Jolof, the
disorder caused by his absence in 1866 added to the general in-
security, as did the raids of Ma Ba's talibes
,
which continued
until the almaami's death in battle in Siin in 1867.71
Ma Ba's death gave Jolof' s traditional leadership a respite
from militant Islam which lasted until the arrival of Shaikh Am-
adu Ba in the fall of 1870. The most devout Muslims had left Jo-
lof, and those who remained were undoubtedly very discreet,
trying to prevent reprisals from the buurba.
Jolof 's relations with neighboring states improved after
Ma Ba's death. Rip was adjusting to the difficulties of a new
situation, and Ma Ba's successor, his brother Maamur Ndari, was
more concerned with consolidating his control in Rip than with
new jihads . 72 Lat Joor spent part of 1868 in an unsuccessful
campaign in Bambuhu, but returned to Kajoor in 1869.73 Fuuta
Tooro, in sympathy with Ma Ba and suffering from the problem of
the Jolof slaves there, was hostile to Jolof, but late in 1867
Bakantam Xadi wrote to the Fuuta almaami to establish friendly
relations . 74
After the turmoil and disorder of 1865-1867, Jolof needed
peace to reorganize. Unfortunately Bakantam Xadi was not the ru-
ler to rebuild Jolof, and the country was still vulnerable when
Shaikh Amadu turned his attention to it.
70interview with Alboury Thiobane, Dahra, 17 July 1970.
7lBa, "Rip," 583-586; Klein, Islam, 90-92.
72Klein, Islam, 98.
73Faidherbe, Senegal, 288.
74commander of Salde to Governor, 14 November 1867, ANS, 13G 148.
CHAPTER 5
SHAIKH AMADU BA'S JIHAD IN JOLOF
The Emergence of Shaikh Amadu Ba
Shaikh Amadu Ba, a militant Muslim cleric from Tooro , led a
religious movement which from its origins in 1869 to Amadu'
s
death in 1875 had a tremendous impact in Fuuta Tooro and among
the Wolof. In August 1870 Amadu brought his jihad to Jolof, de-
feating the buurha and converting him to Islam. Later in the
year, he decided to reside permanently in Jolof, to assure its
Islamization and to make it a center for his religious and mil-
itary activities elsewhere. After Amadu' s death, Albuuri Njay, a
Jolof prince who had fought against the shaikh, became buurba.
Despite his political opposition to Amadu, Albuuri consolidated
the work of Islamization undertaken by his predecessor.
Shaikh Amadu Ba was the son of Hamme Ba, a cleric from
Tooro who had been initiated into the Tijaniyya tariqa 1 in the
1820s. In 1828 Hamme declared himself the mahdi (guided one) and
claimed that he had been chosen to bring his fellow Futankoobe
back to the pure Islam they had abandoned. He was so convinced
of his mission that he publicly killed his infant son in imita-
tion of Abraham's attempted sacrifice of Isaac. This act horri-
fied many people and led to his temporary expulsion from Fuuta
Tooro. In his later years, the mahdi lived more quietly. He
founded the village of Wuru Madiyu in Tooro, where he continued
to preach and to attract followers. He died in 1862, a well-
known and controversial figure in his homeland. 2
Amadu Ba inherited his father's spiritual influence and his
position as chief of Wuru Madiyu. The mahdi had initiated him
iThe Tijaniyya is a sufi order ( tariqa
)
founded in the Maghrib at the
end of the eighteenth century. It expanded greatly in the Western Sudan due
to al-Hajj Umar, its best-known nineteenth-century proselytizer . Today about
two-thirds of Senegal's population is affiliated with the Tijaniyya. For a
study of this tariqa, see J.M. Abun-Nasr, The Tijaniyya (London, 1965)
.
2A. LeChatelier, L' Islam dans l'Afrique occidentals (Paris, 1899),
147-149; David Robinson, Chiefs and Clerics, Abdul Bokar Kan and Futa Toro
1853-1891 (Oxford, 1975), 83-84.
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into the Tijaniyya and had inculcated in him a belief in the need
for a religious revival; Amadu was therefore well-suited to con-
tinue his father's work. He lived in Wuru Madiyu, preaching and
attracting followers locally, until a natural disaster brought
him into wider prominence. In November 1868 a cholera epidemic
struck Senegambia, and when it subsided in August 1869 an esti-
mated twenty-five percent of Fuuta's population had died, as had
large numbers of people in the Wolof states and over one-eighth
of the population of greater Saint Louis. Although the epidemic
reached Jolof, there are no indications of how seriously it
struck there.
3
Shaikh Amadu interpreted the epidemic as divine punishment
of his lax fellow Muslims. His preaching found a ready audience,
for the ravages of cholera had stimulated a revival in religious
feeling in Senegambia, and many answered his appeal to join the
Tijanis and return to the true faith. 4 Amadu attacked as an il-
lustration of the decline of Islam in his native Tooro the col-
laboration of the political leadership with the French, their
agreement to a protectorate and the construction of forts on the
Senegal River. Like Ma Ba he saw trading as the only suitable
role for Europeans in Muslim areas. 5 Amadu' s criticism of the
changing balance of power in Senegambia brought him followers not
only in Tooro, where the chief had been chosen with French
backing, but also in Waalo and Kajoor, where resentment of annex-
ation ran high. According to one chief, all the people of Waalo
talked of a mahdi who would come to drive the French away. 6
Shaikh Amadu 's religious movement grew rapidly in the early
months of 1869 because of his charisma and his religious convic-
tions, which responded to the needs of a devastated population.
By April the shaikh's representatives were proselytizing in Saint
Louis, but Governor Pinet-Laprade / already concerned with the
movement's popularity, imprisoned them. The chief of Tooro, Samba
Umahani
,
was afraid to oppose Amadu, for by October most of the
population of Tooro and Dimar had rallied to him. At the same
time, his representatives were visiting Waalo, Kajoor, and Jolof,
and soon he had more Wolof than Tukolor followers. 7 The shaikh
3Robinson, Chiefs and Clerics, 82-83; Governor to Minister, 31 Decem-
ber 1868, ANSOM, Senegal I, 54. Governor Pinet-Laprade himself died of
cholera in August, 1869.
4Governor to Minister, 1 April and 4 August 1869, ANSOM, Senegal I, 54.
5Robinson, Chiefs and Clerics, 84-85.
Gyoro Jaw, Chef du Canton of Foss (Waalo)
,
to Governor, 29 January
1869, ANS, 13G 92.
^Commander of Podor to Governor, 12 April 1869, ANS, 13G 124; Governor
to Minister, 1 April 1869, ANS, 2B 24; ibid., 4 August 1869, ANSOM, Senegal I,
54; ibid., 15 October 1869, ANSOM, Senegal I, 55.
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continued to attract Wolof talibes
,
especially after he moved to
Jolof
.
Shaikh Amadu preached a renewal of religious faith and the
strict observance of Islamic practices. He believed that the Ti-
janiyya represented a superior form of Islam, and his talibes be-
came Tijanis, participating in the Friday evening recitation and
singing Tijani chants as they went into battle . 8 Amadu' s reli-
gious movement was felt throughout Fuuta Tooro and the Wolof
states, but his influence was strongest in Jolof; he controlled
the country for over four years
.
Shaikh Amadu' s Conquest of Jolof
As the Tijani movement grew in Senegambia, it attracted
followers from Jolof who went to Tooro to join Amadu or to Njam-
bur in Kajoor, where one of his brothers, Ibra Penda Ba, was pro-
selytizing. Ibra, who later became Amadu 's military commander,
had a Wolof mother from Kokki, and he had lived there for most of
his life. This background increased his effectiveness in Njam-
bur. His activities brought him into conflict with the marabout
chief of Kokki, who was no more pleased with Tijani popularity
than were the rulers of Tooro. Faced with the threat of mili-
tary confrontation, Ibra appealed for aid to Amadu, who sent his
talibes to Njambur. The chief of Kokki could not, even with two
hundred cavalry sent by the king of Jolof, resist the Tijani
forces, and he fled to Saint Louis. 9 Amadu and Ibra Penda then
formed an alliance with Lat Joor, who had returned to Kajoor and
begun a campaign to regain his country's independence and his
power there. 10 Amadu and Lat Joor joined forces to defeat a
French army in Kajoor, a prestigious victory for them, especially
as they were able to display captured French weapons and uni-
forms. 11 Meanwhile the French had Wuru Madiyu burned, and the
chief of Tooro confiscated Amadu 's property. This repression in-
creased support for the shaikh in Tooro and made him a bitter en-
emy to the Tooro authorities . 12
8Interview of David Robinson with the grandson of Shaikh Amadu, Amadou
Ba, Podor, 13 January 1969, kindly communicated to me by Dr. Robinson.
^Commander of Njan to Governor, 6 and 9 August 1869, ANS, 13G* 266.
10ln 1868 Lat Joor had returned to Kajoor as a canton chief, but soon
his popularity and ambition brought him into conflict with the French, whose
experiment with direct rule was proving unsuccessful. In 1870 Kajoor was dis-
annexed, and in the following year the French recognized Lat Joor as dameel .
Louis Faidherbe, Le Senegal (Paris, 1889) , 292.
llGovernor to Minister, 15 September 1869, ANS, 2B 34.
12Faidherbe, Sdndgal
,
289.
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Amadu and his talibes returned to Tooro
,
where by the end
of 1869 they were in virtual control. The Tijanis responded to
the burning of Wuru Madiyu by attacking French boats, until the
Europeans could send them no farther up river than Podor. In
1870 Governor Francois Valiere, who had succeeded Pinet-Laprade
,
sent an expedition to help the chief of Tooro and to punish
Amadu' s supporters. The French destroyed many Tooro villages and
forced Amadu to enter central Fuuta with his men.^ They were
welcomed there, but soon the local authorities tired of offering
hospitality to an army of talibes, particularly disdaining Amadu 's
Wolof followers. 14 At this time the shaikh began his campaign to
bring Islam to Jolof.
The prospect of waging jihad in Jolof appealed to Amadu for
many reasons. Its ruler, Bakantam Xadi, had demonstrated his
hostility to Islam by fighting against Ma Ba, and he had aided
the chief of Kokki against the Tijanis. Many Jolof-Jolof had be-
come talibes of the shaikh, and they were eager to combat the
buurba . Bakantam Xadi was an ineffective military leader and the
ruler of a weak, sparsely-populated country which Ma Ba had had
no difficulty in conquering. Finally, Amadu would not be oppos-
ing the French if he attacked Jolof, for the Europeans were not
directly concerned, as they were in Tooro and Kajoor, with events
there
.
Conforming to the Islamic law on jihad, Amadu first at-
tempted to persuade Bakantam Xadi to accept Islam. In August
1870 he sent a letter to the buurba asking him to "make a sincere
conversion, not simply the appearance of one." Bakantam replied
by killing the messenger. He then wrote to the governor asking
for powder and shot to resist the Tijanis. 15 Amadu gathered his
forces in Fuuta Tooro, and, with Ibra Penda, who was camped in
Njambur with other talibes
,
he attacked Jolof. 15
Many Jolof-Jolof remember how Amadu defeated Bakantam Xadi.
The village chief of Yan-Yah, Mayebe Fall, a descendant of the
farba jure, one of Bakantam' s titleholders
,
gave a vivid account
of the event.
When Shaikhu came from the Fuuta with his men,
singing religious songs, he installed himself
at the wells of Yan-Yah. .. .He didn't attack
!3j2>id., 293-294.
l4Robinson, Chiefs and Clerics
,
87.
15Buurba Jolof to Governor, n.d. [1870] , ANS, 13G 253; he attached the
shaikh's letter to his own and described his enemies as "the Tijanis," indi-
cating that the appellation was commonly known.
IGCommander of Merinaghen to Governor, 12 August 1870, ANS, 13G 89.
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but simply forbade access to the wells....
Amadu Shaikhu informed the people of Jolof
that he did not want to kill anyone, but
that anyone who wished to drink would have
to convert. After several days, Shaikhu,
realizing that no one wanted to convert, was
preparing to lift the siege, but a woman
came from Yari-Yari with a container and came
toward him.... She said, "I am looking for
water, since you have been here, we suffer
from thirst ."... Shaikhu said to her, "Can
you say, 'La illah ilia allah' [there is no
god but God ?] If so, we will convert you,
you will become a Muslim and drink; if not,
we will kill you." She did as she was asked
and thus became a Muslim.
The woman took the water and returned to Yari-
Yan. The news spread. The farba jure was
informed, and he asked the woman the condi-
tions needed to obtain water. She told him,
and he said, "Well, if that is the way it is,
let's go to the Tukolor, and let him convert
those who want to drink." He went to Shaikhu
and converted, as did those who were with him.
Shaikhu accepted those who converted, but he
put the others to death.
Bakantam Xadi refused to accept Islam, and he
remained in his residence. When all the title-
holders had converted, they went to the buurba
and asked him to do as they. The buurba accom-
panied them to Shaikhu and converted. His head
was shaved and he performed his ablutions. 17
When Bakantam made Yari-Yan his capital in 1865 the village was
called Betgi, but its name was changed after Amadu 's siege. "Yah"
means in Wolof "to remain without moving," and doubling the word
emphasized the length of time the shaikh waited. 18
Bakantam Xadi was unable to go into exile as he had when de-
17jnterview with Mayebe Fall, village chief of Yari-Yari, in Yari-Yari
18 August 1970. Governor Valiere gave a similar but briefer account of Bakan-
tam's defeat: Governor to Minister, 15 March 1871, ANS, 2B 35.
18lnterview with Abdou Diouf, Yari-Yari, 18 August 1970.
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feated by Ma Ba, and he wanted to commit suicide rather than accept
the dishonor of defeat, but his courtiers prevented this. 19 Not
all the nobility had been in Yaii-Yari, however, and some did leave
Jolof rather than submit to Amadu. The tuube
,
Sanor Njay, arrived
at the French post of Dagana with two hundred people and asked for
permission to remain there until he could reenter Jolof. 20
Amadu' s victory in Jolof increased support for the Tijani
movement. Leaving Ibra Penda there, he went first to Tooro, then
to central Fuuta with "many of the men of Jolof" who had joined
him. 21 in November a new almaami with little sympathy for the Ti-
janis took office in Fuuta Tooro. The shaikh decided to move with
all his followers to Jolof, and by December he was settled in Yari-
Yafi.22 Although he led several campaigns to Tooro and Kajoor in
the following years, Jolof was the center of the Tijani movement
until his death.
Amadu left his homeland for Jolof because it provided a haven
for his movement. Almost two years after he had begun to attract
followers, he had a great deal of popular support in all Fuuta
Tooro, but he had not succeeded in assuming political power any-
where. Jolof' s political leadership had submitted or gone into ex-
ile, so the talibes could live there in peace. 23
Shaikh Amadu in Jolof and Opposition to Him
Shaikh Amadu decided to settle in Jolof with two aims in
mind; he attempted to achieve them both in his four-year stay. The
first was the continued Islamization of Jolof, and the second was
the extension of the jihad to other parts of Senegambia, especial-
ly to his homeland and to Kajoor, where he had numerous supporters.
He was successful in his first goal, and he came close to realizing
the second. But opposition to him from Jolof-Jolof, from the Sene-
gambian rulers whom he sought to replace, and from the French
stopped Amadu and his movement.
Once Amadu had conquered Jolof he set up a system of govern-
ment, in general allowing the country's titleholders to remain in
l^Buuna Njay, "Petite histoire sur la province du Djoloff" (unpub-
lished manuscript in possession of the author's son, 1904) , .9.
20Commander of Dagana to Governor, 3 October 1870, ANS, 13G 105.
21Commander of Podor to Governor, 12 November 1870, ANS, 13G 124.
22commander of Salde to Governor, 29 November 1870, ANS, 13G 148; Com-
mander of Dagana to Governor, 31 December 1870, ANS, 13G 105. Two of Amadu'
s
brothers remained in Fuuta to keep him informed of events there.
23as early as December, 1869 nearly all the Fuuta chiefs were praying for
the shaikh's victory over the chief of Tooro: Commander of Salde to Governor,
23 December 1869, ANS, 13G 148.
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power if they submitted to him. Beyond his interest in advancing
Islam he does not seem to have been very much concerned with Jo-
lof's internal affairs. Because he did not upset the traditional
political order, titleholders who remained in Jolof accepted his
authority as the best alternative in a bad situation. There is
no indication that Amadu tried to create a religious state in Jo-
lof with himself at its head; he does not appear to have taken
any title, and he signed his correspondence simply "Ahmad al-
Shaikh." Since he never gave up his attempts to extend his jihad
beyond Jolof, he considered his success there a beginning and not
the end of his movement.
Amadu bolstered his indirect rule by taking positive steps
to increase his support in Jolof. Ceddos who converted were made
his talibes and participated in his campaigns. 24 Although their
conversions were sometimes superficial and made for the sake of
booty, as the warriors remained a part of the Tijani army, they
experienced more fully the influence of Islam. Thus the shaikh's
goals, Islamizing Jolof and recruiting followers, complemented
one another.
The Tijani ranks also grew stronger as Jolof marabouts
living outside the country returned home. Some one hundred who
had gone to Fuuta Tooro in 1865 accompanied Amadu to Jolof in
1870, and those who had emigrated to Rip while Ma Ba was alive
were encouraged to come back. 25 in addition, Amadu continued to
send representatives to Fuuta, Kajoor, and Saint Louis to recruit
followers. Like al-Hajj Umar, he sought as followers Wolof who
had lived among the French and knew their ways. As early as 1869
his popularity in Saint Louis forced the French to ban the reci-
tation of the Tijani wird (litany) ,26 but there is no way of
knowing how many Saint Louisians joined him in Jolof. One wrote
some of Amadu' s letters to Governor Valiere in French rather than
Arabic, and another was captured while fighting for the Tijanis.
Some therefore did respond to his appeal
.
With a growing number of Jolof supporters and the acquies-
cence of the country's leaders, Amadu found the greatest danger
to his position to be the Wolof in exile. The Jolof opposition
came primarily from Tuube Sanor Njay and Albuuri Njay, who had
24interview with Sidi Mbaye Ndiaye, Lingeer, 30 July 1970.
25commander of Dagana to Governor, 31 December 1870, 2 January and
12 April 1871, ANS, 13G 105, 106.
26commander to Minister, 14 July 1871, ANSOM, Senegal I, 56; Commander
of Salde to Governor, 22 March 1875, ANS, 13G 149.
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been in Kajoor with Lat Joor when Amadu conquered Jolof. Although
Sanor eventually submitted to Amadu, he led active resistance to
him for over two years. In December 1870 he formally took the ti-
tle of buurba, claiming that Bakantam Xadi was no longer ruling. 27
Sanor' s followers were mostly his family and slaves, men without
importance or influence according to the French commander of
Dagana, who predicted they would end by returning to Jolof. 28 Al-
buuri, who continued to fight Amadu until the shaikh's death, suc-
ceeded him in power.
In the spring of 1871 Amadu sent Ibra Penda into Njambur to
encourage those who sympathized with him to come to Jolof. Lat
Joor thus became his enemy, and in May the dameel wrote to Sanor
offering to help him against Amadu if he would convert and come to
Kajoor. 29 Sanor preferred to remain in French territory and
turned for aid to the chief of Tooro, Samba Umahani . Although Lat
Joor had earlier allied with Shaikh Amadu in pursuit of his own
interests, as dameel he was unwilling to watch Ibra Penda stir up
discontent in his country, especially since he considered himself
a Muslim ruler and had taken steps to Islamize Kajoor. 30 The
shaikh, for his part, brought his jihad into Kajoor because he con-
sidered Lat Joor, like the Tooro chief, a ruler too closely asso-
ciated with the French. 31
In July 1871 Samba Umahani and Sanor entered Jolof and
raided several villages; Amadu retaliated by marching to Tooro
with a large army of his Wolof and Tukolor supporters and some men
from Rip. 32 He attacked and defeated his enemies in Tooro,
killing over sixty of Samba's men and an even greater number of
Sanor ' s followers. A prominent Jolof prince, Tegi Baasin, was
killed, and Sanor himself was wounded. The French did not want
Samba Umahani driven from Tooro, so Governor Vali^re sent a gun-
27commander of Dagana to Governor, 12 December 1870, ANS
,
13G 105.
28jjbid., 12 January 1871, ANS, 13G 106.
29shaikh Amadu to Governor, received 3 May 1871, ANS, 13G 253; Lat Joor
to the subjects of the Lingeer of Jolof in Dagana, translation dated 13 May
1871, ANS, 13G 141.
30Lat Joor made Islam the state religion, appointing qadis (Muslim
judges), supporting marabouts, and insisting that all his ceddos observe
Islam. For a discussion of Lat Joor and Islam, see Amadou Bamba Diop, "Lat
Dior et le probleme musulman," BIFAN, B, XXVIII (1966), especially 517ff, and
Vincent Monteil, "Lat-Dior, Darnel du Kayor (1842 a 1886) et 1 ' islamisation des
Wolofs," in Esquisses sdnegalaises (Dakar, 1966), especially lOlff.
31cheikh Tidiane Sy, La Confrdrie sdndgalaise des Mourides (Paris,
1969), 97. He cites Lat Joor's acceptance of the telegraph line from Dakar to
Saint Louis as an example of French influence in Kajoor.
32shaikh Amadu to Governor, n.d.
,
ANS, 13G 253; Governor to Minister,
15 September 1871, ANS, 2B 35. The governor claimed. that Amadu had two thou-
sand men against Samba's five hundred; even if this figure is exaggerated, it
indicates that the Tijanis had many Jolof volunteers accompanying them.
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ship there, and Amadu was forced to return to Jolof.33
When Amadu left Jolof, some resistance to him surfaced
there, and on his return from Tooro he was nearly assassinated by
one of the royal slaves. In December Bakantam Xadi died, giving
Sanor more legitimacy in his claim to be buurba . ^ 4 He appealed
to all Jolof to join him, and in February Albuuri Njay came from
Kajoor offering to cooperate with him against Amadu. 35 After Ba-
kantam's death, the Jolof nobility became increasingly hostile to
Amadu, and he became more determined to defeat Samba Umahani and
take power in Tooro. Nevertheless, internal resistance was never
strong enough to force Amadu out of Jolof, and only the expansion
of his jihad brought about the coalition which finally defeated
him.
Early in 1872 Sanor and Albuuri planned an expedition into
Jolof with aid from Samba Umahani and Sidia, the chef supdvieuv
of Waalo. 36 Although Albuuri was willing to subordinate himself
to Sanor because of the tuube's age and position, he insisted
that Sanor make a formal conversion to Islam, which he did. Lat
Joor had made this same demand; like the dameel Albuuri had been
a follower of Ma Ba and was a practicing Muslim. The expedition
which left Waalo in April was unsuccessful, and Sanor barely es-
caped with his life. A French commander commented that, although
Amadu was outnumbered, his talibes were devoted to their cause,
while the parties allied against him were not united in pur-
pose . 37
Lat Joor did not participate in the campaign, but a few
33commander of Dagana to Governor, 13 August 1871, ANS, 13G 106; Gov-
ernor to Minister, 15 September 1871, ANS, 2B 35; interview with Kimingtang
Ndiaye, Lingeer, 23 July 1970.
34commander of Dagana to Governor, 4 October and 7 December 1871, ANS,
13G 106. No Jolof-Jolof recognizes Sanor as having been buurba. He is al-
ways called "Tuube Sanor" in oral traditions, although the French referred to
him as buurba both while he was in exile and after he submitted to Shaikh
Amadu.
35commander of Dagana to Governor, 11 February 1872, ANS, 13G 106.
36sidia was the son of the Waalo lingeer, Ndate Yalla, who had re-
sisted the French from Kajoor when they conquered her country. There /was so
much support for Sidia in Waalo that the French gave him a western education
and created the position of chef supe'rieur for him. But when Sidia, who took
the name Leon Joop, grew too independent in 1874, he was deposed and was ex-
iled to Gabon in 1876. For details, see Yves St. Martin, "L^on Diop Sidia,
une assimilation manquee," in Perspectives nouvelles sur le passd de l'Afrique
noire et de Madagascar : melanges offertes a Hubert Deschamps (Paris, 1974)
,
285-297.
37commander of Dagana to Governor, 10 April and 12 May 1872, ANS, 13G
106 .
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months later he brought his army to Njambur to attack the Tijanis
there. He drove them into Jolof, then sent a small force to pur-
sue them. This band returned to Kajoor when it encountered re-
sistance, but Amadu had been surprised and forced to move into
the Ferlo.38 Albuuri Njay is not mentioned as one of this group,
but as one of the dameel's warriors and Amadu ' s enemy, he may
have come from Sanor's earlier expedition to participate.
As attempts to defeat Shaikh Amadu proved unsuccessful, his
prestige grew. Early in 1873 Sanor returned to Jolof with his
men and submitted to Amadu, who recognized him as buurba . 39
Sanor had not been able to defeat the shaikh, and it is possible
that Albuuri had become more a rival than an ally. Sanor's sub-
mission had little significance, although it made Albuuri the
leading prince in opposition to Amadu. Later that year he wrote
to Governor Valiere declaring his determination to take power in
Jolof and stating that he would never submit, as had Sanor, to
the "false prophet. "40
In June 1873 Amadu and the chief of Tooro made peace,
ending years of enmity, but the shaikh was soon involved in other
events in central Fuuta, where there had been intermittent civil
war since 1871. In 1872 one of the major protagonists, Ibra Al-
maami of Law province, had allied with the Tooro chief, and later
he strengthened his ties with Lat Joor. Amadu therefore began to
cooperate with Abdul Bokar, ruler of Bossea province. 41 After
his messenger was killed in the fall of 1873, Amadu marched to
Yirlabe province, and, on the pretext of negotiating, he attacked
and sacked Pete, a major town there. This tactic aroused general
outrage against him in Fuuta, and he returned to Jolof. 42
When Amadu left Jolof for Fuuta Tooro, Albuuri Njay took
advantage of his absence. He entered the country with some of
Lat Joor's warriors and raided several villages. He also urged
the nobility to rise against Amadu, but they refused, either from
fear of the shaikh or in loyalty to him. Without local support
Albuuri could not meet Amadu in battle, so, when he learned that
the Tijanis were returning, he left Jolof with his booty. This
he later sold in Kajoor, buying horses to continue his opposi-
tion. The shaikh wrote to Governor Valiere to complain about the
38chef Superieur Leon Diop to Governor, 16 July 1972, ANS, 13G 92;
Commander of Podor to Governor, 15 July 1872, ANS , 13G 125.
39shaikh Amadu to Governor, 1873, ANS, 13G 253; Commander of Dagana to
Governor, 3 March 1873, ANS, 13G 107.
40Albuuri Njay to Governor, received 16 October 1873, ANS, 13G 253.
Vincent Monteil in his article, "Le Dyolof et Al-Bouri Ndiaye," in Esquisses
senegalaises (Dakar, 1966)
, 139, cites this letter but erroneously dates it
1865 and mistakes "Sanor" for "Tanor," thus changing its whole' meaning.
4lFor a discussion of the Fuuta civil war, see Robinson, Chiefs and
Clerics
,
89-103.
42jMd., 95-96.
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raid, saying that Albuuri had taken over fifty prisoners, in-
cluding some free Muslim women, along with much livestock. 4
3
Albuuri made another raid into Jolof in December, burning
three villages and taking more booty. At the same time the young
prince was sending gifts to important titleholders to win their
support, 44 and these may have included some of the horses he had
purchased. Albuuri was certainly a more dynamic and successful
opponent than Sanor had been, but by himself he could not defeat
the shaikh, and the fortunes of Lat Joor and Ibra Almaami
,
on
whom he depended, worsened in 1874 when Amadu turned his atten-
tion to Kajoor.
Amadu' s Death and the Dissolution of His Movement
In May 1874 Shaikh Amadu faced his most serious opposition
from within Jolof. He put down an open rebellion only with dif-
ficulty and with heavy losses on both sides. Albuuri Njay was
probably involved in this attempt to overthrow the shaikh, for
some of Lat Joor's men participated. 45 At the same time, Ibra
Almaami and Mamadu Sile, chief of Yirlabe, joined with Lat Joor
to prepare a concerted attack against Amadu which they hoped
would avenge their defeat at Pete. They arrived in Kajoor with
their armies in the spring. As Ibra's enemy, Abdul Bokar came
with some warriors to Jolof in support of Amadu. 46
The shaikh did not wait for his enemies to attack, but took
the offensive. In July 1874 he arrived at Kokki with his army,
an estimated fifteen hundred to two thousand men. Lat Joor, Ibra
Almaami, and Mamadu Sile with a combined force of twenty-five
hundred to three thousand advanced on the town but were driven
back. After some skirmishes, Amadu crushed his opponents in
September, cutting their army in two and forcing Lat Joor to re-
treat into Waalo. 47
Despite his victory and Lat Joor's exile, Amadu was not
able to remain in central Kajoor, for Ibra Penda, who commanded
his army, had been killed, and his ally, Abdul Bokar, had re-
turned to Fuuta Tooro. In October he withdrew to Kokki. By this
time the French had begun to involve themselves in events, for
agriculture and trade in Kajoor had been disrupted by the fight-
43commander of Salde to Governor, 4 and 18 November 1873, ANS
,
13G
149; Governor to Minister, 13 December 1873, ANS, 2B 40; Shaikh Amadu to Gov-
ernor, n.d., ANS, 13G 253.
44commander of Salde to Governor, 20 December 1873, ANS, 13G 149;
interview with Baba Lissa Ndiaye, Dahra, 30 April 1970.
45commander of Podor to Governor, 7 June 1874, ANS, 13G 125; Podor:
bulletin agricole, politique, et commercial, June 1874, ANS, 13G 125.
46commander of Salde to Governor, 7 March, 7 May, 24 June 1874, ANS,
13G 149.
47Governor to Minister, 20 July and 23 September 1874, ANS, 2B 73.
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ing. In July Governor Validre had written to his superior in
Paris that fighting between Amadu and Lat Joor would help the
French by weakening both African leaders, but, after Amadu' s vic-
tory, the governor threatened to use force against the shaikh if
he remained in Kajoor. 48
In November Lat Joor reentered Kajoor and was again de-
feated. Valiere decided to give military assistance to the da-
meel and his allies, for the shaikh's victories were winning him
new supporters, especially in Saint Louis. He justified his pro-
posed intervention in these terms, "We must at any price stop the
progress of a plague [the Tijani movement] which is capable of
spreading with prodigious rapidity and which could win the Ban-
lieue and even Saint Louis. "49
In February 1875 the governor sent five hundred and sixteen
infantry, sixty-five spahis, and some heavy artillery to join Lat
Joor's army. On the morning of February 11, the combined French,
Ajoor, and Futankoobe forces marched on Kokki
,
where Amadu was
camped, but the Tijanis advanced to meet them, and the two armies
met at Samba Sajo, a few kilometers away. The battle was short
but bloody. With their superior equipment, the French were fi-
nally able to break the Tijani ranks, but they nearly failed, for
Amadu 's men, driven by religious conviction and his promise that
those who died fighting would gain paradise, refused to stop un-
til they were mowed down.
When the Tijanis retreated Lat Joor and his allies pursued
them and killed as many as they could. One of the victims was
Shaikh Amadu. Sanor Njay, who had been with Amadu 's forces, fled
into the Bunuun desert, where he died of thirst. Eighty-eight
French were wounded and fourteen killed, heavy losses for them in
Senegal, and four hundred and forty-seven talibes were left on
the battlefield. The Kajoor and Fuuta casualties were not re-
corded. 50
Amadu 's death ended a serious threat to all Senegambian
rulers, for his jihad had very nearly succeeded in Kajoor, the
strongest state in the area at the time. With both Kajoor and
Jolof under his control he would almost certainly have carried
the jihad further. While there is no way of assessing the truth
48Jbid., 20 October 1874, ANS
,
2B 73.
49ibid
. ,
23 November 1874, ANS, 2B 73. The banlieue was the area sur-
rounding Saint Louis which was administered as part of that town and not of
Waalo.
5°Lieutenant Rozet to Governor, 12 February 1875, ANS, ID 34; Lieu-
tenant Begin to Governor, 13 February 1875, ANS, ID 34; MSD
,
990 (23 Feb-
ruary 1875) , 261-262; Valiere, "Renseignements sur la situation politique du
Cayor," 9 August 1879, ANS, 1G 48.
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of Valiere's claim that Amadu planned to drive the French from
Senegal (it may have been simply a justification after the fact
of the French losses at Kokki),51 clearly a Tijani victory would
have jeopardized all Fuuta Tooro. The very fact that several
Senegambian powers often at odds with one another joined in a co-
alition to destroy Amadu is proof that they considered his move-
ment an extremely dangerous one.
Despite Amadu' s successes, his movement disappeared almost
completely after his death. Most of his family and followers
were killed with him, and, with the exception of his brother
Bara, who later tried to revive the movement in Jolof, nothing
further was heard from these Tijanis. Although a majority of
Senegalese belong to the Tijaniyya today, they are the spiritual
heirs of the early-twentieth-century religious leaders al-Hajj
Malik Sy and Abdulay Nias, and not of Amadu. In 1917 the French
Islamicist Paul Marty wrote that few marabouts in Senegal had re-
ceived the Tijani wird from Amadu, whose son was living quietly
near Podor. None of his influence remained. 52
There are several reasons for this outcome. In the first
place, the movement was centered around Amadu, clearly a charis-
matic figure attractive because of his person as well as his mes-
sage. Furthermore, the devastating defeat at Kokki literally
destroyed the movement, for those talibes who were not killed
scattered to take refuge where they could. They were unable to
return to Jolof to reorganize themselves because Amadu had not
created his own governmental structure there, and after his death
Albuuri Njay, who had participated in the final battle, entered
Jolof to become buurba. A Muslim ruler like Lat Joor, Albuuri
won the loyalty of his subjects, even those who had supported
Amadu, and used his power to prevent the remaining Tijanis from
reestablishing themselves in the country.
Shaikh Amadu did not bring a successful jihad to Tooro or
Kajoor, nor did he create a polity in Jolof which survived him;
still, he played an important role in making Jolof a more Islamic
kingdom. 53
^Governor to Minister, 20 February 1875, ANS, 2B 42. Even after at-
tacking Kajoor, Amadu continued to insist that he was not an enemy of France,
and Valiere himself had earlier written that the shaikh did not intend to en-
ter French territory. Governor to Minister, 23 September 1874, ANS, 2B 73.
52paul Marty, Etudes sur l'Islam au Senegal, I (Paris, 1917), 96, 133.
53>rhis chapter has been more concerned with Amadu' s impact on Jolof
than his wider role in Senegambia, although it has tried to delineate this
aspect. For a study of Shaikh Amadu in the context of Muslim revolt in the
area, see Martin A. Klein, "Social and Economic Factors in the Muslim Revolu-
tion in Senegal," Journal of African History, XIII (1972), especially 431-437
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Islam in Shaikh Amadu's Jolof
Both oral and written sources affirm the success of Shaikh
Amadu's jihad in Jolof. When I asked if there were many Muslims
in Jolof on the arrival of Ma Ba, I was generally told that they
were in the minority. After Imam Aliou Sakho told me this, I
asked him when the majority of his countrymen had become prac-
ticing Muslims, and he replied, "Shaikh Amadu came here and
brought religion with him. Aside from God and his Prophet, those
who are Muslims today are so because of Shaikh Amadu. "->4 Every
informant confirmed this; one old man said, "He converted from
Tooro to Samba Sajo!"55 Amadu's contemporaries were also aware
of his proselytizing, for the governor wrote, "He is now concern-
ing himself actively with religious propaganda, knowing full well
that the more Muslims there are in the country, the more par-
tisans he will be able to count on. "56
Ma Ba brought militant Islam first to Jolof, but he did not
remain in the country long enough to effect a real change.
Shaikh Amadu, however, resided there for four years and was able
to turn Jolof into more than the nominally Muslim state it became
with the buurba's submission. Amadu did force the nobility and
their oeddos to convert, 57 but with the Jolof Muslims and his own
talibes he also worked to consolidate Islam through peaceful
means. As the shaikh's grandson, Amadou Ba, remarked, "They [the
Tijanis] preferred not to fight. Even in non-Muslim countries
they preferred to build a mosque and bring in an imam. "58
Shaikh Amadu insisted that new converts do more than shave
their heads and affirm their belief in one God; he asked people
to pray and to learn the Quran, or at least the' fatiha, the open-
ing chapter. He had many mosques built in Jolof — each village
had to have one, even if it were only a thatched hut — ,59 and
he insisted that the nobility send their children to Quranic
schools to study Islam and Arabic. The shaikh also appointed
qadis to judge by Islamic law. Muslim holidays were officially
54interview with Imam Aliou Sakho, Dahra, 28 July 1970.
55interview with Amadou Thiam, Dahra, 22 August 1970.
^Governor to Minister, 14 July 1871, ANSOM, Senegal I, 56.
57m an interview in Dahra on 22 July 1970, Baba Lissa Ndiaye said
that anyone who did not shave his head and anyone who drank were put to
death.
58Interview of David Robinson with Amadou Ba in Podor, 13 January
1969. In my 28 July 1970 interview with Imam Aliou Sakho, he also stressed
the peaceful means Amadu used to spread Islam.
59lnterview with Baba Lissa Ndiaye, Dahra, 22 July 1970; interview
with Oumar Ndiaye, Dakar, 17 September 1970. A distinction is made in Wolof,
as in Arabic, between the central Friday mosque and a small mosque; inform-
ants stated that Amadu had small mosques built and that the first Friday mos-
que was not erected until Albuuri Njay's reign.
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observed, as was Ramadan. 6 0
With Amadu in Jolof to assure their maintenance, the mea-
sures began to have their effect. Rulers were seen to pray and
to adhere to other outward signs of Islam, and their subjects
were influenced by them. Whatever the reasons for their original
compliance, the longer the people of Jolof practiced Islam, the
more meaningful it became. In 1870 Sanor Njay told the French
that those who converted under duress would renounce Islam at the
first opportunity, but this was not so at the end of 1874, when
Amadu reportedly had the support of "all the Wolof population of
Jolof. "61
Despite the religious changes that Amadu' s jihad brought to
Jolof, its Tijani aspects disappeared, as they did elsewhere,
with his death. In fact, no oral or written evidence suggests
that Amadu made any effort to introduce the Tijaniyya into Jolof.
While this lack of evidence is not proof, he may very well have
been more concerned with establishing general Islamic practices
than specifically Tijani ones. If so, he followed the example of
al-Hajj Umar, who did not stress adherence to the Tijaniyya in
the early years of his jihad . 62 On the other hand, even had
Amadu tried to advance the Tijaniyya in Jolof, little trace of
his work would be likely to remain. Albuuri Njay was a Muslim,
but when he became king in 1875 he probably outlawed the tariqa
,
especially since Amadu' s brother Bara remained his enemy until he
was killed in 1881. Only in the early twentieth century, when
Jolof followers of al-Hajj Malik Sy brought it to their country-
men, did the Tijaniyya spread into Jolof.
The jihad Shaikh Amadu Ba brought to fruition in Jolof
achieved its greatest success in the realm of religious change.
Under Shaikh Amadu 's direction, Islam served no longer as the
identifying mark of a special group, but became a religion ac-
cepted throughout society. In his four years in Jolof, Amadu
laid the foundations for this development, and he is remembered
today for having done so. The advance of Islam did not stop with
his death. Albuuri Njay continued the shaikh's work, for he con-
sidered himself Amadu 's political and not religious enemy.
60interview with Abdou Boury Ba, Tuubakuuta, 2 July 1970; Buuna
Njay, cited in Marty, Senegal, II, 210.
61Commander of Dagana to Governor, 12 December 1870, ANS, 13G 105;
Governor to Minister, 20 December 1874, ANS, 2B 73.
62Robinson, Chiefs and Clerics, 163-164.
CHAPTER 6
ALBUURI NJAY AND THE CONSOLIDATION OF AUTHORITY IN JOLOF
Prince of champions, the most generous sover-
eign without competition, he is the anger of
his enemies and the scourge of the pretentious.!
Albuuri Njay, "The Lion of Yan-Yari" 2
The years 1875 to 1890 in Jolof deserve to be called the
era of Albuuri Njay, for this outstanding ruler dominated Jolof,
determining the course of its internal events and its foreign
affairs. When Albuuri became buurba
,
he faced the problem of a
weak, politically disorganized Jolof which had been under incapa-
ble rulers or foreign domination for most of the thirty years
prior to his accession. Of necessity he spent the first years of
his rule establishing his authority in Jolof, reorganizing the
system of administration, and concerning himself with domestic
events. In the 1880s, however, Albuuri became involved in for-
eign affairs, as he and his allies were increasingly threatened
by French expansion. His role as a resistance leader against
this imperialism makes Albuuri Njay one of the most important
figures in modern Senegalese history as well as one of the great
kings of Jolof. After the French conquest of his country in
1890, Albuuri continued his resistance by joining Amadu, the son
of al-Hajj Umar, in Segu and serving as his lieutenant. Thus Al-
buuri ' s life has implications which go beyond Jolof and even
Senegal, but these aspects will be only briefly considered in
this study of Jolof history.
Albuuri Njay 2 was born in Jolof about 1847. When he was
three or four years old, his father Biram Penda Njeme Njay was
iFrom an Arabic poem by Ma Jaxate Kala (in Appendix II)
.
2Albuuri was known by this sobriquet after he defeated Bara Ba at Yan-
Yari in the first year of his reign. The lion represents the Njay lineage
among the Wolof.
3a1though it was still common in Albuuri ' s time for men to be called
by their first name and their mother's name, he preferred to be known as Al-
buuri Njay rather than Albuuri Seynabu. His Arabic correspondence gives his
name in this way, as does the French-Arabic seal he used.
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killed in the battle of Ngenenen against Tanor Faatim Jen; his
mother Seynabu Joop fled with him to her father's home in Njam-
bur. 4 Albuuri did not return to Jolof until he became buurba in
1875. His youth was spent in Kajoor with Lat Joor, his second
cousin, who taught him the martial arts and the other skills of
the Wolof nobility. When Lat Joor first became dameel in 1862,
Albuuri was one of his young followers, and two years later, when
the dameel went to join Ma Ba, his cousin followed him. 5 Albuuri
attracted little attention during this period, but it is remem-
bered that he participated in one of Ma Ba's battles, where he
obtained his first war booty, including two rifles, both of which
he thereafter carried. 6 The years spent with Ma Ba were signif-
icant for Albuuri; he became a practicing Muslim after his 1864
conversion. Like Lat Joor, he had been at best a nominal Muslim
prior to that time.
When Lat Joor returned to Kajoor in 1869, Albuuri was with
him. 7 Soon after. Shaikh Amadu Ba established himself in Jolof,
and by 1872 Albuuri had joined the opposition to him with Lat
Joor's support. After Sanor Njay submitted to Amadu, Albuuri re-
mained the only Jolof prince actively resisting the shaikh. He
gained a reputation as a skilled warrior in Lat Joor's conquest
and annexation of Bawol to Kajoor. Albuuri killed the leader of
the enemy army and was rewarded with the position of barjak in
Kajoor. 8 This title carried a territorial command, and it may
also have involved control of the Jolof-Jolof community in Ka-
joor, for Lat Joor later stated that he had given Albuuri this
authority. 9 With his new rank and his war booty, Albuuri in-
creased his incursions into Jolof and built his support there
through gifts to the nobility.
^Albuuri's exact birth date is not known, but Oumar Ndiaye, "Le Djo-
loff et ses Bourbas," BIFAN, B, XXVIII (1966), 993, states that he was born
during the reign of Bakar Kodu Bige, which was about 1846 to 1848. The bat-
tle of Ngenenen was in 1851, and all oral sources agree that Albuuri was
weaned but small enough to be carried on his mother's back when she went with
him to Kajoor. A birth date of about 1847 would also agree with P.L. Mon-
teil's remark in 1879 that the buurba was between thirty and thirty-five
years old and Lieutenant Minet's observation in 1886 that he was about forty.
P.L. Monteil, "Un Voyage d ' exploration au Se'ndgal en 1879," BIFAN, B, XXX
(1968), 1216; Lieutenant Minet, untitled report, n.d. [june, 1886], ANS
,
ID 48.
5Albuuri Njay to Governor, received 29 September 1879, ANS, 13G 254.
6interview with Baba Lissa Ndiaye, Dahra, 30 April 1970.
7Albuuri Njay to Governor, received 29 September 1879, ANS, 13G 254.
8Interview with Alboury Thiobane, Dahra, 22 July 1970; Commander of
Gore'e to Governor, 17 May 1873, ANS, 13G 307.
9Lat Joor to Governor, received 21 August 1876, ANS, 13G 259.
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After the battle of Samba Sajo (February 1875)
,
in which
Amadu Ba was killed and his forces decimated, the remaining Ti-
janis returned to Jolof and regrouped south of Waxox. They were
led by Bara Ba, the shaikh's brother and lieutenant. Albuuri was
eager to enter his homeland and take power there before any of the
other princes in exile could appear, but Lat Joor gave him no aid,
and he was forced to wait about a month rallying supporters . 10
Finally the dameel did help him, and Albuuri marched toward Yari-
Yari, where Bara had gone with the remnants of the Tijani army.
Albuuri ' s force was smaller than Bara's, but he used various mi-
litary stratagems to make it appear the vanguard of a larger
army, and he succeeded in driving Bara from Jolof. By early
March the Tijanis had taken refuge in Rip, and soon thereafter
Albuuri was recognized as Jolof 's ruler. 11
Although only about twenty-eight years old when he became
buuvba, Albuuri Njay was able to meet the challenges of the posi-
tion and to establish himself firmly in power. This success was
due to his personal qualities and abilities as well as to the ad-
visors and companions who helped him. The buuvba impressed all
who met him, as the following three descriptions illustrate.
In 1879 Lieutenant P.L. Monteil visited Jolof while making
a geographical survey and described Albuuri
:
Albuuri Njay is a very handsome man, of at-
tractive appearance, marred only by the
smallness of his right eye. He is active
and intelligent and has acquired a great
reputation for bravery. A remarkable
horseman, he owns very handsome mounts; he
also likes fine weapons, and, each time he
came to see me, he was carrying a different
one .
I
2
Seven years later another Frenchman made these comments about the
buuvba :
...a tall, handsome man, about forty years
old, with an intelligent and especially re-
fined air... a loud voice, and well-dressed.
l°Commander Reybaud to Governor, 21 February 1875, ANS, ID 34; P.L.
Monteil, "Journal," 1 December 1879, reproduced in Henri Labouret, Monteil
,
explorateur et soldat (Paris, 1937), 51.
llCommander of Salde to Governor,
-6 March 1875, ANS, 13G 149; inter-
views with Alboury Thiobane, Dahra, 22 July 1970, and Sakoki Guisse,f Lingeer,
24 April 1970.
12Monteil, "Voyage," 1216.
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The first thing which struck me was the
air of respect and fear which one could
read on the faces of everyone in his
presence .13
Interviewed in 1970, Ouali Ndao remembered the Albuuri he had
known in 1890:
He was strong, stronger than anyone else
his height... you could hear his voice
from far away. No one made fun of him,
he would kill you if you did. 14
Early in his reign Albuuri was described as being quick-
tempered and boastful, 15 and at one point when under great stress
he became so angry that he accidentally shot himself and was
slightly wounded. 16 This early bravado and rashness diminished
as he matured and became more reflective in his actions. In 1889
a French governor wrote that he was "an active, ambitious, intel-
ligent, and crafty man. "17
An important part of Albuuri' s character was his religious
faith. He was a devout Muslim, especially toward the end of his
reign when Islam became one of the determining factors in his
life, and he encouraged the spread of Islam in Jolof. His reli-
gious beliefs, however, did not prevent Albuuri from using any
means necessary to maintain himself in power. As Ouali Ndao re-
marked, "He believed and he prayed... but he still was Bourba!"18
He could therefore be ruthless in crushing opposition. Yet Al-
buuri won and retained the loyalty and support of his subjects
and titleholders because he identified his own interests with
those of his country and governed wisely.
The Establishment of Authority in Jolof
During Albuuri' s reign, he was fortunate in having the ad-
vice and companionship of three close relatives, his mother and
two of his cousins. Seynabu Joop was her son's lingeer
,
and be-
sides supervising the domestic life of the court, she took an in-
terest in affairs of state. Seynabu exercised a moderating in-
l^Minet, untitled report, ANS, ID 48.
l4Eunice A. Charles, "Ouali N'Dao: the Exile of Alboury N'Diaye,"
African Historical Studies, IV (1971) , 380.
15"Mission Valiere: renseignements sur la situation politique du
Cayor," 9 August 1879, ANS, 1G 48.
16Lieutenant Bouillier to Governor, 18 August 1883, ANS, ID 44.
17Governor to Minister, 15 October 1889, ANSOM, Senegal IV, 101.
l8Charles, "Ouali N'Dao," 380.
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fluence on Albuuri . When he quarreled with Lat Joor in 1879, she
counseled him to reconcile himself with the dame el
,
his relative
and ally. Later, in 1885, when a Franco-Jolof peace treaty was
being considered, some of Albuuri ' s advisors were opposed to it,
but Seynabu urged her son to improve his relations with the colo-
nial government, and Albuuri signed the treaty. 20 Seynabu was a-
live in 1886, but there are no references to her after that date.
There is no indication of when she died, but it was probably be-
fore the end of her son's reign.
Albuuri ' s closest companions were his cousins. Samba Lawbe
Penda Njay and Albuuri Penda Mboyo Njay. The three men were all
of noble birth and embodied the qualities of honor and bravery
which were expected with their rank. All three were eligible and
qualified to rule Jolof, and Samba Lawbe did break with Albuuri
to seek power on his own. He did not obtain it until the French
conquest of Jolof. Albuuri Penda preferred to remain loyal to
the recognized ruler; he was a skilled military leader and very
popular with the royal slave guard, but he never took advantage
of this to promote his own interests. 21 Samba Lawbe, whom Lieu-
tenant Monteil described as the most intelligent African he had
ever met, 22 had grown up with Albuuri and, like the buurba
,
had
lost his father in the battle of Ngenenen. He was closer to him
in the beginning of his reign than was Albuuri Penda, who was
several years younger than the others, but his personal ambitions
led him to rebel in 1883.
Albuuri had become buurba in 1875 largely because he had
been the first of the princes in exile to enter Jolof after
Shaikh Amadu's death. Lat Joor's assistance, the support Al-
buuri had built up among the nobility, and the fact that he had
been the most active of the shaikh's opponents all influenced the
electors in his favor. Nevertheless, Albuuri realized that
having been chosen buurba was not enough to maintain him in pow-
er, so he acted to secure political control in Jolof.
His most unusual means of achieving this control was to
formally give the title of buurba to two of his uncles, first
Birayamb Xuja Cek Njay, then Birayamb Kewe Njay (after Birayamb
Xuja had defected with Samba Lawbe) . Lieutenant Monteil com-
19
"Mission Valiere," 9 August 1879, ANS, 1G 48.
20yamar Mbo j , Chief of Merinaghen canton, to Director of Political
Affairs, 16 April 1885, ANS, 13G 262.
21lnterview with Amadou Allasane Ndiaye, Albuuri Penda' s son and chief
of the village of Kad Balloji, 20 July 1970.
22Monteil, "Voyage," 1223.
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mented on this arrangement:
Albuuri Njay is not buuvba Jolof, as is
generally believed. In reality, his father,
whom he introduced to me himself, occupies
this position, but if he does not have the
title, he has all the authority. He regu-
lates all matters and collects the taxes;
he is the one who... had his father named
buurba Jolof. 23
Jolof informants stressed that the title was an honorary one,
that Albuuri had bestowed it of his own free will, and that he
retained actual power himself. 24 Furthermore, the uncles to whom
he gave the title were not a threat, were not possible usurpers
who might try to assume de facto power at his expense. Both were
old men, and Birayamb Kewe was described as "Sancho Panza in per-
son . "25
Today most Jolof-Jolof who are aware that Albuuri did dele-
gate his title assume that he did so out of simple respect for an
older relative. Albuuri ' s grandson claimed that the action was
to satisfy those who felt that he should not be buurba, but he
did not elaborate. 26 This is a far more likely explanation; op-
position to Albuuri would generally have concerned his age.
Tradition in Jolof strongly favored giving the title to one
of the older eligible princes, and there were many older than Al-
buuri. His chief rival claimed that Albuuri was young enough to
be his son. 27 By giving the title to Birayamb Xuja, who was
probably the oldest prince of his branch of the royal family, Al-
buuri eliminated the argument that he was too young to reign.
One informant hinted at this age factor when he said, "No one
takes power when his father is there," confirming Yoro Jaw's per-
sonal observation that Birayamb Kewe was buurba because he was
the oldest prince living in Jolof. 28
Albuuri was an untraditional ruler in another way. Al-
though there are some contradictions, a number of people state
that he did not take the ritual bath, a necessary part of the
royal installation ceremony. Kimingtang Ndiaye, one of Albuuri '
s
23Monteil, "Journal," 30 November 1879, reproduced in Labouret, Mon-
teil
,
49. It is common among the Wolof for a male relative of one's father's
generation to be called father.
24interviews with Oumar Ndiaye, Dakar, 13 May 1970, and Alboury Thio-
bane, Dahra, 22 July 1970.
25Minet, untitled report, ANS, ID 48.
26interview with Mansour Bouna Ndiaye, Dakar, 7 July 1970.
27Biram Njeme Kumba to Governor, received 12 January 1880, ANS, 13G
254.
^Interview with Alboury Thiobane, Dahra, 22 July 1970; "Rapport a
Monsieur le Gouverneur des missionaires Yoro Diao, Mercure Marame Gnang, et
Silly Diawara aupres d'Al-Boury Ndiaye, roi du Djoloff," n.d. [June, 1885],
ANS, ID 44.
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grandsons, and Daouda Guiss^, a griot
,
insisted that he did not
do so because he considered it a "pagan" ceremony in which he, as
a Muslim, could not participate. He therefore sent Birayamb Xuja
to take the bath for him. 29 This implies that Birayamb Xuja was
the "legal" buurba from the start. Although Albuuri may not have
taken the ritual bath and may not even have been ceremonially in-
stalled, there is no question but that he was the ruler, consid-
ered so by his subjects and by Jolof-Jolof today.
To rule successfully, Albuuri found the support of Jolof's
powerful nobility essential. Since his mother was not from Jo-
lof
,
and since he himself had spent nearly his entire life prior
to his election outside the country, Albuuri was considered in
some respects an outsider. Many of the nobility preferred his
cousin Samba Lawbe, whose family, maternal as well as paternal,
was from Jolof, and whose mother belonged to an important matri-
lineage. Albuuri won their support by his personal conduct while
in office, his bravery, and his skill in governing. 30
The buurba made alliances through marriage with the nobility
of Jolof and with the ruling families of neighboring kingdoms.
The best-known of his wives, Majigen Njay, was the daughter of
buurba ^Birayamb Aram Xureja and thus a member of the family Neg
Buuri Nebu. Albuuri married her in part to reconcile this family
with his own. 31 He also married one of Samba Lawbe ' s sisters.
His foreign wives included relatives of Lat Joor, Abdul Bokar, and
Yoro Jaw. Most of these men married into Albuuri ' s family as
well
.
Albuuri used to advantage his control over the distribution
of titles and positions. In addition to the major titles of ber-
gel
,
belep
,
buumi
,
and tuube
,
there were numerous minor ones, and
the holders of all of them were nominated or at least approved by
the buurba. Albuuri ' s family, Ker Biram Penda, had been out of
power since 1851, and they and their supporters anticipated re-
ceiving positions at the expense of the Neg Buuri Nebu officehol-
ders. Albuuri did not disappoint them. He even created a num-
ber of new minor titles to reward more of his Njay lineage and
keep their loyalty. 32
29interviews with Kimingtang Ndiaye, Lingeer, 23 July 1970, a“nd Daouda
Guisse, Dahra, 28 April 1970. Sidi Mbaye Ndiaye (Lingeer, 23 July 1970)
maintained that Albuuri took the bath, while Baba Lissa Ndiaye (Dahra, 30
April 1970) said that he was not sure whether Albuuri had taken the bath but
knew that Birayamb Xuja had done so.
30interviews with Baba Lissa Ndiaye, Dahra, 21 July 1970, and Oumar
Ndiaye, Dakar, 13 May 1970.
31lnterview with Daouda Guiss^, Dahra, 28 April 1970.
32interview with Baba Lissa Ndiaye, Dahra, 30 April 1970.
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Neither Samba Lawbe nor Albuuri Penda had a title, yet they
were the buurba'
s
closest friends and advisors. Informants indi-
cated that both had a great deal of power. Baba Lissa Ndiaye
said that Samba Lawbe did not need a title; he could do as he
wished in Jolof. Albuuri Penda' s son said that he was like the
buurba himself, so he had no need of another position. 33 They
were part of a power structure divorced from the traditional po-
litical system and dependent on Albuuri personally. The buurba
realized that his kangaams advanced their own interests in the
traditionally decentralized political system, so he relied more
heavily on his friends and relatives and on the slave titlehol-
ders who owed their positions exclusively to him.
Albuuri ' s use of personal loyalties is most clearly seen in
regard to the military. He sought and won the support of the
royal slave guard which formed his standing army. They were
probably about five hundred, the number which greeted Monteil
when he arrived in Yari-Yan.34 Mayebe Fall, whose father was Al-
buuri's farba cure, remembered hearing that Albuuri called the
slave guard his boubou, for it protected him, and in return the
farba swore that whatever Albuuri did he would have the support
of his men. 35
Although war or major danger to the kingdom brought the
kangaams with their warriors, Albuuri realized that they would
not participate in a campaign which they did not support, as was
the case in 1887 when the buurba sent troops to Rip. Albuuri
therefore established a network of vassal warriors in Kajoor and
Njambur to whom he gave horses on the condition that, called on
to fight, they would come. When he wanted to invade Rip, Al-
buuri used these men along with the slave guard. 36
Through his political skill in governing Jolof, Albuuri
succeeded in winning the allegiance of his subjects and kangaams .
In 1879 Monteil remarked, "Albuuri' s authority is firmly estab-
lished in Jolof, "37 and a few years later several of his kan-
33interviews with Baba Lissa Ndiaye, Dahra, 21 July 1970, and Amadou
Allasane Ndiaye, Kad Balloji, 20 July 1970.
34Monteil, "Journal," 30 November 1879, ANS , 1G 47.
35interview with Mayebe Fall, Yah-Yari, 18 August 1970. This was con-
firmed by a governor who described them as "the slaves and adventurers who
form his usual entourage." Governor to Minister, 13 October 1882, ANSOM,
Senegal I, 67.
36Lieutenant Jeandet to Governor, 13 May 1887, ANS, ID 52.
37Monteil, "Journal," 30 November 1879, reproduced in Labouret, Mon-
teil, 49.
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gaams wrote to Saint Louis that they would support the buurba in
any actions he might take. 38 in the early years of his rule, Al-
buuri faced two major challenges from his enemies outside Jolof,
but with his strength inside the country he remained undefeated.
As Albuuri consolidated his position in Jolof, he also made
himself more secure physically through the construction of a tata
(fortress) outside Yari-Yari. He built the tata both to protect
his capital and as a residence. Albuuri was aware that Shaikh
Amadu had defeated Buurba Bakantam Xadi by capturing the wells of
Yari-Yari, so he enclosed the wells and placed the tata about a
hundred feet from them. 39 The buurba had the tata constructed at
the beginning of his reign, and it was completed by the fall of
1875 when Bara Ba came to Jolof.
According to oral information collected by an administrator
in 1941, building the tata was a cooperative venture in which
over three thousand men worked. All the kangaams and all the
castes sent laborers. Each group performed its specialty: wood-
workers provided the logs; Moors brought goatskins to carry water
for the mortar; Fuulbe supplied meat for the workers; and griots
kept a rhythm with their drums. 40
Monteil stayed in the tata, whose ruins are still visible
today, when he visited Yari-Yari, and he recorded a detailed de-
scription of it:
Albuuri' s tata is composed of two enclo-
sures, of which the first is formed by
three rows of strong piles stuck in with-
out any order. This enclosure forms an
irregular and a bit elongated oval, the
widest diameter of which is in the direc-
tion of the valley, that is, east-west.
The second enclosure, built of stones
and earth, consists first of a wall of
stones cemented with clay. This wall,
1.50 meters in height, is surmounted by
a second in pis^ [a form of wet-mud con-
struction] about .80 meters high. The
second enclosure is about a meter thick.
38sergel Alsin, Jaraaf Sidi, Birayamb Kewe, and Buumi to Makam and
Mercure [Saint Louis notables]
,
received 26 May 1881, ANS, 13G 254.
39A . Chataigner, "Le tata d'al-Bouri N'Diaye a Yang-Yang," Senegal,
51 (April, 1943), 152.
40jjbid., 153.
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making it a serious obstacle and one which
is completely impregnable for the Afri-
cans.... All Albuuri ' s huts are inside the
second enclosure, some are of earth, the
others of straw. Outside, facing the
main gate are the huts of his brother.
Samba Lawbe Penda.41
Surrounding the tata were meadows for the royal horses, the
royal tombs, an open-air audience area, and the farbas' quarters.
As head of state Albuuri participated in certain rituals
and ceremonies. Each morning the royal griots appeared before
the tata drumming and singing the fere, a chant praising the
buurba as the incarnation of Jolof. Albuuri then appeared to
greet his courtiers. Each day he went to the audience area where
he heard petitions from his subjects brought by their representa-
tives or the jaraaf jure, where he acted as judge on matters of
final appeal brought before him, and where he met with his ad-
visors . 42
Agriculture and Commerce
The wealth of Jolof was in the products of its soil and in
its livestock. Although cattle were the most valuable of its po-
tential exports, and Jolof reportedly had more livestock than
anywhere else in Senegambia, 43 the Fuulbe who raised them did not
do so for sale. Jolof' s main commercial wealth continued there-
fore to be agricultural or arboreal, gum from the trees in north-
ern Jolof, millet, and later peanuts. Jolof became more pros-
perous during Albuuri' s reign, for as a strong ruler he brought
internal peace to the country, ending the pillaging and raiding
which had been common since the late 1840s. He often appropri-
ated cattle from his Fuulbe subjects, however, to purchase weap-
ons or horses, and many Fuulbe emigrated to Waalo to escape his
exactions . 44
4lMonteil, "Voyage," 1213.
42chataigner
,
"Tata," 187.
43Governor to Minister, 3 July 1883, ANSOM, Senegal I, 69.
44FUulbe in Jolof today remember this exploitation; one remarked, "If
he asked for one cow, he always took two." Albuuri wrote many letters to
governors complaining that Fuulbe who went to Waalo should be made to return
to Jolof. See, for example, Albuuri to Governor, received 5 June 1882, ANS,
13G 254. Interview with Aardo Honord Ka, Buulel, 29 July 1970.
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References to trade during Albuuri ' s reign are scattered
and few. In 1884 communications between Jolof and Saint Louis
were severed after the buurba raided into French territory, and
Governor H. Bourdiaux wrote that traders were complaining that
trade had ended. Although the ban was hurting Jolof, it was dam-
aging French interests as well. 45
Much of Jolof' s trade continued to be in the horses, weap-
ons, and munitions which the buurba and his kangaams purchased.
Albuuri sent men to Saint Louis to buy these goods, but it be-
came increasingly common for Saint Louis traders to travel to Jo-
lof with them. Some goods reached Jolof as part of the recip-
rocal gift-giving in Senegambia. In 1880 Samba Lawbe visited
Saint Louis with cattle as a gift to the governor; he was given
a present of a thousand francs in return. Once Governor Louis
Brifere de l'Isle sent Albuuri five barrels of powder and five
sacks of musket balls and flints, while on another occasion Al-
buuri sent twenty cattle to Saint Louis as a gift. 46 Goods like
horses and guns were high in value, and the trade in them was
limited to the few in Jolof who could afford them.
In the 1880s the volume of trade in gum and millet grew,
allowing more Jolof-Jolof to purchase European goods from traders
who came to Jolof or at the esaales bordering the country. In
the two treaties Albuuri signed with the French (in 1885 and
1889) there were clauses regarding trade. 47 in the 1885 treaty,
he agreed to protect and encourage commerce and was granted the
right to collect a three-percent duty on goods leaving his coun-
try. The governor noted that there had always been some kind of
payment, but that the treaty regularized it. 48 The 1889 treaty
had even more specific terms: it ordered that the three-percent
tax be collected at the Kajoor escales of Njan, Kokki, Mpal,
Saxal, and Luga, and that it be taken only from Jolof-Jolof and
Moors. Thus there were local traders bringing goods to these
places
.
A French trader who spent several seasons at Mpal around
1890 noted that the Moors brought gum to this escale
,
while the
Wolof brought peanuts and millet which they had purchased farther
45Governor to Minister, 23 January and 22 February 1884, ANS
,
2B 75.
46Governor to Minister, 8 May 1880, ANS, 2B 74; Governor to Albuuri,
23 January 1877, ANS, 13G 269; Director of Political Affairs to Governor, 26
August 1885, ANS, 13G 33.
47The treaties are discussed below, pp. 109-113 and 122-123. There
are copies of them in the appendices.
48Governor to Minister, 26 September 1885, ANSOM, Senegal IV, 101.
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inland. 49 it is likely that some of the millet and gum had come
from Jolof, but no peanuts were exported during Albuuri ' s reign,
nor for some time thereafter
.
50
Albuuri hoped to increase Jolof' s agricultural production
through reform in land tenure. Traditionally each Wolof family
head received from the village chief a plot of land which all the
members of the household cultivated, but he did not necessarily
receive the same land each year. Albuuri tried to regulate land
holdings by allocating to each family head a specific plot of
land which could be inherited by his successor. A report of 1905
claimed, however, that this plan was rarely in effect and that
only those who put fences around their land were thought to have
an exclusive right to it. 51 When cash crops later became more
important in Jolof, individual land holdings became more com-
mon. 52 The buurba may also have tried to encourage trade by im-
proving Jolof' s road network, for early in the twentieth century
an administrator remarked that Jolof had an excellent road sys-
tem. 53
Throughout the nineteenth century Saint Louis demanded ag-
ricultural products, especially millet, and Jolof attracted trad-
ers despite its distance from the Senegal colony. In 1899 millet
exported from Jolof was purchased by Moors with sugar, tobacco,
and cloth, then taken to various escales . 54 This system probably
operated earlier as well, although during Albuuri 's reign there
were several poor harvests, and the Jolof-Jolof themselves had to
import millet. 55
Senegambian gum continued to be in steady demand on the
European market, although its price was lower than in the boom
years of the 1840s. Traders came to Jolof from Saint Louis to
obtain it in exchange for iron, cloth, and tobacco. 56 The prob-
49joseph du Sorbiers de la Tourasse, Au Pays des Woloffs (Tours, n.d.
[1897]), 153.
SOResident in Jolof, "Rapport trimestriel , " 31 December 1899, ANS, 13G
295.
51Commissioner Sarrien to Administrator of Yari-Yari, 6 July 1905, ANS,
13G 295.
52Lucy Behrman, Muslim Brotherhoods and Politics in Senegal (Cambridge,
Mass., 1970), 26-27, discusses the changes in land tenure brought by the in-
troduction of peanuts as a cash crop. These changes began to occur after
1850 in the Kajoor-Bawol area, the main peanut-producing region.
53Emil Roux, "Notes sur le Diambour et le Djoloff," Bulletin de la
socidtd de gdographie de l'Afrique occidentale franqaise, IV (December, 1907),
309.
54Resident in Jolof, "Rapport trimestriel," 31 December 1899, ANS, 13G
295.
55This was the case in 1883, for example. Commander of Podor, "Bul-
letin commercial, agricole, et politique," September, 1883, ANS, 13G 131.
56Commander of Yan-Yari to Director of Political Affairs, 20 April 1891,
ANS, 13G 50.
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lem of distance remained. Jolof was so far from the coast, and
traders who came there paid so much for transportation, that they
gave only very low prices for the gum itself. Many people found
it unprofitable to amass gum for sale, and, in the early colonial
period, some preferred to bring their gum directly to the escales
where they received a better price. 57
Albuuri Njay and Islamization
When Albuuri came to power, Islam was almost the universal
religion in Jolof because of Shaikh Amadu Ba . As a Muslim, the
new buurba also encouraged the spread of Islam, following the ex-
ample of Lat Joor he had observed in Kajoor in the early 1870s.
During his fifteen years in power, Albuuri supported marabouts
and Quranic schools, appointed qadis
,
and insisted that those a-
round him become practicing Muslims. Islam, which the nobility
had resisted because it represented foreign domination, became
the religion of the ruling class under Albuuri. Its strength at
this level reinforced the work of village marabouts among the
peasant population.
In the beginning of Albuuri' s reign, some Jolof marabouts
who had supported Shaikh Amadu sympathized with Bara and were hos-
tile to the new ruler, but he overcame this opposition, and Jolof
marabouts today remember him as having had very good relations
with their fathers or grandfathers . 58 one of the best known of
these clerics was Dara Cerno Ja, whose son and grandson have been
important Tijani leaders in Jolof. Dara Cerno, who had come from
Fuuta Tooro at Albuuri ' s request, resided in Mbelaxe, a village a
few kilometers from Yari-Yari. He was Albuuri ' s court marabout ; he
was the country's leading qadi
,
and he advised the buurba and was
his scribe. 59 Perhaps he avoided residing in the capital to pre-
57Resident in Jolof, "Rapport trimestriel , " 31 December 1899, ANS , 13G
295 . By 1903 gum was Jolof ' s most important export
,
but there was still a
price difference, for traders in Jolof paid twenty-five centimes a kilogram,
while it sold in the escales for up to seventy-five centimes a kilogram.
Yan-Yan Residency, "Rapport commercial," 3 April 1903, ANS, 2G3 29.
58Albuuri to Governor, received 19 January 1876, ANS, 13G 254; inter-
views with Oumar Ndiaye, Dakar, 13 May 1970, Imam El Hadj Moussa Dia,
Mbelaxe, 18 August 1970, Imam Aliou Sakho, Dahra, 28 July 1970, and Imam El
Hadj Cheikh Niang, Nget, 24 July 1971.
59interviews with Imam El Hadj Moussa Dia, Mbelaxe, 18 August 1970,
and Mayebe Fall, Yan-Yan, 18 August 1970. In an interview on 28 April 1970
in Dahra, Daouda Guisse' said that it was Dara Cerno who advised Albuuri to
marry Majigen, and the buurba gave him a valuable gift of ten slaves.
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serve his independence from the buurba ; at any rate, his descen-
dants continue to live in Mbelaxe. Yoro Jaw was no doubt refer-
ing to Dara Cerno when he noted that Albuuri sent to Mbelaxe for
"the man most learned in Arabic" in the kingdom to read the let-
ter he had brought. 60 Later in his reign Albuuri built a mosque
next to his tata
,
and a marabout from Cila, a village near Lin-
geer, served as his imam . 61 He also assisted Ma Jaxate Kala when
the Ajoor qadi was in exile in Jolof with Lat Joor
.
It is remembered in Jolof today that Albuuri actively en-
couraged Islamization, and Saint Louis traders who visited the
country confirmed this, declaring to the Moniteur du Sdndgal that
in Jolof, "Women and children, herders and warriors, apply them-
selves with great desire to studying the Quran and reciting pray-
ers. "62 Albuuri was very strict with those around him and told
his warriors that anyone found drinking alcohol would be put to
death. 63
Toward the end of his reign Albuuri had contact with al-
Hajj Malik Sy,64 then an unknown young scholar, to whom he gave
his niece in marriage. 6 5 A story, which may be apocryphal but
which illustrates Albuuri ' s religious zeal, claims that the
buurba asked Malik Sy to teach his people a simple prayer they
could use, and the marabout chose the opening verse of the Quran.
Albuuri ordered the prayer written down, then announced to Ma-
lik's astonishment that anyone who could not recite it by the
following day would be killed. 66
60yoro Jaw, untitled report on a trip to Jolof, n.d. [January, 1883] ,
ANS, 13G 44.
61lnterviews with Baba Lissa Ndiaye, Dahra, 30 April 1970, and Amadou
Thiam, Dahra, 22 August 1970.
62^SD, 1614 (25 November 1886), 5. Kimingtang Ndiaye made a similar
comment in an interview in Lingeer on 23 July 1970.
63interview with Alboury Thiobane, Dahra, 22 July 1970.
64al-Hajj Malik Sy (ca. 1855-1922) was one of Senegal's most important
religious leaders. Most of the Tijanis in the country today trace their af-
filiation back to him, as do nearly all those in Jolof. On Malik Sy, see
Paul Marty, Etudes sur l'Islam au Senegal, I (Paris, 1917), 175-203.
65The woman, Safiatu Nan, became the mother of the leader of
the Tijaniyya in Senegal, El Hadj Abdoul Aziz Sy. Interviews with Alboury
Bouna Ndiaye, Lingeer, 27 April 1970, and Imam Youssouf Ndiaye, Waxox, 26
July 1971.
66interview with Kimingtang Ndiaye, Lingeer, 23 July 1970.
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The buurba's efforts were successful. By the end of Al-
buuri's reign a French observer could write that "the buurba and
nearly all the country's chiefs" were Muslim. 67 a little more
than a decade later, a colonial administrator took for granted
that the Jolof population was Muslim, although not all of them
followed Quranic law strictly. 68 At this time Malik Sy ' s Tijani
representatives were engaged in bringing a deeper understanding
of Islam to the Jolof-Jolof, but basic conversion was complete.
Early Challengers to Albuuri ' s Rule
In the first year of his reign, Albuuri was attacked by
Bara Ba, and, several years later, the Tijani leader combined
with the princes of the powerful Neg Buuri Nebu family when they
invaded Jolof. With his tata
,
his military preparedness, and the
support of his kangaams
,
Albuuri defeated his enemies.
Driven from Jolof by Albuuri, Bara went to Rip, where he
was given refuge and even promised some assistance against the
Jolof king. 69 Apparently hoping that quick action might catch
Albuuri off guard, Bara came to Jolof in September 1875 with an
army of his Tijanis and sympathizers from Rip led by Tanor Ngon,
a Bawol prince who had gone with Lat Joor to join Ma Ba, then re-
mained in Rip.
Bara's attack was completely unexpected and is therefore
known in Jolof history as the "surprise of Yan-Yari." Albuuri
wrote to the governor that it had occurred while he was outside
the capital, and Lat Joor later noted that he had not had time to
send any aid to the buurba.
7
0 Fortunately, the tata had been
completed, and its defenders were able to hold off the Tijanis
until Albuuri returned. A Jolof griot gave an account of the
"surprise of Yari-Yan:"
Albuuri decided to go to Mboynan late one
afternoon ... .Mbuldi71 was among those who
67a. LeChatelier, L' Islam dans l'Afrique occidentals (Paris, 1899),
141. LeChatelier wrote this book in 1888 in Saint Louis.
68Yan-Yari Residency, "Rapport politique," April, 1903, ANS, 2G3 37.
69commander of Dagana to Governor, 9 April 1875, ANS, 13G 108.
70Governor Bontemps, "Notes," October, 1875, ANSOM, Senegal I, 60; Lat
Joor to Governor, received September, 1876, ANS, 13G 259.
7lMbuldi Gise was Albuuri ' s official court griot. His son Leyti
Guissd, who died in 1968, is generally considered to have been the most
knowledgeable and objective Jolof griot of the twentieth century. The nar-
rator, who is related to Leyti Guiss^, claimed to have had this account from
him.
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accompanied him, and he beat his drum
and sang continuously. Pagnes [large
pieces of clothj were spread out before
Albuuri as far as the exit of Yan-Yan. . .
.
Bara arrived at dawn. He set up six
rifles at each crenelle of the tata and
his men began to fire inside. At that
time, all of Yan-Yan was inside the
tata. Someone was sent to Mboynan on
Capitaine72 to tell Albuuri to return
quickly or he would find Yan-Yan burned
by Bara.... "Bara!" cried Albuuri.
"Where is Albuuri Penda?" "He is
there." "And Tuube Mbaba Ngwii?" "He
is also there." "And Fara Waxox and
the farba jure?" "There." "Where are
all the kangaams ?" "They are there."
"Those who own Jolof are all there and
you come to tell me that Yan-Yan is
burning? !
"
After he ate, Albuuri asked that a bath
be prepared. .. .After his bath, he got
dressed and put on his gri-gris . When
he wanted to go out, the door was too
narrow for him to pass [because of all
the gri-gris3 so they removed part of
the wall and he went out....
As he approached the tata, Bara's men
fired on him, but each time he riposted,
killing three of the enemy and shouting,
"Kor-Kora!" [an oath] "Each time I fire,
a family cries!" His rifle slipped from
his hand... and Fara Kewe bent down and
picked it up, but he was shot in the leg
and fell. He still held out the rifle to
Albuuri, who grabbed it but was wounded
in the hand. He wrapped up his hand and
continued to push through the enemy fire.
He entered the tata and went toward his
mother, who said to him, "You are here,
?2a11 of Albuuri' s horses had names; "Capitaine" symbolized the power
of a French officer.
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praise be to God . " . . .Capitaine ' s saddle
was removed, but the horse had been
wounded and died. Albuuri washed and
got dressed, then he returned to the
battle. He forced the enemy behind the
tata to the spot called today, "Kambi
Bara." (Bara's Hollow). Then Albuuri
Penda asked Albuuri to halt the combat,
to return to the tata and to let the men
rest and eat. He said, "Tomorrow we'll
continue, and Bara will be driven out or
killed."
When they returned to Yah-Yari, Bara made
camp, but, during the night, he lighted
several fires and left, so they would
think he was still there. In the morn-
ing the Jolof-Jolof attacked, but Bara
had already left. They tried to follow
him, but in vain. 73
The first military challenge to Albuuri 's reign had been suc-
cessfully overcome. The young buurba's bravery and military skill
were later extolled in an Arabic poem written by Ma Jaxate Kala
(Appendix II). Bara returned to Rip with the remaining Tijanis.
In 1876 he went to Fuuta Tooro, where Abdul Bokar gave him re-
fuge but refused to give him any military aid to attack Jolof.
Although Bara raided a few border villages in Jolof, he could not
seriously threaten the kingdom until he joined forces with Biram
Njeme Kumba. In 1879 when Monteil met him in the Ferlo, Bara
complained that he was ignored by Abdul Bokar. 74
Biram Njeme Kumba Njay was a more serious ^danger to Albuuri
because he was backed by his family, Neg Buuri Nebu, which had
the support of some of the nobility in Jolof as well as those in
exile outside the country. Bara was an outsider trying to over-
throw the ruler, but Biram Njeme presented himself as the right-
ful buurba and Albuuri as a young usurper. 75 Nevertheless, and
73interview with Matar Dioum, Dahra, 30 July 1970.
74Albuuri to Governor, received 6 September 1876 and 2 March 1877,
ANS, 13G 254.
75Biram Njeme Kumba to Governor, received 12 January 1880, ANS, 13G
254; "Mission Vali^re," 9 August 1879, ANS, 1G 48.
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despite the alliances and loyalties the Neg Buuri Nebu family had
built during its many years of power in the nineteenth century,
when Biram Njeme did attack Albuuri in 1881, the buurba had won
the support of his kangaams
,
and no major figure defected to his
rival
.
Biram Njeme had gone to Saalum after Shaikh Amadu ' s con-
quest of Jolof, and he remained there after Albuuri 's accession.
Although he had support in Jolof, he did not try to enter the
country until 1879, when he brought an army to the Kajoor border
and asked Lat Joor for permission to cross that country. The da-
meel refused, saying that the buurba was his ally, but, because
he and Albuuri were in the midst of a dispute, he later allowed
Biram Njeme to enter Kajoor. Shortly after the dispute was set-
tled, and he ordered Biram Njeme to leave. 76
Biram Njeme then went to the Waalo canton of Bunuun with
some of his followers and with Mbaba Baasin Njay, the brother of
Albuuri' s wife Majigen. At first Governor Bri^re de l'Isle per-
mitted them to remain in French territory, but, when they raided
into Jolof and burned two villages, Albuuri complained that his
enemies were allowed to live on the Jolof border, and he asked
the governor to drive them from Waalo. Bri^re took no action,
and Albuuri sent Samba Lawbe to Saint Louis to appeal to him.
The French and Jolof had excellent relations, and the governor
had no desire to see Albuuri overthrown, so he ordered Biram
Njeme and his men to move closer to Saint Louis or to leave
French territory altogether. Biram Njeme returned to Saalum,
while Mbaba Baasin remained in Waalo. 77
In 1880, frustrated by the lack of support he was receiving
in Fuuta Tooro, Bara Ba joined Biram Njeme, going to Saalum to
unite forces with the Neg Buuri Nebu family. In January 1381
Albuuri learned that his two enemies had gathered a large army
and were marching on Jolof from the south. He prepared his own
forces and wrote to Lat Joor for aid. When the dameel arrived in
Yari-Yari, he and Albuuri marched toward Waxox, where they met
their opponents on a plain known as Jame Njay. The ensuing bat-
tle lasted from sunrise to noon. Most of the enemy were killed,
76"Mission Valiere," 9 August 1879, ANS, 1G 48; Biram Njeme Kumba to
Governor, received 29 September 1879, ANS, 13G 254.
77Albuuri to Governor, received 16 and 17 January and 2 March 1880;
Biram Njeme Kumba to Governor, received 12 January 1880; Mbaba Baasin to Gov-
ernor, received 24 April 1880; ANS, 13G 254. Governor to Minister, 8 May
1880, ANS, 2B 74.
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but the dameel and the buurba also suffered heavy losses. 78 Al-
boury Thiobane described Albuuri's second great military vic-
tory:^
Bara and Biram Njeme came as far as Jame
Njay. Biram Njeme was a great prince and
Albuuri's rival. He wanted to return to
Jolof, so he decided to do it with Bara
— to kill Albuuri or be killed, either
way, he had to come. His companions a-
greed and said to him, "We'll return. If
we win, you'll be buurba, if we lose,
we'll all die. "80
Albuuri was informed that they were at
Jame. The combined army of Bara and Bi-
ram Njeme was very strong, so he had to
ask Lat Joor for aid.... All of Jolof was
with Albuuri and the dameel . 81 The next
morning at dawn, Albuuri Penda, Albuuri's
younger brother, got up. He noticed that
Albuuri had not yet prepared to attack,
so he went to him and said, "If you're
afraid to fight, give me the order, and
I'll go alone!" That was the beginning
of the battle.
Jame Njay can be compared to Ngenenen, for
it avenged Ngenenen. 82 Albuuri killed the
same number of princes at Jame that had
been killed at Ngenenen. Both Bara and
Biram Njeme were killed. When Biram Njeme
realized that he had been defeated, he sat
down with the other princes who had accom-
78Lat Joor to Governor, n.d. [January, 188l]
,
ANS, 13G 254; Lat Joor to
Governor, n.d. [ca. February, 188lj
,
ANSOM, Senegal IV, 98.
79interview with Alboury Thiobane, Dahra, 22 July 1970.
SOother accounts added that Biram Njeme made a vow before the battle.
He took two pagnes
,
saying that, if he won, he would use them to dry himself
after the ritual bath, and, if he lost, they would be his shroud. Interviews
with Sakoki Guiss^, Lingeer, 24 April 1970, Moussa Ndao, Lingeer, 30 July
1970, and Matar Dioum, Dahra, 30 July 1970.
SlSeveral people claimed that Bara and Biram Njeme had not anticipated
that Lat Joor and his army would be in Jolof. When they realized this, Bara
wanted to leave without fighting, but the princes of Neg Buuri Nebu said it
would be dishonorable for them to do so after they had made their battle vows.
Ibid.
82Ngenenen (1851) was the battle in which many Ker Biram Penda princes,
including the fathers of Albuuri Njay and Samba Lawbe Penda, were killed by
Tanor Jen and the Neg Buuri Nebu forces.
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panied him. They tied themselves togeth-
er for they did not want to flee. Biram
and his brothers, Mbaba Baasin, Bayan
Koli, they were all killed; at least fif-
teen princes were killed.
Two other griots elaborated on the battle, emphasizing that
Biram Njeme exemplified the true nobleman in battle:
Biram Njeme dismounted to await death.
Albuuri Njay came up to him and said,
"You haven't dishonored the name Njay."
Albuuri also came upon Bara who had been
wounded and said to him, "Ah ha! You're
the little bird who flew away before —
I'll kill you myself! "83
After the battle Albuuri wrote to Bri^re de l'Isle,
I fought with Biram Njeme on the plain of
Jame Njay, near Waxox. [The following]
were killed — Biram Njeme, Mbaba Baasin,
Mbaba Anta, Sule Njay, Bakar Daxan, Koli
Jigen, Birayamb, Biram Pate, Biram Penda,
Bargam, Birayate, Cendu; all of these
are the sons of kings.
The governor wrote to Lat Joor and Albuuri congratulating them on
their success. 84
The battle of Jame was a great victory for Albuuri; he had
eliminated all his rivals and Bara in one blow. It is remembered
as a great victory, but also as a sad day, for brother killed
brother, even within Albuuri 's own family. His wife Majigen is
said to have remarked before the battle that no matter what the
outcome she would not have a happy story to tell her young son
Buuna, for either his father would kill his uncle or the oppo-
site would occur. 85
Albuuri 's defeat of Neg Buuri Nebu proved conclusively that
he had established his authority in Jolof. There were several
83interviews with Sakoki Guiss^, Lingeer, 23 July 1970, and Matar
Dioum, Dahra, 30 July 1970.
84Albuuri to Governor, n.d. [January, 1881] , ANS, 13G 254; Governor to
Minister, 8 February 1881, ANS, 2B 74.
85interview with Biram Sane and Ngouille Faye, Dahra, 22 July 1971.
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reasons for his success. His military skill was vital, but his
political genius in winning the support of his kangaams and his
diplomatic talents were also fundamental. Not only did he main-
tain good relations with the French, causing them to act when he
requested Biram Njeme's ouster, he also ended his quarrel with
Lat Joor to insure the aid of the dameel. He remained neutral in
the civil war continuing in Fuuta and avoided conflict with Abdul
Bokar; the Bossea leader therefore gave no material support to
Bara. 86 But although his domestic control was secure, Albuuri
soon found himself in difficulty with the French colony in Sene-
gal because of his independent foreign policy.
S^Abdul Bokar' s opponent, Ibra Almaami, had requested aid from Lat
Joor and Albuuri, but both rulers refused to become involved in the Fuuta
situation. Governor to Minister, 23 October 1876, ANS
,
2B 73.
CHAPTER 7
JOLOF AND RESISTANCE TO FRENCH IMPERIALISM IN SENEGAL
The Franco-Jolof Cold War
In 1881 the French colony in Senegal was not much larger
than it had been at the end of Governor Faidherbe ' s term of of-
fice. It consisted of Saint Louis and banlieue
,
Gorde, the an-
nexed states of Waalo and Dimar (a region adjoining eastern Fuuta
Tooro)
,
and several posts on the Atlantic and along the Senegal
and Casamance Rivers. But in France and in West Africa, atti-
tudes toward expansion had changed. Governors still had to jus-
tify military campaigns to their superiors in Paris, but inter-
vention in the affairs of Senegambia became increasingly fre-
quent. In 1869 Paris bluntly informed one governor, "We want no
new annexations , "1 but this view was out of fashion by the 1880s.
French troops were moving into Amadu Sheku's Segu empire, and it
appeared that all the lower Senegal would come under French
rule .
2
France's changing attitude to empire was supported by a
technological superiority which gave it clear military advantage
over African armies. African leaders learned that larger numbers
could not match machine guns in the hands of trained soldiers. 3
In 1881, however, it was by no means obvious that another decade
would bring all of Senegal into the Saint Louis colony. Lat Joor
in 1881 still ruled in Kajoor, Albuuri Njay was firmly establish-
ed in Jolof, and Abdul Bokar Kan was emerging as the strongest
chief in Fuuta Tooro. The south still felt the aftermath of Ma
Ba's jihad ? there was civil war in Rip and Siin, there were peri-
odic battles over territory between Saalum and Rip.
French imperialism engulfed these independent states one by
one. Some African leaders resisted, others cooperated
,
none was
able to maintain his independence. In Jolof, Albuuri Njay avoid-
lMinister to Governor, 25 September 1869, cited in Christian Schefer,
Instructions generales donnees de 1763 a 1870 aux gouverneurs et ordinateurs
des etahlissements francais en Afrique' occidentals
,
II (Paris, 1927), 394.
2A.S. Kanya-Forstner
,
The Conquest of the Western Sudan (Cambridge,
1969) , 106, argues that the creation of a West African empire was an objec-
tive of French policy by the early 1880s.
3Michael Crowder in his introduction to West African Resistance (Lon-
don, 1971) , 6-10, discusses the European military advantage over African
armies.
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ed an open confrontation with the technologically-superior Euro-
peans, but he resisted French domination and aided his indepen-
dent allies. His resistance made Albuuri an enemy of France, and
the French attempted to remove him from power. Albuuri withstood
these attempts, and it was only French conquest which drove him
from his country.
In the early years of his reign, Albuuri found events in
Jolof more pressing than foreign affairs. In 1881 his good rela-
tions with the French suffered as the buurba supported his cousin
and ally Lat Joor, in conflict with France over the construction
of a railroad through Kajoor. Faced with domestic difficulties
in 1879, the dameel had agreed to the passage of the Dakar-Saint
Louis line through his country. But, aware of the strategic im-
plications of the railroad and the fifteen French military posts
planned to protect it, he later refused to allow its construc-
tion^ Albuuri wrote to Governor L.F. de Lanneau that while he
hoped that conflict between Kajoor and Saint Louis could be set-
tled peacefully, he was in any case the dameel'
s
ally. 5 The gov-
ernor claimed that Albuuri had increased Lat Joor ' s intransi-
gence. The buurba was thus a threat to French interests, and in
1882 he was described as "one of Lat Joor's worst advisors. "6
In 1881 yellow fever in Saint Louis decimated the French
forces and postponed action against Lat Joor. The railroad, how-
ever, was indispensable to the growing peanut trade and could not
be abandoned. 7 in December 1882 Governor Rene Servatius sent to
Kajoor a military expedition which drove Lat Joor and his nephew.
Samba Fal, from the country and installed Amadi Ngone Fal as da-
meel. The new ruler signed a treaty placing Kajoor under French
protection, allowing the railroad, and ceding the provinces of
Njambur and Ngik-Merina to France. 8
4Lat Joor to Governor, received 26 August 1881, ANS, 13G 261. The de-
tails of the Franco-Kajoor railroad conflict are in Germaine Ganier's arti-
cle, "Lat Dyor et le chemin de fer de l'arachide, 1876-1886," BIFAN, B, XXVII
(1965), 223-281, and in Julian Witherell's study, "The Response of the Peo-
ples of Cayor to French Penetration, 1850-1900" (unpublished dissertation.
University of Wisconsin, 1964)
,
92ff ; see also Martin A. Klein, "Social and
Economic Factors in the Muslim Revolution in Senegambia," Journal of African
History, XIII (1972), 432.
5Albuuri to Governor, received 16 May 1881, ANS, 13G 254.
^Governor to Minister, 24 May 1881 and 20 August 1882, ANS, 2B 74.
7Governor to Minister, 8 October 1881, ANSOM, Senegal I, 66.
^Ganier, "Lat Dyor," 234-235. Samba Fal had been named Lat Joor's
successor, but both he and Amadi Ngone (also known as Samba Yaya) were his
rivals by 1881.
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Albuuri wanted to remain neutral and refused Lat Joor re-
fuge in Jolof. The dame el went to Bawol. But when Lat Joor and
Samba Fal moved against Amadi Ngone
,
the buurba brought six hun-
dred cavalry to the Kajoor-Jolof border and informed the governor
that he would help Lat Joor. Servatius responded with a second
expedition to Kajoor in April 1883. He warned Albuuri that if he
crossed the border, he would be at war with France. 9 Albuuri re-
mained in Jolof, but the governor nonetheless ordered Commander
Alfred Dodds, leader of the Kajoor expedition, to mount a large
raid into Jolof to punish the buurba for his hostile attitude.
The Minister of the Marine, however, countermanded the order, ar-
guing that such raids created innumerable problems over captured
cattle and looted trade goods. 10 in May, Samba Fal surrendered
to Dodds and returned to Kajoor. Lat Joor went to Rip with his
followers. He later sought refuge with Albuuri, and now the
buurba allowed him and his fewer than one hundred cavalry to come
to Jolof. 11
With Lat Joor, Albuuri committed one of the few rash acts
of his career. On 4 July 1883, they with a hundred cavalry at-
tacked and pillaged the village of Buudi in Waalo's Merinaghen
canton. They returned to Jolof pursued by a band of Fuulbe.12
In early August they entered Kajoor, apparently in a second of-
fensive, but, while they were in the province of Get, Albuuri '
s
cousin Samba Lawbe Penda defected to Waalo. Samba Fal, who had
decided to ally with the French, threatened to attack unless
Lat Joor and Albuuri left Kajoor; they returned to Jolof.
Many of Lat Joor ' s men joined Samba Fal, and at one point he and
Albuuri commanded only thirty-six cavalry and thirty footsoldiers
between them. Later in August, Governor Lanneau withdrew his
support from the unpopular Amadi Ngone and recognized Samba Fal
as Kajoor' s dameel . 13
Why did Albuuri attack Waalo and enter Kajoor? The buurba,
previously cautious, had known he would provoke a French reac-
tion. He later called his action a preventative strike. His en-
^Victor Ballot to Governor, 1 April 1883, ANSOM, Senegal IV, 98; Gov-
ernor to Minister, 9 April 1883, ANSOM, Senegal I, 68.
lOGovernor to Minister, 10 June 1883, ANSOM, Senegal I, 68.
llGovernor to Minister, 24 May and 24 June 1883, ANSOM, Senegal I, 68.
l 2Yamar Mboj to Director of Political Affairs, 6 July 1883, ANS, ID
44.
13Lieutenant Bouillier to Governor, 18 August 1883, ANS, ID 44; Gov-
ernor to Minister, 24 August 1883, ANSOM, Senegal I, 70.
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voys in Saint Louis had reported rumors that the French were pre-
paring an attack; 14 this may refer to Dodds' cancelled raid. Al-
buuri may also have planned the attack as part of an offensive
which would return Lat Joor to power in Kajoor. The raid into
Waalo may have been designed to win support for Lat Joor in dem-
onstrating that he could attack French territory with impunity.
They struck at the beginning of the rainy season, when the French
were unable to respond; if Samba Fal had joined them, they might
have succeeded.
When I asked why Samba Lawbe Penda had left Jolof, my in-
formants gave a single reason; he was ambitious and he wanted to
take power. He had been named Albuuri's successor, 15 but he was
no younger than the buurba and may have believed that, waiting,
he would never rule. Some of his supporters had urged him to re-
bel even before 1383, and he may have felt it time to act. 15 His
defection was unexpected, although he had indicated some discon-
tent with the buurba’
s
policies. Several of Albuuri's advisors
and kangaams had opposed assistance to Lat Joor, and Samba
Lawbe was among them. In the spring of 1883 he had set up a
separate camp near Yafl-Yan, and he threatened to attack the
buurba if he intervened in Kajoor. 17 Samba Lawbe did, however,
join Albuuri's invasion of Buudi. He may not have considered de-
fection until he had concluded that Albuuri's plan could not
work. The French had declared that they would attack Jolof if
Albuuri entered Kajoor; joining them. Samba Lawbe could reason-
ably expect to become buurba. But no expedition reached Jolof
until 1890, and Samba Lawbe remained in exile.
Several important people left Jolof with Samba Lawbe, among
them Birayamb Xuja, who held the honorary title of buurba. From
Waalo they went to Saint Louis, asking Governor H. Bourdiaux to
recognize Birayamb as the ruler of Jolof. The governor had with-
drawn his support from Albuuri, but told Samba Lawbe that to rule
in Jolof, he himself had to drive out Albuuri. 18
14Albuuri to Governor, received 25 March 1885, ANS, 13G 262.
15p.L. Monteil, "Journal," 1 December 1879, reproduced in Henri La-
bouret, Monteil, explorateur et soldat (Paris, 1937), 52.
16interviews with Oumar Ndiaye, Dakar, 13 May 1970, and Alboury Thio-
bane, Dahra, 22 July 1970.
17commander Dodds to Governor, 13 April 1883, ANSOM, Senegal IV, 98.
l^Governor to Minister, 24 August 1883, ANS, 2B 54.
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Albuuri ' s position was weak. His cousin had defected, and
a group of his subjects had fled to Waalo to avoid possible
French reprisals for the Buudi attack. 19 Both he and Lat Joor
feared that Samba Lawbe and Samba Fal, aided by the French, would
attack. Albuuri considered temporary exile but, after a violent
dispute with his mother, he agreed to remain in Jolof and re-
turned to his tata in Yaft-Yari.2 0
As the threat of French attack faded, the buurba began to
rebuild his power at home. He replaced the titleholders who had
deserted and confiscated their property with the aid of his slave
guard. 21 He reestablished good relations with his kangaams . As
a result, no important titleholder supported Samba Lawbe or
called him to Jolof.
As months passed and Samba Lawbe remained in French terri-
tory, Governor Bourdiaux realized that Albuuri could not be de-
feated without French assistance. The governor was eager to re-
place the too-independent buurba, but feared that if troops were
sent to Jolof, Albuuri would simply leave the country until they
departed. Jolof was an isolated, inaccessible area which inter-
ested the French less than did Kajoor, where they had had consid-
erable difficulties with unpopular, weak rulers. Bourdiaux knew
that if Samba Lawbe could not take power on his own, he could not
retain it without French aid.
The French took no direct military action against Albuuri,
but they continued to encourage Samba Lawbe, promising French re-
cognition if he were successful. Yamar Mbo j , a Waalo chief and
an enemy of Albuuri, also supported French efforts against the
buurba. Literate in French, a member of the Waalo royal family,
and chief of the Merinaghen canton (which bordered Jolof and Ka-
joor)
,
Yamar was useful to his colonial overlords as a key in-
formant on local political affairs. 22 But despite Yamar '
s
^Governor to Minister, 24 July 1883, ANSOM, Senegal I, 69. Some of
the men joined Samba Lawbe in Waalo, while others settled in Tooro until they
thought it safe to return to Jolof.
20Bouillier to Governor, 18 August 1883, ANS, ID 44; this is when Al-
buuri accidentally shot himself, see above, p. 86.
21samba Lawbe Penda to Governor, received 12 July 1885, ANS, 13G 254.
Albuuri gave the honorary title of buurba to Birayamb Kewe at this time.
22For example, he categorically stated that Samba Lawbe Penda was not
strong enough to drive Albuuri from Jolof at a time when Samba Lawbe was pro-
mising to do so at once. Yamar Mboj to Director of Political Affairs, 8
October 1883, ANS, ID 44.
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urgings, no one attacked Albuuri.
While his stalemate with the French continued, the buurba
sought new allies outside Jolof, and he turned to Abdul Bokar in
Fuuta Tooro. Bara Ba's death in 1881 removed the main obstacle
to alliance between Albuuri and Abdul, and in that year both act-
ed to improve their relations. Albuuri sent about a hundred and
fifty warriors to Bossea in 1884 to assist Abdul in a campaign,
and he made plans to marry Abdul's daughter, or niece. By June
over four hundred of Albuuri ' s cavalry were in Bossea, although
by August they had returned to Jolof. ^2 Albuuri did marry one of
Abdul's kinswomen, and he prepared to give his daughter Xar in
marriage to Abdul's son, Mamadu Abdul.
The 1885 Treaty with France
By 1884 their cold war dissatisfied both Albuuri and Gover-
nor Bourdiaux. It had become evident that Albuuri 's rivals could
not defeat him; neither could Lat Joor return to power in Ka-
joor.24 in January, Albuuri wrote to Saint Louis seeking good
relations with the French. He promised that Lat Joor would live
peacefully in Jolof. The governor set two conditions for peace,
that Lat Joor leave Jolof and that Albuuri come to Saint Louis to
submit. 25 Albuuri refused, and the stalemate, which hurt both
parties, continued.
Albuuri was not directly threatened, but he disliked the
presence of Samba Lawbe Penda so close to Jolof in French Waalo.
He also lacked military supplies, for, after his attack on Buudi,
the governor had banned all trade and communication with Jolof. 26
When crop failure in 1883 threatened Jolof with famine, Albuuri 's
subjects tried to buy millet, but in some places were refused be-
cause of the trade ban. The French policy was not universally
23Commander of Podor to Governor, 3 October 1881, ANS , 13G 130; Yamar
Mboj to Commander of the Saint Louis cercle
,
12 and 17 April 1884, ANS, 13G
44; Governor to Minister, 9 June and 8 August 1884, ANS, 2B 75. David Robin-
son, Chiefs and Clerics, Abdul Bokar Kan and Futa Toro 1853-1891 (Oxford,
1975), 132-138, discusses Abdul Bokar's activities in the 1883-1885 period.
24Biram Pate Njay, a prince of the Neg Buuri Nebu family who had sur-
vived the battle of Jame Njay, had joined Samba Lawbe by this time. After
the French conquest of Jolof he received a minor title.
25Governor to Minister, 23 January 1884, ANS, 2B 75.
26Governor to Minister, 24 October 1883, ANS, 2B 75.
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enforced; Yamar Mboj noted that Jolof-Jolof were buying millet in
Merinaghen, while the commander of a post in Fuuta Tooro forbade
sales to them. 27
These problems also troubled the French. Lat Joor in Jolof
was a potential danger. Samba Lawbe and the few Fuulbe chiefs
who had joined him made only occasional raids into Jolof, taking
cattle from the Fuulbe there. The Jolof Fuulbe retaliated with
raids into Waalo, and the border area became very insecure. Yamar
Mboj wrote that without French action, the entire Merinaghen can-
ton would be depopulated, and Victor Ballot, the head of the Po-
litical Affairs Bureau, remarked that Samba Lawbe was a greater
menace to French interests than was Albuuri.28 as time passed.
Saint Louis traders, as well as individuals in Njambur and Waalo,
complained about the ban on trade and urged the governor to at-
tack Albuuri or to make an agreement with him.
When A. Seignac-Lesseps replaced Bourdiaux as governor in
April 1884, he informed the Minister of the Marine that he could
take no action against Albuuri until the end of the rainy season,
around September. He was concerned that Lat Joor and the buurba
might raid Waalo as they had the previous year; Yamar Mboj did
not cease to report that an attack was imminent. 29 No attack
came, and French officials began to doubt Yamar. They reconsid-
ered the peace treaty which Albuuri had requested. 30 in the gov-
ernor's opinion, a treaty with Albuuri could do no harm, for even
its violation could not worsen the situation between Jolof and
Saint Louis. He argued this view to the minister, reiterating
the border and trade problems Saint Louis suffered. 31
Seignac then informed Albuuri that Ballot was coming to the
village of Dakar Megnele in Bunuun to make a treaty with him. In
a show of strength, the buurba arrived in Dakar Megnele with his
entire army, three hundred cavalry from Bossea led by Mamadu Ab-
dul, Lat Joor and his ceddos
,
and all the Jolof titleholders —
27Yamar Mboj to Commander of the Saint Louis cercle
,
20 May 1884, ANS,
13G 44; Commander of Hayre to Governor, 31 October 1884, ANS, 13G 148.
28Yamar Mboj to Commander of the Saint Louis cercle, 17 April 1884,
ANS, 13G 44; Victor Ballot to Political Affairs, 11 March 1884, Archives
Nationales de la France, Papiers Ballot, 185 Mi 4.
^Governor to Minister, 11 March and 11 April 1885, ANS, 2B 75.
30Ballot added a note to one of Yamar' s letters saying that most of
his information should be ignored. Yamar Mboj to Commander of the Saint
Louis cercle, 28 July 1884, ANS, 13G 44.
3lGovernor to Minister, 11 March and 11 April 1885, ANS, 2B 75.
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a total of two thousand men. Ballot travelled with three Saint
Louis dignitaries and four canton chiefs, among them Yamar
Mbo j . 32
After a morning of deliberation, Albuuri and Ballot signed
the first treaty ever negotiated between Jolof and France on 18
April 1885.33 its main points were:
1. that Albuuri placed his kingdom under French pro-
tection;
2. that the French government recognized him as
buurba ;
3. that Albuuri was to drive from Jolof any French
enemies and that the French government was not to give
refuge to Albuuri' s enemies;
4. that the buurba was to encourage and protect trade,
receiving a three-percent export tax on products going
to French esoales ;
5. that if France decided to build a railroad through
Jolof, the buurba was to permit it;
6 . that Albuuri was to send his son Buuna to Saint
Louis for a French education.
The first three clauses were the body of the treaty. The
trade provisions simply recognized an existing situation; there
was no possibility of railroad construction in 1885; 34 Albuuri
never sent Buuna to Saint Louis. 35 with no French military pres-
ence, the establishment of a protectorate over Jolof meant noth-
ing. The recognition of Albuuri as buurba, however, meant that
the French, at least on paper, no longer supported Samba Lawbe '
s
claim to the title. The crux of the treaty was the third point.
While no individuals were named, it had been agreed in the pre-
liminary negotiations that Lat Joor and Samba Lawbe would be
forced from their respective refuges.
As a treaty between equals rather than one imposed after
military conquest, the Franco-Jolof agreement encountered diffi-
32Governor to Minister, 25 July 1885, ANSOM, Senegal IV, 101.
33a signed copy of the treaty is in ANS, 13G 11; it was printed in the
MSD, 1555 (5 May 1885), 103-105.
34The Luuga-Lingeer extension was not built until the 1930s.
35Minister to Governor, August, 1885, ANS, 13G 11. Ironically, Buuna
was captured by French troops in 1891 as Albuuri was returning to Senegal,
and he did receive a French education. He was appointed buurba by the French
in 1895.
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culties over ratification in Paris. Officials in Senegal who op-
posed Seignac and Ballot wrote to the minister criticizing the
treaty. Senegal's deputy in Paris, Alfred Gasconi, claimed that
the sole purpose of the treaty was to further Ballot's personal
ambitions, although he failed to explain how it would enhance
them. 36 Seignac defended the treaty, claiming it the best to be
obtained under the circumstances, but the minister refused to
sign it and demanded a new agreement. 37 whatever its problems in
Paris, the treaty did reestablish diplomatic relations between
Jolof and Saint Louis, and this had been its purpose.
The treaty had been put into effect in Saint Louis before
the debate in France began. On his return from Bunuun, Ballot
ordered Samba Lawbe to leave French territory with his hundred
followers, but Samba pleaded to remain in Waalo and was finally
allowed to reside near Saint Louis. This was not strict com-
pliance with the treaty, but it did remove Samba's threat from
the border area of Jolof. Albuuri awaited the action against
Samba Lawbe before acting against Lat Joor. In June he ordered
him out of Jolof, and the former dameel settled in the border
area between Jolof and Kajoor. 38
Albuuri had treated with the Saint Louis government as an
equal, and can be said therefore to have won his two-year strug-
gle with the French. The governor had insisted that he come to
Saint Louis to submit, but conceded; and, although Albuuri did
oust Lat Joor from Jolof, he received Samba Lawbe ' s departure
from Waalo.
After signing the 1885 treaty, Albuuri began to pull Jolof
from the difficulties of the previous two years. He sent his en-
voys to Saint Louis in August, and they bought "considerable
quantities" of arms, replenishing supplies exhausted by the trade
ban. 39 His interest in Senegambian affairs returned. In Rip, Ma
^Gasconi to Undersecretary of State, 11 June 1885, ANSOM, Senegal IV,
101. On the various branches of the colonial government in Senegal, see G.
Wesley Johnson, The Emergence of Black Politics in Senegal (Stanford, 1971)
,
63ff; for the rivalries between them, see Francine Ndiaye, "La Colonie du
Senegal au temps de Briere de l'Isle (1876-1881)," BIFAN, B, XXX (1968), 463-
514.
^Minister to Governor, October, 1885, ANSOM, Senegal IV, 101. A sec-
ond treaty was not negotiated until 1889.
38samba Lawbe to Commander of the Banlieue, 29 April 1885, and Paget,
"Note," 30 April 1885, ANS, 13G 254; Governor to Minister, 12 July 1885, ANS,
2B 75.
39Director of Political Affairs to Governor, 28 August 1885, ANS, 13G
33.
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Ba's son, Saer Mati
,
who had taken control from his uncle, Maamur
Ndari, faced an attack from Gedel Mbo j , the ruler ( buur
)
of Saa-
lum. 40 Saer Mati was related to Albuuri through his mother, Mati
Njay, and the buurba preferred him to Maamur Ndari, who had given
refuge to Bara Ba and Biram Njeme Kumba.
Hoping to return to power in Rip, Maamur Ndari sided with
Gedel Mbo j , and the buurba agreed to help Saer Mati. Whether he
actually sent any warriors is not clear, for events in Saalum,
Siin, and Rip from 1885 to 1887 are poorly documented, but Saer
Mati was able to drive Gedel from Saalum by August 1885.41 The
Rip leader was thus secure, but fighting with his rival and with
Saalum soon resumed.
The Battle of Gile
In June 1886 Dameel Samba Fal
,
accompanied by Samba Lawbe
Penda, invaded Jolof and fought with Albuuri at Gile, near Mbe-
laxe.42 The battle became Albuuri' s third great victory. The
dameel claimed that Albuuri had repudiated his sister without re-
turning her dowry, 4 3 but Wolof writers label this a pretext;
Samba Fal attacked Jolof because he was ambitious. A military
victory would win him fame. 44 Samba Lawbe Penda may also have
incited the dameel, for with a Kajoor victory he would have be-
4C>For an account of events in Rip and Saalum, see Martin A. Klein,
Islam and Imperialism in Senegal (Stanford, 1968) , 132-138.
41jolof's oral traditions claim that Albuuri fought Gedel and defeated
him, and an undated report from about 1890 states that the buurba captured
Gedel' s war drums in battle, but, a few months after Gedel 's defeat. Ballot
wrote that Albuuri had gone only as far as the Jolof-Saalum border with his
ceddos
.
Interviews with Ouali Ndao, Dahra, 30 April 1970, and Alboury Thio-
bane, Dahra, 22 July 1970; E. Noirot, "Rapport sur la participation des con-
tingents du Saloum a la campagne dirige'e contre le Bourba Djoloff," n.d. [ca.
June, 1890] , Archives nationales frangaises, Papiers E. Noirot, Dossier I:
Sine-Saloum, 1891, 148 AP3 ; Victor Ballot to Governor, 3 September 1885, ANS
,
4B 74.
42This is Albuuri' s most famous battle and the one with which nearly
everyone in Jolof is familiar. There is now a stone with "Guile, le-6 juin
1886," engraved on it marking the battle site.
43Louis Faidherbe, Le Senegal (Paris, 1889) , 437, gave this explana-
tion, as did Joseph du Sorbiers de la Tourasse, Au pays des Woloffs (Tours,
n.d. [1897] ) , 105, who claimed that the dameel himself had told him.
44cheikh Fall, "Autour de la bataille de Guile," Notes africaines , 113
(January, 1967), 29; Amadou Duguoy-Cledor, "La Bataille de Guile," in Essais
sur l'histoire du Senegal (Saint Louis, 1931), 15. Duguoy-Cledor wrote his
article in 1913 and based it on information from participants, including Al-
buuri Penda.
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come buurba.
Ignoring the arguments of his advisors. Samba Fal marched
in May into Njambur and Waalo, thus violating his 1883 treaty
with France. 4 5 Albuuri did not at first believe that Samba Fal
meant to enter Jolof, but, as he recognized the dameel’s intent,
he called up all his forces. Albuuri awaited Samba Fal with an
army of four thousand. Samba Fal ' s army numbered about 3,500,
but some deserted when they learned that Albuuri had mobilized. 46
Alboury Thiobane described the battle of Gile:47
When Samba Fal left Kajoor with Samba Lawbe
Penda, they passed through Kokki ... .Albuuri
wanted to meet them at the borders of Jolof
rather than in the interior, so he sent
scouts to warn him of the dameel’s arrival,
but the dameel was already between Mbula
and Mboynan.
Albuuri had a griot with a drum, Mbuldi
Maram, and he ordered him to approach Samba
Fal to where the latter could hear the sound
of the drum. He had another scout, Biram
Mboxo Ngwii, from Ceri. He gave him a loaded
rifle and told him to fire it where the da-
meel could hear it. If the dameel heard the
drum and the rifle shot, Albuuri would have
a victory. When the scouts arrived within
sight of the Ajoor army, Mbuldi beat his
drum and the other fired his rifle. Then
they returned to Yari-Yan....
At Mbelaxe, Samba Lawbe Penda nearly had a
quarrel with the dameel over one of Albuuri'
s
wives who was there with her brother. The
dameel said that he would make her his own
wife when he killed Albuuri, but Samba Lawbe
replied, "Even if you kill him, you will not
take his wife, for I am his heir. Don't be
in such a hurry — you haven't even seen Al-
45yamar Mboj to Commander of the Saint Louis cercle
,
26 and 29 May
1886, ANS, 13G 94.
46Duguoy-ciedor
,
"Guile," 22-24.
47interview with Alboury Thiobane, Dahra, 22 July 1970.
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buuri and you want to take his wife!"
Albuuri said to his army, "The dameel is at
Mbelaxe. Let's wait until tomorrow before
attacking." But they refused. Albuuri
Penda said, "I won't spend the night here
with the. dameel in Jolof !".. .Albuuri Njay
said, "Good, I wanted to hear what you
would say, for I don't want to spend the
night with the dameel at Mbelaxe either."
Albuuri prepared his army. He had a plan
— first the 3 ambuurs would attack, then,
if they were repulsed, Ceri and Waxox would
go in, then the Njays and the kangaams . . .
.
Albuuri Penda was in charge of all the Njay
princes, Amadu Maxureja led those from Ka-
joor, and the Ndaws also had a leader....
Jolof had the offensive . . . . In the first at-
tack a captain was killed, and the advance
was checked. .. .Albuuri said, "Ha! No one
can say that Jolof flees in a battle!"...
Then Jolof began to win. The dameel did
not want to leave. His horse was wounded,
but his men put him on another horse and
forced him to leave. It was dusk .... Before
the Njays could enter the battle, it was
nearly over; they had only two wounded,
Mbaba Ngwii and Albuuri Penda 's horse.
Albuuri pursued the fleeing Ajoor army to Kokki, where he
camped with eight hundred cavalry. He knew that his entrance in-
to Kajoor would provoke the French, so sent a messenger to Gover-
nor Genouille. He claimed Kajoor as the spoils of war. 48
Alarmed, the governor dispatched Lieutenant Minet of the Politi-
cal Affairs Bureau to negotiate with Albuuri. Much of the popu-
lation of Njambur had meanwhile fled in fear of a Jolof attack,
but the buurba allowed his cavalry no pillaging.
Minet arrived and was impressed with the buurba 's character
48Governor to Minister, 12 June 1886, ANS, 2B 75.
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and authority. Albuuri, who had been wounded in the arm, argued
that by traditional law he should be ruler of Kajoor, but Minet
demanded for the governor that he return to Jolof. The governor,
Albuuri said, should have stopped Samba Fal's attack. Although
he had won the battle, he added, he had lost many men, horses,
and weapons. After several days of negotiation, Albuuri and
Minet agreed that the dameel would pay a fine of three hundred
head of cattle to the buuvba. Albuuri left Kajoor. Genouille
praised Albuuri ' s conduct and noted in reports to Paris that the
buuvba considered himself bound by the 1885 treaty. 49
Gile brought the buuvba tremendous prestige throughout
Senegambia. His battlefield victory and his successful negotia-
tion with Saint Louis revealed again his military and diplomatic
talents. He knew when to insist and when to concede; he could
avoid direct conflict with the French. From the captured enemy
animals and materiel Albuuri sent a camel, a valuable gift, to
each of his fellow rulers and to Yamar Mbo j , whom he asked to ex-
plain his position to the French. 50 Samba Fal was defeated, dis-
credited, and humiliated by the fine imposed upon him. Samba
Lawbe Penda fled to Saint Louis (where he remained until 1890) to
avoid being handed over to Albuuri. 51
Shortly after the battle of Gile there were extraordinary
events in Kajoor. In an October skirmish with French soldiers.
Samba Fal was killed. Officially, the French had fired in self-
defense, but some Saint Louis habitants charged that they had de-
liberately rid themselves of the troublesome dameel .52 Less than
a month later, Lat Joor was killed in his final attempt to return
to Kajoor. The country became a French protectorate, six cantons
with no dameel. 53 The French assumed payment of Kajoor 's fine to
49Lieutenant Minet, untitled report, n.d. [June, 1886], ANS , ID 48;
Governor to Minister, 12 and 14 July 1886, ANS, 2B 75.
SOAlbuuri to Yamar Mbo j , n.d., included in a letter from Yamar to the
Commander of the Saint Louis cercle
,
14 June 1886, ANS, 13G 94.
5lLieutenant Spitzer to Minet, 17 July 1886, ANS, ID 48.
^Governor to Minister, 14 October 1886, ANS, 2B 75. A Saint Louis
newspaper reported the death in an article entitled, "Execution de Samba
Laobe, darnel du Cayor." [The title was cited in an excerpt from the MSD
,
21
October 1886, in ANSOM, Senegal IV, 99.]
53covernor to Minister, 14 November 1886, ANS, 2B 75. Ganier, "Lat
Dyor," 251-256, discusses this period in Kajoor, as does Witherell, "Peoples
of Cayor," 121-128.
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Albuuri. Of twenty thousand francs, he had received fifteen
thousand by 1889.
For several months after Gile, Albuuri lived quietly in
Yari-Yari. He saw no one and never left his tata
,
and traders re-
turning to Saint Louis fed rumors of his death. Governor Gen-
ouille claimed that the buurba, in "an attack of religious fer-
vor," was actively encouraging Islam and was building a large
mosque in Yan-Yan.54 But Albuuri was a king and not a cleric;
and Islam was more than his personal faith. It reinforced Jo-
lof's unity and prepared Jolof's forces to defend their position
in Senegambia.
Albuuri Njay and Resistance in Senegal
The ease with which France had extended its control over
Kajoor and the readiness of the Ajoor chiefs to accept French
rule alarmed Albuuri Njay and two other rulers in Senegal, Abdul
Bokar in Bossea and Saer Mati in Rip. The three strengthened
mutual ties and prepared to aid one another when necessary. In
1890 Governor Leon Clement-Thomas described this cooperation:
He [Albuuri] formed with them [Saer Mati and
Abdul Bokar] a sort of Tijani league, obsti-
nately combatting our civilizing influence.
Jolof's contingents were always placed at the
disposal of which ever of them found himself
in conflict, either with us or with one of
our allies. 55
The governor's phrase was inexact, for Abdul Bokar was
never a Tijani, Saer Mati was probably not, and Albuuri became
one only after migrating to Segu, but the French had long used
the term to describe any Muslim hostile to them. 56 Albuuri, Ab-
dul Bokar, and Saer Mati were Muslims, and they did help one an-
other, but Cle'ment-Thomas ' s charges were false. Senegambian re-
54Governor to Minister, 14 November and 15 December 1886, ANS, 2B 75;
MSD, 1614 (25 November 1886) , 5.
55covernor to Undersecretary of State, 31 May 1890, ANS, 2B 75.
56as late as 1913, Paul Marty wrote that Amadu Bamba, founder of the
Mouride branch of the Qadiriyya, had become a Tijani and thus hostile to Euro-
peans. Paul Marty, Les Mourides d'Amadou Bamba (Paris, 1913) , 8.
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sistance was defensive, the offensive campaigns French. The
three tried to protect their homelands from French aggression;
the French tried to drive them out.
Negotiating with Lieutenant Minet after the battle of Gile,
Albuuri declared that he would never fight the French directly,
for they were too strong. His position did not change. 57 He
knew too, however, that only as a last resort would the French
send troops to distant, sandy Jolof. He assumed the validity of
the 1885 treaty and tried to remain friendly with Saint Louis
while pursuing an independent foreign policy. Events in Rip and
Siin in 1887 demonstrated the difficulty of such a course.
By 1887 Albuuri was at the height of his power at home and
abroad. His normal revenues, increased by Samba Fal ' s fine,
bought horses, rifles, and ammunition. These he sent south to
his allies, Noxo Bay Juuf in Siin and Saer Mati in Rip.
There had been power struggles among Siin princes since
1881. In 1886 the strongest rivals were Noxo Bay and Mbake Njay.
Noxo Bay was Albuuri ' s stepson and Saer Mati 1 s ally; Mbake had
the support of buur Saalum Gedel Mboj.58 The French, because
they opposed Saer Mati and supported Gedel, favored Mbake in the
Siin struggle.
Albuuri sent a hundred and fifty horses to Noxo Bay, who
seized power. Early in 1887, however, he lost his position to
Mbake, backed by Gedel Mbo j . Albuuri and__Saer Mati agreed to
confront Gedel and Mbake, Albuuri aiding Noxo Bay while Saer Mati
invaded Saalum. Saer Mati attacked Gedel in April, and the buur
Saalum requested French assistance. Governor Genouille decided
that while helping him the French might "pacify" Rip as well. 59
Albuuri prepared to assist Saer Mati as he had in 1885.
His kangaams would not fight in Rip, and the buurba relied on his
slave guard and his vassals in Njambur and Kajoor. Albuuri had
had vassals outside Jolof before Gile, but that victory had given
him more horses and thus more vassals; many who joined him were
57Minet, untitled report, ANS, ID 48.
58For a summary of the 1886-1887 events in the Siin-Saalum area, see
Klein, Islam, 138-145.
59commander of Ces (Thies) to Governor, 5 September 1887, ANS, ID 52;
Governor to Minister, 25 April 1887, ANSOM, Senegal I, 76.
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former oeddos of Lat Joor or Samba Fal.60
As the French and their Saalum allies invaded Rip, the
buurba sent some cavalry (one hundred and fifty or three to four
hundred — French estimates conflict) to Saer Mati's army at the
tata in Guumbof, near modern Kawon (Kahone).^! They could not hold
off the well-equipped, well-organized Franco-Saalum force, and the
tata was captured. Saer Mati escaped to the Gambia, and in early
May France absorbed Rip. Albuuri's cavalry returned to Jolof
with heavy losses. 62 Part of the French column passed through
Siin and recognized Mbake Njay as buur there. Noxo Bay continued
to challenge Mbake, but he was captured and exiled in 1891.63
The French feared a diversionary attack on the Kajoor rail-
road and sent troops to guard it, but Albuuri had returned to
Yari-Yan from his command post at Sagata.64 once again the Jolof
ruler had been prudent. An attack into French territory, even
reinforcements to Rip would probably have brought the French col-
umn into Jolof.
With the Rip expedition, Genouille hoped to counter Al-
buuri's influence. He claimed that the buurba already had great
support in Kajoor and Bawol, and that the success of Saer Mati
and Noxo Bay would have further extended his influence and pres-
tige. 65 The governor had undercut Albuuri, and more quickly than
the buurba had expected. A single French expedition had aided
Gedel Mbo j , driven Saer Mati from Rip, and brought the area under
French control. Independent Senegambia was shrinking.
60commander Duchemin to Governor, 7 May 1887, Service historique de
1' Armee, section d'outre-mer (France) (hereafter Armee]
,
02f: Se'negal; Jeandet
to Governor, 13 May 1887, ANS, ID 52.
6lDuchemin to Governor, 7 May 1887, Arme'e, 02f: Senegal, gave the
three-hundred-to-four-hundred figure, while Governor to Minister, 23 September
1887, ANS, 2B 75, gave the one-hundred-and-fifty figure.
62jeandet to Governor, 2 May 1887, ANS, ID 52.
6 3Administrator of Siin-Saalum, "Rapport politique," January, 1888,
ANS, 13G 321; Journal officiel du Senegal et dependances (12 December 1891)
,
103.
64ouchemin to Governor, 7 and 18 May 1887, Armee, 02f : Se'negal.
65covernor to Minister, n.d. (pa. April, 1887] , ANSOM, Senegal IV,
105 .
CHAPTER 8
ALBUURI'S EXILE AND THE END OF THE JOLOF KINGDOM
Relations with Saint Louis and the Segu Caliphate
Between 1887 and 1890 the French and Albuuri grew increas-
ingly suspicious of one another, although each on the surface
sought to maintain good relations. The conquest of Rip left Jo-
lof almost alone in Senegal, for the French colony now controlled
everything but it and central Fuuta Tooro. There were peace
treaties in Fuuta, but no official accords between Jolof and
France; the 1885 treaty had neither been ratified nor renegotiated.
In these circumstances, Saint Louis began to consider military
action against Albuuri, and the buurba explored alternatives to
his position so close to the French menace.
Albuuri' s support for Lat Joor in 1881 first sparked French
suspicion. Then Jolof, as the 1880s continued, became a center
of anti-French resistance in Senegal; Albuuri gave aid to Abdul
Bokar, Saer Mati
,
and other rulers hostile to the expansionist
interests of the French. Senegal, the governors felt, would be
more secure without him. Albuuri, the decade also demonstrated,
would not fall to any of his enemies or rivals; the French had
either to coexist or to drive him themselves from Jolof.
A French commander, alarmed by Albuuri 's assistance to Saer
Mati and fearing an attack on Kajoor, proposed an expedition
against Jolof in 1887. After the Rip campaign, he suggested that
a well-organized French force could quickly subdue Jolof by
driving out the buurba. A military post established in Yari-Yari
would then prevent his return. The governor, however, preferred
peace in 1887, and Albuuri hastened to assure Saint Louis of his
good intentions after his reverses in Rip. No action was taken.
1
Icolonel Duchemin to Governor, 1 September 1887, ANS, 5D 18; Commander
of Ces to Governor, 5 September 1887, ANS, ID 52. Albuuri sent a horse to one
of the Kajoor canton chiefs and asked him to speak to the commander on his be-
half.
'
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vor may have increased his desire to live in an Islamic state,
and the French conquest of Kajoor and Rip threatened his indepen-
dence in Senegal. Rumors of his imminent departure from Jolof
continued until 1890, when the French conquest of Jolof made the
question immediate.
Relations between Albuuri and Amadu Sheku grew closer in
October 1888 when Murtada, one of Amadu' s brothers, visited Jo-
lof. Murtada's arrival threw Waalo and Njambur into panic; there
were rumors that Amadu would send troops to Albuuri and attack
them. Another story, perhaps encouraged by Albuuri and Murtada,
claimed that Murtada had quarreled with Amadu and sought refuge
in Jolof. Louis Archinard, commander-in-chief of the French
forces in the upper Senegal, believed that Amadu had sent Murtada
to recruit Senegalese emigrants for the caliphate.
8
Murtada spent more than two months in Senegal, but he de-
clined the governor's invitation to Saint Louis, declaring that
he was not his brother's ambassador. 9 Albuuri, according to
Archinard, promised Murtada that he would come to Noro in 1889,
but there is no firsthand report on the buurba 's meetings with
Amadu 's brother. Albuuri may have discussed his reception in
Noro and his position there. 1°
Albuuri, however, was not ready to leave his homeland, and
he made a final attempt to improve relations with Saint Louis.
In June 1889 he wrote to the new governor, Leon Clement-Thomas,
mentioning for the first time Amadu 's emigration proposals. He
was, he wrote, considering them, in part because he had many com-
plaints against French chiefs and allies. He claimed, however,
that he remained the governor's friend, and he suggested a new
peace treaty. Clement-Thomas accepted this temporary diplomatic
resolution. On 12 July 1889 his representative signed in Yari-Yah
a second Franco-Jolof treaty.
H
In its general terms, this treaty was similar to that of
^Governor to Minister, 18 October 1888, ANSOM, Senegal IV, 63; Arch-
inard to Governor, 4 October 1888, ANS, 13G 162.
^Commander of Kayes to Governor, 24 January 1889, ANS, 15G 76.
lOArchinard to Governor, 19 December 1888, ANS, 13G 162.
llGovernor to Undersecretary of State, 15 October 1889, ANSOM, Sene-
gal IV, 101; this dossier contains a printed copy of the French text of the
treaty
.
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1885. Albuuri again placed Jolof under French protection, and
the governor again recognized him as buurba. Four articles dealt
with commerce; the buurba would continue to collect a three-per-
cent export tax if he protected trade and allowed none other than
French subjects to enter his country. One clause provided mutual
military aid; the governor would send troops to Jolof if Albuuri
were unjustly attacked, and the buurba would send when requested
troops to the French. The French government agreed to complete
payment of the Gile indemnity, five thousand francs over a three-
year period.
Cl^ment-Thomas signed the accord in September and Paris
then ratified it. The governor doubted that Albuuri would adhere
to the treaty, and particularly to the military-aid clause, but
said he had signed it simply to have a treaty with Jolof. He
added that Albuuri ' s violation of the agreement would allow the
French grounds for removing him. 12 Less than a year later French
troops did enter Jolof, but the treaty gave Albuuri this short
respite during which he assessed the situation in Senegal and in
the Western Sudan and made his plans. The treaty signed, Cle-
ment-Thomas appears to have lost interest in Albuuri ' s activ-
ities; references to Jolof almost disappear from his dispatches
in late 1889 and early 1890.
The French Conquest of Jolof
Jolof' s oral tradition is certain that Albuuri Njay went
into exile in 1890 intending never to return. There is, however,
no firm evidence that he was totally committed to emigration to
Noro in May 1890, when French troops arrived in Jolof. He had
given emigration serious thought. He raided French territory, an
act almost certain to bring reprisal, and he made travel prepara-
tions, having hides tanned and sewn into sacks for water and mil-
let. 13
He intended, if emigrating, to lead an exodus of Jolof'
s
population, but most of his subjects were unwilling to leave
13interviews with Baba Lissa Ndiaye, Dahra, 30 April 1970, and Sakoki
Guisse', Lingeer, 23 July 1970.
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their homes. His mass migration therefore became only exile for
himself and a few of his followers. The French attack on Jolof,
which came sooner than expected, and the French capture of Segu,
Amadu's capital, in April 1890, upset emigration plans, and the
buurba hesitated.
Rumors of his departure continued. In 1889 it was reported
that he would leave Jolof in the rainy season (the best time to
cross the Ferlo desert)
,
but he made peace with Saint Louis in-
stead. 14 He may have been pressing his kangaams and subjects to
leave with him. His plans were incomplete.
In early 1890 there were new reports that Albuuri would
leave Jolof that summer. In the spring he authorized raids into
Njambur and Waalo, and in three weeks captured some eight hundred
cattle. The buurba realized that his raids would provoke French
retaliation, but he felt secure from immediate attack in the
knowledge that the Tirailleurs S^n4galais, elite French-trained
African troops, had been sent to Dahomey. 15 He apparently be-
lieved that European troops could not march in Jolof' s hottest
and driest season and felt that his army could defeat warriors
sent from Waalo or Kajoor. But Cldment-Thomas did not await the
return of the Tirailleurs to send an expedition to Jolof, and the
buurba could not complete his preparations.
The governor, concluding that Albuuri was a continual
threat to the security of French Senegal
,
had decided to replace
him with a more tractable ruler. In 1890 European imperialism
was advancing everywhere in Africa, and his superiors needed no
strong reason for an attack on Jolof. In fact, he informed them
of his expedition only after it had conquered Jolof. A letter
then justified the campaign. Cl^ment-Thomas claimed that Albuuri
had been a problem to Saint Louis for a decade; he had supported
France's enemies and raided France's allies, and all feared his
army. The governor then raised the issue of emigration.
For a long time rumors of an emigration of
all Jolof to Amadu's state have been around.
Emissaries have been continually exchanged
between Albuuri and the Sultan, who for a
long time has been fomenting a large Muslim
coalition designed to drive us from Senegal.
This coalition would be composed of Fuuta
14Governor to Undersecretary of State, 15 October 1889, ANSOM, Senegal
IV, 101.
IScovernor to Undersecretary of State, 30 May 1890, ANS, 2B 77.
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Jalo, Samori ' s state, and Fuuta Tooro, joined
with the Segu Empire, which is also attempting
to attract Jolof's population [which is] too
far from its sphere of influence.
The exodus was to have been made during the
coming rainy season when the rains fill the
pools in the Ferlo making it possible to cross
this desert, an impractical [route] the rest
of the year. Thus, it was high time to act
if we wanted to foil Amadu's scheme. 16
Oral tradition says that Albuuri had his kangaams write to
ask the governor when he would rid them of their detested buurba.
The governor replied with a date, thus allowing Albuuri time to
prepare his departure. 17 No evidence of such a letter exists,
but the buurba’
s
friends and spies in the French capital did in-
form him of the governor's plans for military action. 18 The
French expedition, under the command of Colonel Alfred Dodds, a
Saint Louis mulatto, received its orders on 7 May but did not ar-
rive in Yan-Yan until 25 May. Albuuri probably had this advance
notice
.
The force included four hundred and eighty-two troops, of
whom all but a squadron of Senegalese spahis were Europeans, and
oeddos from Waalo, Njambur, and Kajoor; altogether some eight
hundred and eighteen cavalry and five hundred and sixty-three
footsoldiers . Albuuri could choose to submit, to fight, or to
leave Jolof. Colonel Dodds reported that the buurba would have
faced an African army, but that, when he learned of the French
troops, he decided on exile. 19
The components of the Dodds expedition met at Kokki and
marched together into Jolof. In Kokki on 19 May the colonel
learned that Albuuri was still in Yan-Yan but that his family had
left for Fuuta Tooro. About a thousand Jolof-Jolof had fled into
Njambur to avoid attack or forced emigration. Albuuri had pur-
sued them unsuccessfully . 20
As the French column entered Jolof, the buurba burned all
the buildings in his tata and quit Yan-Yan with all its inhabi-
16jjbid. Like the "Tijani league," Amadu's "Muslim coalition" was more
a pretext for French expansion than a reality.
17interviews with Mayebe Fall, Yan-Yan, 18 August 1970, Moussa Ndiaye,
Dahra, 23 August 1970, and Sakoki Guisse, Lingeer, 23 July 1970.
l8Governor to Undersecretary of State, 30 May 1890, ANS, 2B 77.
19"Rapport du Colonel Dodds, Commandant superieur des troupes, sur la
colonne du Djoloff," 5 July 1890, ANSOM, Senegal IV, 101.
20jiid.
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tants. They went first to Waxox
,
and some continued to Lingeer
with Albuuri. Many, however, did not want to leave Jolof and re-
mained in Waxox or Lingeer. 21 The Dodds column arrived in Yan-
Yari with many of its French soldiers suffering from heat exhaus-
tion; they rested while the African auxiliaries opened the wells
closed by Albuuri ' s men. Several kangaams who wanted neither to
fight nor to leave Jolof submitted to Dodds the next day.
With the French in Yan-Yari, Albuuri went into exile with
several hundred of his subjects. He turned toward Bossea, home
of his ally, Abdul Bokar, to whom his family had earlier gone.
They had been well-supplied with water and had crossed the Ferlo
safely to Bossea. Albuuri Penda, the buurba's cousin and compan-
ion, led a second group of exiles across the Ferlo, but they
lacked water and suffered heavy losses. May was the most diffi-
cult and dangerous time for travel through the desert. Ibra Al-
maami, chief of Law, tried to prevent their passage, but his army
was little inclined to fight the desperate Jolof warriors, who
continued to central Fuuta.22
The buurba himself led a third party over a route generally
considered impossible in the dry season. 23 Ouali Ndao, who was
with Albuuri' s group, reminisced.
Many of us suffered from thirst; the majority
of the Djolof s died of thirst and fatigue.
Fortunately, the rain saved us. It fell only
on the Ferlo, not on Djolof or the Futa. I
remember an old man lay dying under a big tree.
He asked my grandfather, N'Diatte Salou, to
give him something to drink. He said, "Take
everything. I'm dying of thirst." He was
a griot and wore bracelets made of gold.
My grandfather replied that if he had some-
thing to drink, he would give it to little
Ouali. Alboury prayed for rain, and it
rained. Those who had fallen drank the rain
as it hit them. 24
^Interview with Biram Sane Faye, Dahra, 22 July 1971.
22"Rapport du Colonel Dodds...," ANSOM, Senegal IV, 101; Governor to
Undersecretary of State, 30 May 1890, ANS , 2B 77.
23Administrator of Salde to Director of Political Affairs, 23 May
1890, ANS, 13G 154.
24Eunice A. Charles, "Ouali N'Dao: the Exile of Alboury N'Diaye,"
African Historical Studies, IV (1971) , 379. Dodds also remarked on the heavy
losses and the unexpected rain.
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Dodds sent a few auxiliaries in pursuit of Albuuri, but they soon
returned to Yah-Yan. In Bossea, the buurba asked and received
refuge of Abdul Bokar. Abdul informed the French that he would
grant Albuuri asylum without assisting him in any way, but they
insisted that he be expelled. 25
In Yafi-Yari, Dodds prepared for the election of a new
buurba. A proclamation of 28 May declared that because Albuuri
had violated his treaty with Saint Louis, he had been deposed;
Jolof was now French territory. Dodds ordered the electoral
council to meet in Ceri on the following day to choose a ruler
who would be "a friend of France and entirely devoted to [jo-
lof 's] true interests.” Both Samba Lawbe Penda and another
prince had accompanied the French expedition, but Dodds favored
Samba Lawbe, and on 29 May he was elected. 26
There was an impressive ceremony on this oc-
casion, Samba Lawbe Penda was recognized by
the Colonel in the name of the French govern-
ment, in the presence of all the white troops,
the allies, and the country's notables. 27
A few days after his installation the new buurba placed Jo-
lof by treaty under a French protectorate. France would regulate
Jolof' s foreign affairs; there would be no transfers of power
without the governor's approval; the buurba would not give refuge
to any French enemy; and Jolof would send troops, when requested,
to the governor. 28 This treaty, signed on 3 June, was ratified
in Paris on 25 August.
Dodds's troops constructed a fort in Yah-Yan. When it was
completed, he returned to Saint Louis, leaving a squadron of
spahis as a garrison. 29 Jolof ' s independence had ended.
Albuuri in Exile
With French troops in Yah-Yan, Albuuri Njay could not at-
tack Samba Lawbe. And he would not submit to the French in order
to return home. Most of the several hundred other exiles in Bos-
25Abdul Bokar to Administrator of Salde, 18 June 1890, ANS, 13G 154;
Robinson, Chiefs and Clerics, 154.
26"Rapport du Colonel Dodds...," ANSOM, Senegal IV, 101.
^Governor to Undersecretary of State, 6 June 1890, ANS, 2B 77.
28There is a copy of the French text of the treaty in the Archives de
la Ministere des Affaires e'trangeres (Paris)
,
M&noires et documents, Afrique,
tome 123.
29"Rapport du Colonel Dodds...," ANSOM, Senegal IV, 101; Governor to
Undersecretary of State, 16 June 1890, ANS, 2B 77. Ruins of the fort, called
the Chateau de Faidherbe, are still visible today.
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sea, on the other hand, had left Jolof at his insistence or sim-
ply to avoid the French attack, and they expected to return. Jo-
lof was peaceful, and Samba Lawbe accepted those who returned;
they began to go home. Albuuri at first pursued those who tried
to leave and even killed some, but, when his tuube
,
Mbaba Ngwii,
led away a group of one hundred and two Jolof-Jolof, the buurba
could do nothing. 30
As the exiles returned home, the chiefs of central Fuuta,
faced with threats of French reprisals, united to insist that Ab-
dul Bokar drive out Albuuri. Unable to dissuade them, Abdul moved
with Albuuri across the Senegal River to the town of Kaedi. In
July the French navy bombarded Kaedi to punish the town and to
weaken the position of the exiles. Much of the town was des-
troyed, and at least thirty people were killed. 31
The attack on Kaedi was a turning point for the Jolof ex-
iles. Albuuri decided to go to Noro to give Amadu his assistance
against the French. Most of his followers returned to Jolof.
Fuuta Tooro was by then aware that Segu had fallen to the French.
Albuuri' s cousin, Albuuri Penda Mboyo, was the only person who
dared tell the buurba that the exiles, with him or without him,
were going back to Jolof. The buurba replied that he would go
eastward nonetheless . 32 with about forty cavalry and his family,
Albuuri arrived in Noro in October. 33
Albuuri Penda wrote to the French commander at Salde in-
forming him of his own plans.
We left our country to follow Albuuri Njay,
and we sojourned in this country [Fuuta
Tooro]. Albuuri Njay wanted to lead us to
Noro where he went, but we did not want to
go. Now we are asking your authorization
to let us return to our country. 34
He then went to Salde with Amadu Maxureja, one of Lat
Joor's brothers, to arrange terms for the return. If the Salde
commander had been expecting a humble submission, he was sur-
30Administrator of Salde to Director of Political Affairs, 6 July 1890,
ANS, 13G 154; interview with Sakoki Guisse, Lingeer, 23 July 1970.
31commander of the Cigale to Commander of the Marine, 30 July 1890,
ANS, 13G 156; Governor to Undersecretary of State, 5 August 1890, ANS, 2B 77;
Robinson, Chiefs and Clerics, 154-155. Ouali Ndao described the horror of the
surprise attack in Charles, "Ouali N'Dao," 376-377.
32interviews with Amadou Allasane Ndiaye, Kad Balloji, 20 July 1970,
and Mayebe Fall, Yah-Yah, 18 August 1970.
33commander of Bakel, "Rapport politique," 1 September and 28 October
1890, ANS, 13G 190.
34Albuuri Penda to the Administrator of Salde, translation dated 24 Au-
gust 1890, ANS, 13G 156.
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prised, for he wrote, "Albuuri Penda and Amadu Maxureja entered
Salde like victors, armed with loaded rifles — each man had two
—
,
griots singing their praises in front of the gate, etc. "35
The commander disarmed them and turned them over to Ibra Almaami
.
Ouali Ndao, who was with this group, said they returned to Jolof
when the millet was ripe, in September or October. 36
Albuuri Njay arrived in Noro shortly before the major
French campaign against the caliphate began, and, according to
Colonel Archinard, he was Amadu' s most important military leader
in the resistance . 37 After Noro ' s fall, Albuuri convinced Amadu
to resist and not to surrender, and he led the caliph's army in a
battle outside Noro in January 1891. Here under a ji/zad flag Al-
buuri waged the war he had refused to undertake in Jolof, and,
although his men were forced to retreat, they inflicted heavy
losses on the enemy. 38
After this battle many of the emigrants wanted to return to
Senegal, and Albuuri led back several thousand of them. They ap-
proached Fuuta Tooro as Colonel Dodds was completing its conquest
and the elimination of Abdul Bokar. After receiving the submis-
sion of the Fuuta chiefs, Dodds intercepted the returnees. In
the ensuing battle Albuuri ' s family and his sons, Buuna and Sidi,
were captured, but he escaped into what is now Mauritania with a
small group of followers. He joined Abdul Bokar, who had already
taken refuge there. 39 in Mauritania, Albuuri and Abdul deliber-
ated between submitting to the French and joining Amadu. In July
1891 Albuuri decided to go east. Abdul, still undecided, was
killed in August by a band of Moors. 40
Albuuri rejoined Amadu, and with a few warriors they began
a slow journey eastward. They attempted in several places to
build a new Muslim state, but French troops were bringing the
Western and Central Sudan under their own control. The allies
35Administrator of Salde to Governor, 20 August 1890, ANS
,
13G 156.
36Charles, "Ouali N'Dao," 379.
37Louis Archinard, Rapport du Lieutenant-Colonel d' artillerie de marine
Archinard, Commandant superieur du Soudan frangais , sur la campagne , 1890-91
(Paris, 1891), 55-58. Years later Archinard met Albuuri's son Buuna and
praised his father's military skills. Interview with Alboury Bouna Ndiaye,
Lingeer, 27 April 1970.
38Archinard, Rapport, 79-83. Background and analysis of the conquest
of Noro are discussed by A.S. Kanya-Forstner , "Mali-Tukolor , " in Michael Crow-
der, ed.. West African Resistance (New York, 1971), 53-79; a description of
the end of the caliphate is in Oloruntimehin
,
Segu Tukulor Empire, 275ff.
39colonel Alfred Dodds, "Rapport sur les operations de la colonne du
Fouta du 2 janvier au 29 mars 1891," 6 May 1891, ANSOM, Senegal IV, 69; Gov-
ernor to Undersecretary of State, May, 1891, ANS, 2B 78; Robinson, Chiefs and
Clerics, 156-157.
40Governor to Undersecretary of State, 20 June and 5 September 1891,
ANS, 2B 77. Abdul's son and brother surrendered at this time, and Robinson
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remained near Jenne until its capture in 1893. They went into
Niger, spending several years near Dori in alliance with various
Fuulbe leaders. In May 1897 the French occupied Say, and the two
men moved toward the still-independent Sokoto Caliphate. Ama-
du reached Sokoto and died there in 1898, but Albuuri stopped
near Dosso and remained there until killed in battle in 1901.41
Albuuri ' s death was reported by the French commander at
Dosso
,
A Juula...has confirmed Albuuri' s death.
Four Fuulbe showed him the spot where he was
killed, and he recognized the gvi-gvis which
Albuuri had worn around his neck and waist
since the time he was in Jolof...He assures
me that the arm which was presented to me . .
.
was Albuuri' s. 42
Memories of Albuuri still exist in Niger, and a river, the
Alibori, bears his name.
When I asked members of Albuuri 's family if anyone in Jolof
had heard from him after his departure, they replied that there
had been rumors but never any direct word. A wife who had accom-
panied him returned to Jolof after his death, and she said that
Albuuri had missed his country and his son Buuna.43
Albuuri began his exile in 1891 with his alternatives ex-
hausted. Negotiations with the French had made it clear that he
could not return to Jolof even as a simple French subject. The
only assurance he received was that his life would be spared. 44
Before any further terms of surrender could be discussed, Abdul
Bokar was murdered, and Albuuri knew that he too could become a
victim of the hostile Moorish tribes.
thinks Abdul was also near surrender: Robinson, Chiefs and Clerics, 158-159.
4lFor Albuuri' s long journey see Yves Urvoy, Histoire des populations
du Soudan central (Paris, 1938), 110-117, and Vincent Monteil, "Le Dyolof et
Al-Bouri Ndiaye," in Esquisses senegalaises (Dakar, 1966), 152-156.
42copie du registre, no. 2, 20 January 1902, Archives nationales du
Niger (reproduced in the Fonds Vincent Monteil, IFAN, Dakar)
.
43interviews with Alboury Bouna Ndiaye and Mansour Bouna Ndiaye, Lin-
geer, 27 April and 7 July 1970. The wife died in 1964: Oumar Ndiaye, "Le
Djoloff et ses Bourbas," BIFAN, b, XXVIII (1966), 995.
44The governor planned to send him and Abdul Bokar to Gabon as prison-
ers, as he did Abdul's brother and son. Governor to Undersecretary of State,
5 September 1891, ANS, 2B 77.
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The ex-buurba was aware that the Segu Caliphate had met the
fate of his own kingdom, but he preferred exile with Amadu to
surrender to the French. Islam must surely have been a factor in
his final decision, for it had led him to prepare for emigration
and assistance to Amadu in 1890. Albuuri was one of the few
African leaders to see beyond his own boundaries, to ally with
others to resist European imperialism; he did so from an Islamic
perspective. He would submit to Amadu in order to live under
Muslim rule, and it was as a devout Muslim that he journeyed
across the Sudan toward the Sokoto Caliphate, the strongest Is-
lamic entity in West Africa.
CONCLUSION
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, Jolof was a
minor power, but, by 1890, its ruler had become the leader of the
anti-French coalition in Senegambia. 1 This ruler, among the most
dynamic and innovative in Jolof 's history, closed a century of
succession crisis and civil strife, military defeat by two Is-
lamic leaders, and a four-year occupation by jihadist forces.
These political changes accompanied social and economic change,
and Jolof in 1890 was very different from what it had been a cen-
tury earlier.
Two striking characteristics marked Jolof' s political sys-
tem at the beginning of the nineteenth century : remarkable con-
tinuity and intrinsic weakness. Its continuity was that of the
Njay lineage, for patrilineal descendants of Njajan Njay, founder
of the empire, had provided all of Jolof' s legitimate buurbas for
over five hundred years. Through strong and weak buurbas, short
and long reigns, the political system had remained intact and
fundamentally unchanged. The method of succession to high office
and the autonomy of Jolof 's powerful kangaams kept the central
government weak. The system did, however, generally operate sat-
isfactorily, as Jolof 's longevity as an independent state indi-
cates.
In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Jolof 's decen-
tralization was not a serious threat to its survival. In the
nineteenth century, however, its government, faced with new for-
ces rising in Senegambia, could not respond effectively. The
most serious menaces to Jolof 's existence were militant Islam and
French imperialism, but the fragility of the kingdom's political
system was evident even before it confronted these new dangers.
Jolof 's weakness was accentuated by its isolation and its
small population. As Senegambia 's external trade grew, neighbor-
ing peoples profited, but Jolof 's participation in trade remained
insignificant. Jolof 's decline began in the sixteenth century as
its empire dissolved; it continued at a slow but regular pace
thereafter. Kajoor, larger in population and closer to the At-
lantic trade, became the strongest of the Wolof states, and the
Trarza Moors, wealthy in their control of the gum trade, were by
the beginning of the nineteenth century collecting tribute from
the Wolof states. Jolof had gum forests, but Trarza hegemony and
Jolof 's distance from French markets left it unable to compete
iThis was the so-called "Tijani League." See above, p. 117.
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with Mauritanian suppliers. The Trarza demonstrated their domi-
nance in the 1840s; disputes over tribute payment brought fre-
quent Moorish raids into a Jolof which could not protect its sub-
jects .
The succession crisis and internecine fighting of the 1850s
and early 1860s strained more deeply the political system. Six
buurbas were killed in five years, and the Jolof kangaams
,
domi-
nant in the first half of the century, submitted to a man not
even a titleholder, Tanor Faatim Jen. With his illegal rule the
kangaams lost all control. Although the old political order re-
emerged with Tanor' s death in 1864, its stability was quickly
shaken by two jihads.
Jolof' s badolo population played no direct role in the civ-
il strife which preceded and surrounded Tanor Jen in Jolof, but
the peasants suffered aeddo raiding and general insecurity in the
country. Nearly all references to Jolof between 1850 and 1864
describe this insecurity, which caused the relocation of entire
villages. 2 Tanor and his successor, Bakantam Xadi
,
did not con-
trol their oeddos ; Ma Ba complained that they were pillaging the
property of Muslims, and they undoubtedly raided non-marabout
villages as well.
After Tanor ' s death, Jolof 's kangaams sought to resurrect
their earlier policies. They confirmed Bakantam Xadi as buurba
despite his ineffective leadership. In 1865 Jolof was defeated
by Ma Ba, and Bakantam returned to power in the following year
only to succumb to Shaikh Amadu Ba in 1870. Accomodating himself
to his new master, Bakantam remained in Jolof until his death in
1871. His reign reflects the weakness of the central government.
Albuuri Njay took power in 1875 with a unique opportunity
to change Jolof 's government. He entered the country a victor,
having participated in the destruction of Shaikh Amadu and his
movement. He had no immediate opposition, for the kangaams who
had joined Amadu had been killed or discredited. His rivals were
in exile. Albuuri became the strongest buurba of the nineteenth
century, increasing his own power and the power of the central
government. Whether his changes would have survived him, whether
strong, centralized government would have endured is unknown, for
Albuuri was Jolof 's last independent ruler.
Jolof 's political system was in shambles, but Albuuri real-
ized that Jolof 's kangaams would reassert themselves if given an
^See, for example. Commander of Merinaghen to Director of Indigenous
Affairs, 7 May 1859 and 31 January 1863, ANS, 13G 88.
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opportunity. He was a young and inexperienced leader, and the
nobility demanded the weak central government of preceding de-
cades. He fought for greater control of the government, and he
sought independence from his kangaams . With astute manipulation
of traditional tactics, he appointed members of his branch of the
royal family (Ker Biram Penda) to major and minor posts, made
marriage alliances with important families, and won the loyalty
of a personal military force, the royal slave guard.
Albuuri also established and maintained good relations with
the other Senegambian powers and with the French at Saint Louis.
He provided direct assistance to his African allies, and they re-
ciprocated. Lat Joor of Kajoor therefore came to his aid when he
was attacked in 1881, and Abdul Bokar gave him refuge in Fuuta
Tooro in 1890. Relations with Saint Louis were more distant, but
the French did on occasion support the buurbaz in 1880 they
forced Albuuri 's rivals from the Waalo-Jolof border area.
Albuuri exceeded customary methods in increasing his power.
He gave to his uncle the formal title of buurba to quiet criti-
cism that he was himself too young to rule. He gave responsible
political and military roles to his cousins. Samba Lawbe Penda
and Albuuri Penda Mboyo, who held no titles and were not an offi-
cial part of the government. As princes in their own right,
these cousins did not entirely depend upon Albuuri for their
authority in Jolof, but their important roles indicated a new
separation of de facto power from formal titleholding.
Albuuri also created a new military force to supplement the
royal slave guard by maintaining vassals outside Jolof. These
warriors
,
many of whom had served Lat Joor or Samba Lawbe Fal in
Kajoor, accepted horses from Albuuri and would fight when called.
The buurba 's dependence upon the military assistance of his kan-
gaams declined. The vassals and the royal slave guard might la-
ter have become a regular, paid army, finally eliminating the
kangaam military role.
Albuuri also ruled with the support of a group hostile
since the 1860s to the legitimate political authority, the mara-
bouts. As a Muslim ruler, he brought unity to Jolof. His good
relations with influential marabouts increased his power. His
own religious beliefs and Jolof' s changed attitude toward Islam
made both possible.
Jihad in eighteenth and nineteenth-century West Africa was
generally directed against rulers calling themselves Muslim but
lax in their observance of Islam and hence suspect to the cler-
ics. Even al-Hajj Umar, whose jihad state lay outside Fuuta
Tooro, claimed that Fuuta' s leaders were not true Muslims and
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thus appealed to his fellow Futankoobe to join his Islamic
state. 3 The two jihads which affected nineteenth-century Jolof
were similar; their leaders insisted that the buurba actively
practice and support what had been only nominal Islam.
Jolof' s marabouts did not enjoy the leverage of the mara-
bouts of Kajoor, who controlled a political base in the province
of Njambur. They were, however, conscious that the position of
Islam in Jolof was not that of an Islamic state, and they sup-
ported Ma Ba. In his brief occupation of Jolof, Ma Ba began to
change the religious situation, but the process could not con-
tinue without him. He realized that Jolof would return to secu-
lar rule with his departure and suggested local marabouts follow
him to Rip.
Shaikh Amadu Ba, unlike Ma Ba, was able to consolidate con-
trol over Jolof, and he ruled the country for more than four
years. In this time he undertook significant religious change.
Islam in Jolof ceased to be the religion of the minority mara-
bouts; its values and practices became shared by the population
as a whole. 4 Albuuri Njay completed this process of Islamiza-
tion. He was a Muslim buurba; he enforced observance of Islamic
practices; and he supported the marabouts .
Militant Islam had been a threat to Jolof' s ruling class.
The jihadists wanted to go beyond proselytism; they wanted to
control the kingdom's political system. In this Shaikh Amadu
succeeded. Albuuri, however, resolved the dichotomy between
chiefs and clerics. He ruled as a practicing Muslim and a legi-
timate buurba. His personal faith, his leadership abilities, and
the religious change which had already occurred supported his
position.
Albuuri insisted that his titleholders and oeddos practice
Islam, and they complied. If there were marabouts who thought
the buurba insufficiently devout, if there were titleholders who
thought his Islamization too severe, they were able to gain the
support of few influential people. Islam ceased to be a source
of division in the Jolof state and became a force for unity
during the reign of Albuuri Njay. This unity brought to Jolof a
prominence it had not enjoyed for more than a century and enabled
it to play a major role in Senegambia's resistance to French im-
3David Robinson, Chiefs and Clerics, Abdul Bokar Kan and Futa Toro
1853-1891 (Oxford, 1975), 37-38.
4 1 have discussed this process in more detail elsewhere; see Eunice
A. Charles, "Shaikh Amadu Ba and Jihad in Jolof," International Journal of
African Historical Studies, VIII (1975), 367-382.
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perialism.
Militant Islam was only one of the forces threatening the
existing socio-political order in nineteenth-century Jolof. An-
other was militant French expansion. Although his kingdom final-
ly succumbed, Albuuri Njay resisted French imperialism and sup-
ported other states in their resistance.
An uneven pattern of Franco-Jolof relations culminated in
the occupation of Jolof in 1890. For most of the nineteenth cen-
tury, the French had little contact with Jolof, a situation which
governors in Saint Louis and kings in Jolof lamented but could
not change. Ironically, the French indirectly protected Jolof'
s
existence in the nineteenth century as they advanced their inter-
ests elsewhere.
In 1855 Louis Faidherbe opened his Trarza wars, and the
pressure of Moorish raids ceased. The Trarza threat to Jolof'
s
sovereignty ended permanently in 1858 when the Moors were de-
feated by France. In 1865 the French, more worried that Ma Ba
might bring his jihad to Kajoor and Fuuta Tooro than with his at-
tack on Jolof, prepared an expedition against him. Ma Ba had al-
ready left Jolof, but the French attack in Rip insured that he
would not return. When Shaikh Amadu conquered Jolof the French
did not attempt to drive him out, but they did counter his suc-
cesses in Fuuta Tooro. When his jihad appeared to threaten them
directly, they aided Lat Joor and his allies against Amadu. The
Franco-Kajoor victory over Amadu 's Tijanis returned Jolof 's legi-
timate government to power; without this victory, the shaikh
might have controlled the kingdom years longer.
Such French assistance to Jolof 's rulers does not, however,
signal a military or political alliance. The French acted to
protect their trading and other interests in Waalo, Kajoor, and
Fuuta Tooro, and Jolof benefited. Jolof remained of little di-
rect concern to the French until the 1880s, when new motives re-
arranged European-African relationships in Senegambia and in all
of Africa.
The earlier French desire to maintain profitable commercial
relations with African governments grew into a desire to control
African territory and rule African peoples. Superior technology
and resources greater than those of any individual African state
enabled the French and other European powers to realize their im-
perialistic aims. The colonial era began. 5 The Kajoor railroad
5see John D. Hargreaves, "The European Partition of West Africa," in
History of West Africa, II, eds. J.F.A. Ajayi and Michael Crowder (New York,
1973), 402-423, for a succinct analysis of European imperialism in West Africa.
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symbolized this change in Senegal, and Albuuri Njay's assistance
to Lat Joor in opposing the railroad opened Jolof's resistance.
The buurba used several weapons in his seven-year struggle
with France. His diplomatic skills surpassed those of Saint
Louis and enabled him to challenge and then conciliate his adver-
saries. The unity he had brought to Jolof and his consolidation
of authority limited the opposition of his kangaams to his poli-
cies. His religion enabled alliances with other Muslim rulers in
Senegambia. Finally, even Jolof's geographic location, long dis-
advantageous, became an asset in its resistance.
Albuuri' s abilities and his resources were in the end in-
sufficient, but it was never obvious that French troops would oc-
cupy Jolof. In the 1880s the buurba had carefully balanced Jo-
lof's interests against the realization that some accomodation
with the French was necessary. He supported Lat Joor in Kajoor
and Saer Mati in Rip, but he also signed two peace treaties with
Saint Louis. His victory over Kajoor in 1886 and his subsequent
restraint won praise from French governors. The indemnity he re-
ceived allowed him to better equip his army. A few decades
earlier his diplomacy might have worked, but in the European
scramble for Africa larger, stronger states were no more success-
ful than Jolof in maintaining their independence .
6
Albuuri strengthened his kingdom internally through changes
in the political system; he strengthened it militarily through a
stronger armed force; and he strengthened it diplomatically
through alliance with other Senegambian leaders. These strengths
could not, he knew, withstand French technological superiority.
In the deaths of Samba Lawbe Fal and Lat Joor in Kajoor, he
learned that the French would not govern through existing rulers
without their complete subordination, and he saw in the Rip cam-
paign of 1887 what French military superiority could do.
Realizing that France could conquer Jolof and that he could
not exist under French rule, Albuuri did not fight in Jolof. He
accepted as a last resort a religious solution, emigration to the
Segu Caliphate. But the caliphate's independence scarcely out-
lasted that of Jolof. In Mali, Albuuri fought the battle he had
avoided in Senegal; in defeat he began his long exile to the east.
Albuuri envisioned the emigration of the people of, Jolof or,
at the least, the assistance of his followers and titleholders
,
^Asante, for example, had far greater resources than Jolof. Its leaders
hoped to retain its sovereignty through negotiation and concession, but they
too failed. See Ivor Wilks, Asante in the Nineteenth Century (Cambridge,
1975)
,
637ff
.
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but he found that most of his countrymen preferred to remain in
Jolof. His departure became an exile. When Shaikh Amadu had
conquered Jolof, most of its kangaams stayed to adjust to the new
situation. Nearly all Jolof-Jolof did the same in 1890. They
remained to live as they could under colonial rule. Their resil-
ience, aptly termed "the politics of survival, "7 is in its way as
impressive as their buurba’s emigration.
?The phrase is J.F.A. Ajayi's; see his article, "The Continuity of
African Institutions under Colonialism," in Emerging Themes of African History,
ed. T.O. Ranger (Nairobi, 1968) , 189-200.
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I: THE KINGS OF JOLOFl
Rulers of the Jolof Empire (no length of reign given)
Njajan Njay
Sare Njajan
Jigelaan
Cuukali
Layti Cuukali
Jelen Mbay Layti
Biram Njeme Elar
Tasi Daagulen
Biram Kuura Kan
Bukare Bige
Biram Njeme Kumba
Lele Fuuli Fak
Rulers of the Jolof Kingdom Length of Reign Family
Giraan Buuri Jelen 40
Biram Penda Tabara 30
Biram Mba Kure 30
Bakar Penda Xole 30
Bakantam Gan 6
Albuuri Jaxer 22
Birayamb Majigen 33
Lat Kodu Majigen 8
Bakantam Buuri Nebu 2
Mba Kompas 34
Mba Buuri Nebu 33
Birayamb Kumba Gey 45
Albuuri Tam 13
Bakar Kodu Bige 2
Birayamb Aram Xureja 2
Biram Penda Kumba Ngwii 30
Mban Pate Kumba Ngwii 15
Lat Kodu Majigen 7
Albuuri Peya Biram 7
Bakantam Yago 2
Tanor Faatim Jen 2
Birayamb Majigen 5
Bakantam Xadi 13
Albuuri Njay 15
Samba Lawbe Penda 5
Buuna Njay 40
years Ker Giraan
years Ker Lat Samba
years Ker Giraan
years Ker Giraan
years Ker Giraan
years Ker Lat Samba
years Ker Lat Samba
years Ker Lat Samba
years Neg Buuri Nebu
years Ker Giraan
years Neg Buuri Nebu
days Neg Buuri Nebu
years Ker Biram Penda
years Neg Buuri Nebu
years Neg Buuri Nebu
days Neg Buuri Nebu
days Neg Buuri Nebu
months Neg Buuri Nebu
months Ker Biram Penda
years Neg Buuri Nebu
years '
years Neg Buuri Nebu
years Neg Buuri Nebu
years Ker Biram Penda
years Ker Biram Penda
years Ker Biram Penda
lFrom Oumar Leyti Ndiaye, "Le Djoloff et ses Bourbas," BIFAN, B,
XXVIII (1966), 971, 1001.
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II: A POEM CELEBRATING ALBUURI NJAY'S VICTORY OVER BARA BA
[The author, Ma Jaxate Kala (d. 1902), was Lat Joor's qadi and chief scribe.
He apparently went to Jolof with Lat Joor in 1882 and remained there until Lat
Joor's death in 1886. He then returned to Kajoor and eventually went to Saint
Louis. For a biographical sketch of Ma Jaxate Kala, see pp. 259-262 of Amar
Samb's book, Essai sur la contribution du Senegal a la litterature d' expres-
sion arabe (Dakar, 1972) . Ma Jaxate Kala wrote many poems in Arabic; there is
a copy of this one in the Fonds Vincent Monteil, IFAN, Dakar. There is no in-
dication of when the poem was written, but it was most likely when Ma Jaxate
Kala was living in Jolof. I have prepared this translation from the French
translation made from the original Arabic by Amar Samb and found in the book
noted above, pp. 273-274. Professor Samb did not, however, translate the in-
troductory paragraph.]
In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful,
This poem is by Xaadi [wolof for qadil Ma Jaxate Kala, who has always obeyed
God, on Albuuri Njay, prince of Jolof, and it is about a battle between him
and Bara Ba at the village of Yah-Yan which the Tijanis had attacked. It
says:
I forbade access to the tata at Yari-Yah to the Tijanis,
shouting, "My residence will not be profaned by criminals!"
But having eyes that are blind and ears that are deaf
they mocked my interdiction.
For their victories at Kokki, Saw, and Tiowan intoxicated
them.
Here in the fortress they found the lion in the bush, his
claws unsheathed, ready to measure his strength against
his rivals.
They surprised the lion [who was] in his den at Mboynan,
but he terrified them with a single roar.
He quickly pounced on them as a hawk swoops down on a
flock of sparrows perched on a branch.
He bounded and over and over again plunged his claws —
claws which were like well-tempered swords — deep into
the enemies' hearts.
He charged and charged repeatedly, and each time he left
some covered with blood, others struck down, faces in the
dirt, and the survivors thrown in chains.
Hyenas and vultures visited the dead, and after they had
left not even the entrails remained.
Know that all this was done by the claws dyed in blood
as if they were hands dipped in henna.
The enemy steeds were white as snow when they charged
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after simulating flight, but when they returned home
their robes were a deep red.
You would have thought that the warriors' tunics,
riddled with bullet holes, were garments eaten by
very big insects.
Most of the enemy died, and those who escaped left
the fortress with great difficulty and made for the
pond.
Abandoning the tata defended by the lion, they ran
toward the wells, but they could not get close enough
to drink.
Indeed, those who ran toward the pond were fooled!
Did they quench their thirst?
No, they only got a mouthful before the lion on his
steed loomed up followed by a long line of riders.
With great difficulty the enemy warriors turned and
fled toward Waxox where they built a fortress.
They angered Albuuri, the son of those who refuse op-
pression, and the one who jumps into the thick of bat-
tle every time.
So he put himself at the head of an army of champions,
men who had never yielded in battle, no matter how
large or small their numbers.
These champions swore an oath of loyalty to him, for
they were men who would never allow themselves to be
frightened by the enemy. Here is their solemn oath:
"Tomorrow with no concern for their fortresses and
their citadels, we will go and bring their tata down on
top of them!"
Barefoot or wearing sandals, these champions left on
their chargers, breathing fire and sword. Oh! What hand-
some cavaliers!
When they reached the enemy their bullets crackled in
a cloud of powder, like the din of thunder in a pouring
rain.
I questioned one of those who escaped from the enemy
army which had been torn to bits, and he said,
"No one of us was able to escape. We were in the
tata when a wild beast pounced on us and he spared no
one, neither young nor old."
I explained to him that these noble traits had been
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transmitted from father to son in his family from
time immemorial.
What an excellent cavalier Albuuri is, he fulfills
all our hopes, and no one will ever doubt his valor.
Prince of champions, the most generous sovereign
without competition, he is the anger of his enemies
and the scourge of the pretentious.
First in everything, from his youth he chose the
path of dignity, and no two people have ever dis-
agreed on his sublime qualities.
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Ills THE 1885 FRANCO-JOLOF TREATY1
Peace Treaty Between France and Jolof
18 April 1885
Albuuri Njay, bearing witness to his complete repentance for the acts
of brigandage which in 1883 broke the ties of friendship which had united Jo-
lof and France, entreats the Governor of Senegal and Dependencies to accept
his submission and to sign with him a convention designed to definitively
regulate future relations between the two countries.
Governor Seignac-Lesseps
,
desiring to end the brigandage which desolates
Jolof and neighboring states and which infringes on trade, and, moreover, dis-
playing his indulgence, agrees to forget the king of Jolof' s wrongs against
France and gives full power to his representative, Victor Ballot, Political
Affairs Director, to conclude with this chief the following treaty:
Article 1
Buurba Jolof Albuuri Njay declares in his name and in the name of his
successors that his country and subjects are placed under the protection and
suzerainty of France.
Article 2
The French government recognizes Albuuri Njay as king of Jolof and pro-
mises him aid and protection on condition that he not undertake any war or ex-
pedition without first consulting the governor of Senegal.
Article 3
Since the presence of armed men creates a bad effect on peaceful popula-
tions, Albuuri Njay, to prevent Jolof from being viewed as a refuge for ban-
dits, commits himself to drive from his country on order from the governor any
individual who takes refuge there with the purpose of harming the security of
the inhabitants of the banlieue of Saint Louis, Njambur, Kajoor, or Bawol.
For his part, the governor agrees to refuse asylum in the annexed coun-
tries to the buurba'
s
enemies and rebellious subjects and to punish most se-
verely any French subjects or inhabitants of Njambur who pillage in Jolof.
Article 4
Commerce will be conducted freely throughout Jolof and with complete
equality between French subjects and all indigenous peoples under French pro-
tection .
!The French and Arabic texts of this treaty were published in the MSD,
1555 (5 May 1885), 103-105.
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The buurba agrees not to impede commercial transactions in any way, nor
to interrupt communications and to use his authority to protect trade, encour-
age the export of crops and livestock, and develop agriculture in his country.
Article 5
All crops and livestock from Jolof to our escales and trading posts will
pay only a 3% export tax to the buurba.
Article 6
Should the French government decide to link the Dakar-Saint Louis rail-
road line to the Bakel escale by a railroad which would cross Jolof and the
Ferlo, the buurba agrees to give all possible assistance for the construction
of this railroad.
He would further provide laborers as needed to dig wells along the way
of this railroad line which would belong entirely to France.
A future treaty will determine the amount of compensation to be paid to
the buurba for land and workers' salaries.
Article 7
To prove to the governor that he has repented and as a pledge of his
good future intentions, the buurba agrees to entrust his oldest son to him.
The French government agrees to raise this young prince in Saint Louis and to
give him sufficient education to permit him one day to wisely rule in Jolof.
Article 8
Since no previous treaties have been made between France and Jolof, the
present one, to be submitted to the Department, will serve as the basis of re-
lations between the two countries.
Made and signed in the Mbafar desert at the Megnele tamarind, 18 April
1885.
Signed
:
Victor Ballot
Albuuri Njay
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IV: THE 1889 FRANCO-JOLOF TREATY1
Treaty with Jolof
12 July 1889
In the name of the French Republic,
Between Monsieur Cldment-Thomas , Chevalier of the Legion of Honor, Gov-
ernor of Senegal and Dependencies, and
Albuuri Njay, King of Jolof
the following treaty was concluded:
Article 1
The buurba Jolof, Albuuri Njay, declares in his name and the name of his
successors that his kingdom is placed under a French protectorate.
Article 2
The French government recognizes Albuuri Njay as king of Jolof and pro-
mises him aid and protection with the formal reservation that he will not un-
dertake any war or expedition without having first consulted the governor of
Senegal
.
Article 3
Nothing is changed regarding the customs, practices, and institutions of
Jolof. The present chiefs retain their previous rights and privileges. The
buurba agrees to administer his country justly, to protect peaceful people who
work, in short to do everything to assure peace and prosperity in his kingdom.
Article 4
Commerce is free throughout Jolof with complete equality between French
subjects and natives. The king will see that traders and their goods are re-
spected. He agrees to never intercept communications and to use his authority
to encourage the export of crops and livestock and develop agriculture. In
return he may levy a 3% tax on agricultural products traded and a grazing tax
of 1/50 on the herds of foreign Fuulbe in his country. The 3% tax will be
collected at Njan, Kokki, Mpal, Sakai, and Luuga but only from Jolof-Jolof and
Moors.
Article 5
All differences between natives will continue to be judged by the coun-
try's traditional laws. Any civil or commercial dispute between a native and
a French subject will be judged by the buurba with the right of appeal to the
governor
.
1There is a printed copy of the French text of this treaty in ANSOM,
Senegal IV, 101.
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Article 6
Since the buurba has stated that he wishes to receive only his friends,
the French, in his country, no European may establish himself in Jolof, nor
build, trade, or undertake any kind of work if he is not French born or natur-
alized. Moreover, to show his respect for the French government, Albuuri Njay
agrees to receive any French person in his kingdom who has a special authoriz-
ation from the government of Senegal.
Article 7
If Albuuri Njay should be unjustly attacked, the French government will
come to his assistance if requested. In return the buurba agrees to send
troops as he is able to join French or allied forces if the governor should
fight against any of the kings or chiefs of Senegal. These Jolof contingents
will be placed under the French commander.
Article 8
The French government, to prove its affection for Albuuri and recog-
nizing that he is legitimately owed the sum of 5000 francs by the dameel
,
Sam-
ba Lawbe Fal, this sum being the remainder of war reparations agreed to by the
dameel and guaranteed by the French government, and considering that after Da-
meel Samba's death, France reannexed Kajoor, agrees to remit the abovemen-
tioned sum of 5000 francs thusly: 1000 francs in September and 1000 francs in
December, 1889; 1000 francs in July and 1000 francs in October, 1890; and 1000
francs in July, 1891.
Article 9
This treaty will go into effect when the governor of Senegal has ap-
proved it.
Saint Louis, 12 July 1889.
Albuuri Njay to the Governor:
The following Jolof notables signed this treaty:
Jaraaf Jure
Fara Waxox
Jaraaf Satie
Jamo
Buumi
Fara Baxal
Albuuri Penda
Tuube
Amadu Maxureja
Mahibe Joop
Amar Nan
Bergel
The notables who signed this treaty did so in my presence. I accept the
treaty; the buurba has been informed that it is now operative.
signed: Clement-ThomasSaint Louis, 5 September 1889
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V: THE 1890 FRANCO-JOLOF TREATY1
Treaty with Jolof
3 June 1890
Between Colonel Alfred Dodds, Supreme Military Commander, commander of
the expeditionary column to Jolof, officer in the Legion of Honor, represent-
ing the Governor of Senegal and Dependencies, Monsieur Clement-Thomas
,
che-
valier of the Legion of Honor, through the powers which have been granted to
us on the one part
And Samba Lawbe Penda Sanguule Njay assisted by his principle notables
on the other part
The following treaty has been concluded:
Article 1
The kingdom of Jolof is placed under French protection and suzerainty.
It is governed by a king who continues to have the title of buurba. Power
will be transmitted upon presentation by the notables of a candidate chosen
from among the members of the ruling family. The governor reserves the right
to reject this candidate if he is hostile to the ideas of progress and justice
which must guide all princes and chiefs allied to France.
Article 2
The election of Samba Lawbe Penda Sanguule Njay, freely chosen to exer-
cise power by the country's notables assembled in Yan-Yari on 29 May 1890, is
ratified by the governor of Senegal who recognizes Samba Lawbe Penda as king
of Jolof.
Article 3
Nothing is changed regarding the customs, practices, or institutions of
the country. The buurba will govern all internal affairs of his kingdom ac-
cording to existing law. All differences between natives will continue to be
judged by local chiefs according to custom. But if a civil or commercial dis-
pute arises between a native and a French subject, it will be judged by the
buurba with the right of appeal to the governor whose decision will either
confirm or annul the previous judgment.
Article 4
Any conflict between Jolof and a neighboring country will always be sub-
mitted to the governor of Senegal who alone will decide its outcome.
Article 5
The buurba and his janibuurs agree to administer their country justly, to
iThere is a handwritten copy of the French text of this treaty in the
Ministere des Affaires etrangeres (Paris), Afrique, tome 123.
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encourage agriculture, not to impose excessive taxes on the peasants, and to
protect people who work. Not only does the buurba agree to prevent anyone,
prince or chief, from pillaging villages, he also will supervise the recon-
struction of those which have been destroyed and the building of new popula-
tion centers. He will protect French traders wherever they may be in Jolof,
and they will always be able to trade freely. In short, he will do everything
in his power to assure and increase Jolof' s prosperity.
For his part, the governor of Senegal, as proof of the benevolence with
which he regards the buurba, authorizes him to appoint officials at the trad-
ing sites which will be created in Jolof; these officials will collect a tax
on agricultural products and livestock. This tax is not fixed herein, but in
no case shall it be higher than taxes levied on these same goods in neighbor-
ing countries.
Article 6
No one may establish himself in Jolof without the governor's authoriza-
tion. The buurba will never give asylum, aid, or support to persons who the
governor has informed him are guilty of crimes or misdemeanors, enemies of the
general peace, or adversaries of France. Following this commitment by the
buurba, Jolof' s territory is forbidden to Albuuri Njay and adventurers from
Jolof and other countries who have aided him in his depradations and who com-
pose his private army.
Article 7
No foreign armed men may cross Jolof to fight in any part of Senegambia
without the governor's permission. No expedition may be prepared or sent out
under any circumstances by the buurba without the governor's consent. If this
consent should be accorded, the governor will come to the buurba 's assistance
if necessary.
To reciprocate, the buurba agrees to place his troops at the governor's
disposal if requested to do so; they shall go wherever assigned and shall
serve as faithful and loyal allies.
Yari-Yan, 3 June 1890
Signed: A. Dodds Bakartam Fal, Jaraaf
Demba Sen, Jaraaf Satie
Bakar Kodu Joop, Jaraaf Ndoj
Bira Samba Fal, Farba Jure
Biram Pate, Prince of Jolof
Pate (?)
Layti Tam, Prince of Jolof
Demba War, Chief of Kajoor
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VI: NOTE ON SOURCES
This study of the Jolof kingdom is based on three types of sources: oral
accounts recently collected in Senegal; archival data; and contemporary and
other published material. The recently-collected material consists of oral
traditions which I recorded in 1970 and 1971. Nearly all my interviews were
conducted in the Jolof area and are in Wolof. Copies of the Wolof tapes and
written French translations are on deposit at the Institut Fondamental d'Afri-
que Noire (IFAN)
,
Dakar, and at the Oral Data Center of the African Studies
Association at the Archives of Traditional Music, Indiana University.
Oral traditions from the nineteenth century are numerous in Jolof, and
I was fortunate that the people who knew them were willing to share their
knowledge with me. The oral information I collected came primarily from two
types of individuals, descendants of important titleholders and griots
,
pro-
fessional praisesingers, genealogists, and musicians. Griots tended to know
traditions in more detail, while descendants of important families added the
dimension of personal involvement as they spoke about their fathers and grand-
fathers. Three Jolof-Jolof were especially knowledgeable about their coun-
try's history: Baba Lissa Ndiaye, the chief of Dahra, a major town in the Jolof
area; Alboury Thiobane, a blind griot ; and Ouali Ndao, a participant in Al-
buuri Njay's 1890 exile.
Some of Jolof 's oral traditions have been published. The most important
collection of them is found in Oumar Leyti Ndiaye 's annotated king list, "Le
Djoloff et ses Bourbas."! The author, a retired postal inspector, is a grand-
nephew of Albuuri Njay and a man with a great interest in Jolof 's history. He
based his article on information he gathered over many years.
The most important primary source on nineteenth-century Wolof social and
political institutions is the work of Yoro Jaw (ca. 1847-1919)
,
a canton chief
in French Waalo and an amateur historian and sociologist of his people. 2 Yoro
Jaw wrote several notebooks on the Wolof, but they were never published as a
whole and have since disappeared. Much of his work was edited and published
as articles by two Frenchmen, Henri Gaden and R. Rousseau (see Bibliography)
.
Although there are weaknesses in Jaw's writings, including his attempts at
times to please colonial officials, he made a great contribution to Senegalese
history, and nearly everyone who has written on the Wolof since has depended
to some extent on his information.
For most of the nineteenth century archival material on Jolof is sparse.
There were no French military posts, as there were in Fuuta Tooro for example,
to send regular reports to Saint Louis. Few Frenchmen visited the kingdom.
k)umar Leyti Ndiaye, "Le Djoloff et ses Bourbas," BIFAN, B, XXVIII
(1966), 966-1008.
2For information on Yoro Jaw's life and writings, see R. Rousseau, "Le
Se'negal d'autrefois: etude sur le Oualo," BCEHSAOF
,
XII (1929), 133-140, and
Eunice A. Charles, "Yoro Jaw and the Historiography of Senegal" (unpublished
paper read at the African Studies Association Annual Meeting, 1975)
.
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and, aside from a few scattered letters, there was no correspondence between
Jolof and Saint Louis until 1850. Information increases as the century pro-
gresses; the reign of Albuuri Njay is archivally the best-documented period
in Jolof' s history, with more correspondence, more reports on Jolof, and more
mention of the kingdom in reports from other parts of Senegal than earlier.
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ARCHIVES
Archives Nationales du S^n^gal (Dakar)
Archives Nationales de la France (Paris)
Archives Nationales de la France, Section Outre-Mer (Paris)
Archives de l'Armee, Section Outre-Mer (Paris)
Archives du Ministere des Affaires Etrangferes (Paris)
Archives du Minist&re de la Marine (Paris)
ORAL SOURCES
A. Taped interviews with written French translations, on deposit at the In-
stitut Fondamental d'Afrique Noire, Dakar, and at the Oral Data Center
of the African Studies Association at the Archives of Traditional Music,
Indiana University. Sessions in Wolof unless otherwise indicated. All
interviews took place in Senegal.
Ba, Abdou Boury; Tuubakuuta, 2 July 1970; in French. Chef d'arrondisse-
ment, a grandson of Maamur Ndari, Ma Ba's brother.
Ba, Samba Guedel, and Ba, Ndiaba, his son; Dahra, 28 April 1970; in Wo-
lof and Pulaar. Descendants of Fuulbe aardos in Jolof.
Dia, El Hadj Moussa; Mbelaxe, 18 August 1970. Imam of the Mbelaxe mos-
que and the grandson of Cerno Dara Ja.
Dieng, Sala; Buulel, 29 July 1970. Village chief and a grandson of Tan-
or Faatim Jen's brother.
Diouf, Abdou; Yah-Yah, 18 August 1970. Bom during the reign of Samba
Lawbe Penda (1890-1895)
.
Dioum, Matar Labba; Dahra, 30 July 1970. A griot
,
nephew of Leyti
Guisse, the son of Mbuldi, Albuuri Njay's griot.
Fall, Mayebe; Yah-Yah, 18 August 1970. Village chief, son of Albuuri
Njay's farba jure.
Faye, Biram Sane', and his sister, Faye, Ngouille; Dahra, 22 July 1971.
He was a child at the time of Albuuri Njay's exile (1890).
Guisse', Amadou Wane; two sessions, Dahra, 26 August 1970 and 25 July
1971. A griot.
Guisse', Baba; Dahra, 21 July 1970. A griot.
Guisse, Daouda; two sessions, Dahra, 28 April 1970 and 26 August 1970.
A griot.
Guisse, Sakoki; two sessions, Lingeer, 24 April 1970 and 23 July 1970.
A griot, descendant of Mbuldi, Albuuri Njay's griot.
Ka, Honore'; Buulel, 29 July 1970; in Pulaar. A Fuulbe aardo.
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Ka, Samba Penda Nolo; two sessions, Dahra, 29 April 1970 and 24 July
1970. From a Fuulbe aardo family.
Ka, Simbigne Bodiel; Jojolet, 29 July 1970; in Pulaar. From a Fuulbe
aardo family.
Kane, Thierno Seydou; Dakar, 19 June 1971; in French. Former chef du
canton, now conseilleur coutumier; a grandson of Abdul Bokar Kan.
Leane, Arsine; Dahra, 23 August 1970. A griot from a family attached
to the Nan family of bergels .
Mbaye, Daouda; Lingeer, 26 July 1971. A griot whose father was one of
Albuuri Njay's griots .
Ndao, Moussa; Lingeer, 30 July 1970. A descendant of the Ndaw family of
beleps} belep in the colonial period.
Ndao, Ouali; two sessions, Dahra, 30 April 1970 and 23 July 1971. He
participated in Albuuri Njay's exile.
Ndiaye, Alboury Bouna; Lingeer, 27 April 1970; in French. Oldest living
grandson of Albuuri Njay and son of Buuna Njay; retired chef d'arron-
dissement, now conseilleur coutumier.
Ndiaye, Amadou Allasane; Kad Balloji, 20 July 1970. Village chief, son
of Albuuri Penda Mboyo.
Ndiaye, El Hadj Baba Lissa; three sessions, Dahra, 30 April 1970, 21
July 1970, and 22 July 1971. Village chief.
Ndiaye, Kimingtang; Lingeer, 23 July 1970; in French. Retired chef
d'arrondissement, a grandson of Albuuri Njay by his mother, Roxya.
Ndiaye, Moussa; three sessions, Dahra, 22 July 1970, 20 August 1970, and
23 August 1970. From the Neg Buuri Nebu family.
Ndiaye, Sidi Mbaye; two sessions, Lingeer, 23 July 1970 and 30 July 1970.
The son of Albuuri Njay's tuube
, Mbaba Ngwii Njay.
Ndiaye, Youssouf; Waxox, 26 July 1971. Imam of the Waxox mosque.
Niang, El Hadj Cheikh; Nget, 24 July 1971. Son of Gor Sane Nan, one of
al-Hajj Malik Sy's most important representatives in Jolof, imam of the
Nget mosque.
Niang, Macoumba; Mbelaxe, 24 August 1970. Village chief, descendant of
Nan (bergel
)
family.
Sakho, Aliou; Dahra, 22 August 1970. Imam of Dahra mosque, a Tijani
shaikh.
Thiam, Amadou; Dahra, 22 August 1970. Born during the reign of Samba
Lawbe Penda (1890-1895)
.
Thiobane, Alboury; three sessions, Dahra, 22 July 1970, 27 July 1970,
and 25 July 1971. A blind griot born in 1895.
''
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